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Abstract 

'Travelling objects, masking commerce' deals with the social Hfe of handcrafted African 
objects such as masks and sculptures as well as objects of daily use, and the different 
phases they move through in their life cycles. The interrelationships between objects, the 
places where they are sold and the people selling and purchasing them are analysed. The 
core argument is that particular aspects of objects' lives as commodities work to mask 
their commodity nature. The work focuses on the processes that enable that masking to 
occur; processes that occur both in exchange relations and in the manner in which objects 
are related to as possessions. 

The masking of objects' commodity nature is shown to be achieved by their non
commodity dimensio~ which include the stories constructed and told about them which, 
very broadly speaking, are the essence of marketing any product. Hence, it is argued that 
it is the non-commodity aspects that allow for the commodification of objects. 

'Travelling objects' provides a detailed analysis not only of how the process of masking 
is achieved but also why it is attempted. An issue of major importance is to develop a 
more general and socialised picture of African objects, particularly those at the markets 
studied ethnographically in Cape Town during 1997-98. 
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Prologue: 

The Story of the Kanaga Mask 

Here I am, a kanaga mask hanging on a white wall in Cape Town. It is 1997. My life story 

begins in Mali in a small town near Mopti in Dogon country in April 1997. Among many others 

I was carved, painted and smeared with fat by a local a carver in a small hut. Some of us stayed 

in Mopti and were sold to locals for the annual kanaga dance festival. I was sold, with 20 others 

of my kind, to a wholesale merchant from Mali, named Sourie. He packed us in a big box 

together with marionettes, Bamana masks and Bwa masks. If only he had used some paper or 

other padding to protect us from scratches! We arrived via Abidjan and Johannesburg in Cape 

Town on a cold day in June. That was the first time that I saw the sunlight again, after many days 

of travelling across Africa. 

Together with my co-travellers in the box I was thrown on the floor of the balcony of the Pan 

African Market. We saw at least ten other boxes that were standing there waiting to be unpacked. 

I was displayed on the railings of the balcony; side by side with six other kanaga masks. We had 

survived the trip with only a few scratches. Some of the masks who'd come with us had to be 

repaired, glued together again and polished. 

So there I was, waiting for my new destination. The possibilities were many. I could have been 

purchased by a trader from Greenmarket Square, where I would have been displayed on the floor 

under a big table. Every morning I would have been unpacked from a plastic box in the hope of 

being sold. In the afternoon I would have had to go back to the box. I could also have been 

bought by a gallery owner who would have displayed me on the shop wall along with other 

masks from allover Africa. That would have increased my exchange value quite a lot. Or I could 

have ended up with a trader at the Pan African Market. That would have saved me from being 

squashed into a box every evening and my exchange value would have been slightly higher than 

on the street. I am one of many and I have not danced in a ritual so I am disqualified from being 
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bought by a museum or a collector of African art. It is a pity because had that happened I would 

probably have ended up in a nice clean place. 

Standing there on the railings and waiting, I wondered what the people who looked at me or 

might buy me, thought about me? Was I merchandise, an object of decoration, a copy, a fake, a 

ritual object, a souvenir from Africa, or even a piece of art? I further asked myself what Sourie 

would tell the customers about me? Would he teU them that I did dance in a kanaga festival? 

Would he tell them stories about the Dogon people and Mali? Later I wondered why I was here. 

Why would people want to buy me anyway? What was so special about me? 

And then she came, the social anthropologist, who saw me on the railing and bought me, on the 

very day of my arrival. I do not know why, but I suppose that she, as an anthropologist, might at 

least understand that I have been taken out of my previous context and that my meaning 

[hanging] on her wall is considerably changed from what it was at earlier points in my life. 

2 
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Chapter one: Introduction 

Why do I begin with this little story? I am an anthropologist, not a poet. However, the story 

summarises my work. 'Travelling objects' is about the social life of African objects, such as the 

mask in my story. Objects, like people, move through life cycles. They can be prolonged and 

complex for some objects such as artworks. They can be rather short for other objects, such as 

packaging, which is often discarded after its use. Hence, objects which make up the material 

world that surrounds us can be approached from a biographical perspective (Kopytoff 1986). 

Like the mask in the story some objects change hands many times during their life span. They 

move through different social, cultural and economic contexts and acquire different meanings as 

they do so. Therefore it can be argued that objects have life histories. 

This work is about objects, such as handcrafted masks, sculptures or objects of daily use, and 

about their social life in Cape Town, South Africa I , The objects' observed 'living environments' 

(social, cultural and economic contexts) include street markets, curio shops, art galleries, national 

museums as wen as the homes of purchasers of objects. I have explored the plurality of 

participants taking part in the social lives of the objects. They have included traders and sales 

personnel as well as purchasers of the objects. I analyse and describe the different social 

environments in which the objects are found and the ways in which the objects communicate in 

those changing social environments. 

I use the term' African object' despite the implicit value-Iadenness of the word African (see 

chapter 8), because it is frequently necessary to distinguish these objects from others that are 

used and transacted as souvenirs and collectibles. Where possible, however, I simply describe 

them as ·objects'. I am careful to avoid terms such as 'African art' because I wish to avoid 

implying that aU objects found at the markets, galleries and homes of their owners are referred to 

I Some of the findings of my work are similar to Steiner's work 'African Art in Transit' (1994) in which he explores 
the African art markets in Abidjan (Ivory Coast). 1 will refer to such similarities, for example, the ways in which 
traders act as cultural brokers (Steiner 1994: 154 -156) in my thesis. Yet many of my findings are different, 
especially in regard to the greater ethnic and religious diversity among traders in the Cape Town markets, the greater 
distance of most traders from their home country as well as the gender of the traders. For example, in the Abidjan art 
markets, men are the major role players (Steiner 1994: 40), whereas in Cape Town markets women playa 
significant role as traders and salespersons. 

3 
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as 'art' and are (or have been) perceived as such in all the contexts in which they are found. To 

use a term such as art would contradict the very nature of my work in which I aim to show that 

African objects have different meanings in diverse contexts. It is trite to say that an object's 

meaning is perceived differently when found in an African village or at a street market, or when 

it is found in an art gallery. However, saying so does not explain the concrete reasons for the 

differences in perception. For that one needs to analyse the different contexts in which the 

objects are imbued with meaning and by whom. 

I am aware that by using the term African I make use of a socially constructed idea. It is people 

who relate to the objects as African for reasons such as that they are produced., used., or sold in 

Africa. Yet, the object as such does not have an inherent quality of being African. Some people 

might almost habitually recognise these objects as African, but not all do. An example from my 

fieldwork provides evidence. When a saleswoman at one of the markets I studied was asked 

where a Guro mask (produced in the Ivory Coast) came from, she replied India. According to the 

saleswoman, the colourful mask reminded her of what she perceived Indian things to be like. 

I use the term African to circumscribe the objects I talk about in this work. The term object alone 

would be too broad. Yet that is not to say that my investigations and analysis could not be 

applied to any other object which is transacted. But, for my present study, I have decided to 

focus on a certain category of objects that has been commonly described as African art, tourist 

art and African artefacts, both by my research participants and in the vast literature about these 

kinds of objects (Fagg 1964, Jules-Rosette 1984, Schmalenbach 1989, Vogel 1988, 1991, Shiner 

1994, Steiner 1994, Meyer 1995, Phillips 1995). 

The idea that objects have social lives and life histories was developed by Appadurai and others 

(Appadurai 1986). Appadurai argues that focusing on objects, and following the path they take 

through different environments or contexts, enables us to understand • glimpses of the ways in 

which desire and demand, reciprocal sacrifice and power interact to create economic value in 

specific social situations' (Appadurai 1986: 4). By explicitly directing attention to objects and 

their socio-cultural context one can begin to comprehend both how objects influence the lives of 

4 
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people and how objects act as carriers of meaning (Appadurai 1986: 5, Marcus & Myers 1995: 

34). 

Marcus and Myers (1995) take Appadurai's concept offollowing objects-'their circulation in 

diverse contexts'- and use it to analyse and negotiate boundary sustaining efforts of the art 

world in a cross-cultural environment. Accounting for the circulation of' objects, money, ideas 

and people' they take what they call a 'relativicing look' at the way the art world appropriates 

objects 'cross-culturally for its own purposes (Marcus & Myers 1995:34). 

Appadurai's work represents a theoretical base Marcus & Myers (1995) and has to be understood 

in terms of his argument 'that economic exchange creates value' and that 'value is embodied in 

commodities that are exchanged,2 (my italics) (Appadurai 1986: 3). Appadurai concentrates in 

his work on commodities; or rather on the commodity potential of all objects (Appadurai 1986: 

13). According to Appadurai, being a commodity is only one state in an object's multiple social 

life. Objects move in and out of the commodity state (Appadurai 1986: 13, 17, Steiner 1994: 13). 

Appadurai emphasises the 'temporal perspective of the commoditization of things' (Appadurai 

1986: 17). In doing so he appears to construct imaginary boundaries between the commodity 

state and other states in the objects' lives. Appadurai suggests that commodities are 

'distinguishable from 'products', 'objects', 'goods', artefacts', and other sorts of things-but 

only in certain respects and from a certain point of view' (Appadurai 1986:6). Yet he does not 

elaborate what 'products'. 'goods', 'artefacts' mean to him other than that they are opposed to 

commodities. Nor does he explain why and from which perspective the distinction can be drawn. 

In this regard Appadurai says, at a different point in his work, 'Let us approach commodities as 

things in a certain situation, a situation that can characterise many different kinds of thing, at 

different points in their social lives. This means looking at the commodity potential of all things 

rather than searching fruitlessly for the magic distinction between commodities and other sorts of 

things.' (Appadurai 1986: 13). Here he acknowledges the difficulty of distinguishing 

commodities from other things, yet he also circumscribes the characteristics of a commodity as 

comprising a singular and distinguishable status. 

2 See for example Marcus and Myers' analysis of how the art world creates value through economic exchange, but 
also through the movement of art through time and space (Marcus & Myers 1995:30-32). 

5 
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Appadurai' s distinction is heuristically useful and enables us to define the tenn commodity and 

to explain the process of commodification. However, during my fieldwork I noticed that the 

boundaries between commodity and 'other sorts of things' were diffuse. In other words the 

borders between different stages in an object's life were blurred. In some cases the African 

object's status as a commodity prevailed, hence the object predominantly established 

relationships to and among people that were characterised solely by market exchange. In other 

instances the object's status was predominantly that of a souvenir establishing relationships to 

and among people that went beyond the sphere of monetary market exchange. The object 

became a symbol of a place, a person or a reminder of a whole vacation. Therefore, I argue, 

African objects have a hybrid character. They are commodities as well as artefacts, souvenirs, 

collectibles, decorations, etc. AU the latter characteristics refer to the non-commodity 

characteristics of objects. These non-commodity dimensions are not just terms in themselves. 

Each descriptive attribute, such as commodity, souvenir art, etc. marks a particular kind of 

relationship between people and material objects. Further, the attributes become protagonists in 

stories, part of the life stories of Mrican objects. They are aspects of the stories told by 

participants in the objects' lives about the objects' production, their origin and use but also about 

their value as art, souvenir, ethnographic artefact, or, indeed, something else again. Marcus and 

Myers, for example, emphasise the importance of the narrative of art history in evaluating 

objects as art (Marcus & Myers 1995: 27). 

My fieldwork revealed that the non-commodity characteristics of African objects, for example 

being an artefact from a culture different from that of the observer or potential purchaser, made 

the object desirable. Hence, I argue that it is the non-commodity aspects of some objects of the 

material world, such being seen as African objects, that create the value of, and demand for the 

objects and thereby enable their commodification. African objects found at markets. in galleries 

and with collectors are simultaneously both commodity and non-commodity. A mutual influence 

exists between their non-commodity and commodity aspects. This influence leaves room for the 

actors who participate in the social lives of African objects to construct a private realm around 

those objects that may be quite different from the realm of exchange and commodity per se 

(Kopytoff 1986: 88). I further argue that the non-commodity dimensions of African objects 
6 
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detennine the degree that their commodity nature can be and is masked. I propose that the more 

commodified an African object is, meaning the less its commodity nature is overshadowed by its 

non-commodity aspects, the lower its commercial value. 

To develop my arguments has required foHowing the paths of African objects to show how the 

meanings ascribed to them change in the process of their shifting social environments, and how 

those changes impact on their degree of commodification. I will show that their very 

identification as economic, or aesthetic, or as other things, depends on the contexts of their 

exchange andlor of consumption where they are often on display. I propose to approach the 

different social environments through which African objects travel as 'fields of struggle' 

between a number of attributes of African objects. These include their commodity, artefact, art, 

collectible, tourist art, authentic etc. attributes. In each such field of struggle certain attributes 

predominate, ostensibly imbuing the object with only one meaning, be it that of art, souvenir, 

commodity, ethnographic artefact or something else, and appearing to subdue its other attributes. 

Marcus and Myers concentrate on the art world processes as one field of struggle, or in their 

words as 'arena of content', which they perceive as the 'main domain of value production in any 

society' (Marcus & Myers 1995: 10). Similar to my approach in this thesis they are not 

concerned with defining the attribute art but with the processes that are involved to transform an 

object into art, especially in regard to the assimilation of objects of non-western societies into 

institutions of the western art world (Marcus & Myers 1995: 4). 

Following the objects through various different socio-cultural contexts has enabled me to 

demonstrate the hybrid character of African objects and to find ways to understand why and how 

certain attributes come to predominate in specific environments. Yet we must also realise that 

these various social environments do not exist in isolation from each other, and that mutual 

relationships exist between them. The internal struggles for supremacy of an object's attributes 

also takes place between the people in different environments, often resulting in competition 

among and between them in those environments. A curator at the National Gallery in Cape 

Town, for example, discussed with me an argument she had had with the Museum's shop owner. 

During the exhibition 'Forging Links with Ghana and its Neighbours' (1997) the Museum shop 
7 
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had placed copies of some of the exhibits on its shelves, for sale. The curator demanded that the 

copies be removed, arguing that selling the copies in the shop would undermine the authenticity 

and uniqueness of the exhibits. However. seen from the perspective of the shop owner, the 

presence of the exhibits in the Gallery alongside enhanced the authenticity of the copies available 

for sale, making them more attractive to potential customers and hence increasing their 

saleability. 

Quite a few participants in the different social environments in which I studied the social and 

economic circuits of African objects had a special interest in proclaiming that an object they had 

in their home, ~eir gallery, their collection, their publication, or their stall was something 

special, and better than any other similar object found elsewhere. AU attempted, to a greater or 

lesser extent, to undermine the potential commodity nature of the African objects in their 

possession by favouring the objects' non-commodity aspects such as its value as art, 

ethnographic artefact, collectible, souvenir, decoration, etc (Marcus & Myers 1995: 8-9,21-24). 

My fieldwork in various social environments revealed that the most contested attributes of most 

African objects were those relating to their commodity, art and authenticity characteristics. I also 

noticed that, among some research participants, certain meanings or attributes were attributed to 

objects simply by the contexts where they were found. For example, the same or virtually 

identical items were commodity in relation to a street market, art in relation to a gallery. Street 

market traders were perceived both by lay persons and by experts in African objects, such as 

collectors, gallery owners and curators, as rather uninformed agents selling trivial, mass

produced and inauthentic commodities. However, fieldwork showed that one could find similar 

objects in markets, galleries and museum exhibitions, and as high a .degree of expertise at street 

markets as in those more formal institutions. The prejudices that so-called connoisseurs, curators, 

collectors, art critics, and many lay persons held about traders and their objects of sale, seem to 

be symptomatic of two related concerns about the material word and people's relationships to it. 

First, there is a general tendency in western thought to perceive commodities as evil per se. 

Secondly, there is a tendency to perceive art and commodity as quite separate and opposing 

entities, occupying quite distinct socio-cultural spaces. 

8 
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Such negative perceptions towards commodities have been discussed at length by various social 

theorists who have adopted quite diverse perspectives in their studies to material culture and 

consumption. Include among them are Miller (1987, 1995). McCracken (1988), Baudrillard 

(1968), Bourdieu (1996), Appadurai (1986), and Pearce (1992), and various others. 

Both Miller and Appadurai claim that much of the literature that draws on and uses Marx's 

notion of commodity associates commodities with capitalist modes of production (Appadurai 

1986:11, Miller 1995: 144). Miller further argues that part of that literature3 provided the 

foundation for conceiving commodities as embodiments of evil (Miller 1987: 6, 1995: 145). 

Popular opinion, much which takes Marxist theory in very simplistic terms, suggests that Marx 

distinguished between producing for one's own use and producing something for exchange in 

markets, the latter production process being linked to an alienating division of labour and the 

production of commodities. Such commodity production is thus not associated, in that view, with 

pre-industrialist societies which. according to Miller, are perceived as 'free of the burden' of 

materialism because their members are thought to have lived in more direct relationships with 

nature and each other than do people in capitalist societies (Miller 1987: 11). This romanticised 

view of pre-industrialist societies, Miller points out, results in an anti-materialistic attitude 

which, he goes on to say, can be found on all 'sides of the political spectrum' of contemporary 

society (Miller 1987:3). The attitude can also be found in anthropological literature that 

investigates the impact that commodities had on pre-industrialised societies (Howes 1996). 

The growth of consumer culture is frequently also associated with what Miller (1987: 16) calls a 

fetishist attitude towards objects of the material world (Miller 1987: 16)-an attitude that derives 

from a particular reading of Marx's ([1867] 1993: 85) notion of commodity fetishism. Before I 

discuss that notion and how I draw upon it for my own work, it may be useful, in order to avoid 

later confusions as to what I mean when I use it, to explain the diverse ways and contexts in 

which fetishism and fetish have been understood in the literature. I should also mention the 

recent criticism of Marxist approaches. Taylor, for example, claims that Marx and Marxism have 

become inadequate in analysing contemporary social practices. Taylor argues that Marx's 

3 Miller (1987) mentions Galbraith (1979) and Ewen and Ewen (1982) in this context. 
9 
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analysis of socio-economic problems is based on an industrial society and its corresponding 

mechanical processes of production. He suggests such processes are surpassed by electronic 

processes of reproduction and need new forms of analysis (Taylor 2002: 100). Taylor is correct 

to say that the socio-economic environment has changed since Marx wrote 'Capital' (1867) but I 

question whether 'the complexity of network culture' (Taylor 2002) or in other words 

globalisation necessarily requires new social theories (Mintz, 1998, Haugerud, Stone & Little 

2000: 19). I am suggesting that contemporary social dynamics present methodological 

challenges, such to extend existing social theories into a more global frame. By using a part of 

Marx' social theories, for example commodity fetishism, I attempt to place them within the 

context of more complex contemporary times. 

Broadly speaking the concept of fetishism has been used in three main areas: anthropological, 

Freudian or psychological and Marxian (Foster 1993: 252). all three of which have seen 

fetishism as involving a form of substitution of an object for something else. whether it is a spirit 

(anthropology), a phallUS (Freudian) or a social relationship (Marx) (Apter 1993, Nye 1993. Pietz 

1993). 

Originating from the Portuguese word/elisso, meaning charm or magically active (Apter 1993: 

5). the term was used by sixteenth century Portuguese travellers to refer to Christian relics. Only 

later did they apply it to African artefacts that they found in West Africa. Perceiving such 

artefacts, for example wooden statues, as magical charms in which animistic spirits resided 

(Foster 1993: 254), they provided the basis on which late nineteenth century anthropologists such 

as Tylor (1891) and McLennan (1896) came to use the term to describe material objects found in 

non-western societies and that were objects of veneration because magical powers were said to 

inhere in them (Pietz 1993: 132). A parallel development and use of the term occurred with the 

development of early psychology at the end of the nineteenth century. In that context, the term 

was used to describe erotic fixations on material objects and parts of the body. almost always in 

relation to what were seen as perverse sexual urges (Nye 1993: 13). By the early twentieth 

century, however, Freud (1927) had revised this use, declaring a fetish to be a representation of 

a castration anxiety (Apter 1993: 4). 

10 
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Marx linked the notion of fetish as substitute to the processes of commodity production by 

coining the phrase commodity fetishism ([ 1867] 1993: 85). He used the phrase to suggest that 

commodities were particularly contaminated because their very nature both masked the 

circumstances of their production and the relationship between those who had produced them, 

and stood in for the relationships between people involved in their circuits of exchange (Miller 

1987: 18, Apter 1993: 2, Pietz 1993: 127). Appadurai and Miller have shown that it is very 

simplistic to interpret Marx's argument here to mean that the extreme commodity nature of 

consumerism means that it is driven by a fetishist attitude. Such an interpretation, they point out, 

neglects Marx's own analysis of small-scale societies in that it fails to acknowledge Marx's own 

thoughts on the existence of commodities in precapitalist small-scale societies (Marx 1993: 93). 

It further neglects the specific historical moment in which Marx wrote his work (Appadurai 

1986, Miller 1993). 

Pearce (1992) takes a rather different, more historical-ethical approach towards understanding 

contemporary societal processes. It is one that rejects the idea that commodities have value 

simply because of their commodity nature. She argues that 'modem western thought places a low 

value on the material world and its products, paralleling traditional Christian morality: both are 

at odds with modem capitalism, which places an inordinately high value upon the possession of 

material' (Pearce 1992: 17, Taylor 2002). Pearce traces the history of the dualism4 that 

distinguishes between the creator and the created, object and subject, thought and thing, all the 

way back to Plato. She shows how that dualism conceptualises the creator, the subject, the 

thought as superior to the created, the object, the thing. The result, she argues, is that the 

'material world is deprived of any independence, primary reality or possibility of active 

intervention' (Pearce 1992: 21). 

This kind of subject-object duality was developed and became most influential in western 

philosophy through the writings of Hegel, in particular in his Phenomenology of Mind, which 

4 Taylor extends the criticism of dualism into the realm of social theory and maintains that contemporary social 
theories are based upon the thinking in structural oppositions and that such thinking presupposes culture and its 
social context as bounded (Taylor 2002: 15). Bounded social contexts, he argues do not exist today and therefore 
contemporary social theories are inadequate (Taylor 2002: 23). 
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also influenced Marx (Miller 1987: 5, Taylor 2002: 49, 93). The subject-object duality of 

western thought, as well as some one-sided analyses of Marx's works, are, Miller argues, 

together responsible for the generally negative view of commodities as, in a strong sense, 

immoral in contemporary modem Euro-American societies. Such societies are thus portrayed by 

some critics (Adorno and Horkheimer 1972, Marcuse 1964) as being characterised by a principle 

that satisfaction can be found only in material goods, which have 'brought the West to a state of 

moral and social decay' (Howes 1996: 180). 

Such negative attitudes towards commodities appear to be the underlying reasons for the 

prejudices I discovered, amongst other participants in my research, about traders in African 

objects and about the very objects of their trade. Traders in African objects at street markets were 

often perceived as uneducated and their trade objects as trite and superficial commodities. These 

negative perceptions, I argue, resulted partly from the more general perception that commodities 

are symbols of contamination. However, as I go on to demonstrate, is not the object per se, or the 

trader, that suggests that the objects are commodities, but the market environment. I will show in 

chapter three that it is in this environment that the object's character as commodity appears to be 

the most obvious. It is there that the object appears to miss the proper frame to imbue it with 

non-commodity aspects such as they might obtain from association with art. 

According to art historian Gombrich (1979) a frame is a means to focus our attention on the 

object inside it. Miller (1987), discussing material culture and mass consumption, extends 

Gombrich's notion of the frame, noting that 'it might be suggested that it is only through the 

presence of the frame that we recognise the work of art for what it is, perceiving and responding 

to it in the appropriate way ... Placed in another context, such as the billboard, the work of art 

might wen fail to attract either appreciation or interest' (Miller 1987: 101)5. 

S See Errington's (1997) opposing analysis of the literal framing of art. Errington suggests that the frame as such is 
the major device that allows for the commodification of objects because the frame increases the portability and 
durability of the framed object (Errington 1997: 83). For a social history of the framing ofm objects see Brettell & 
Starling ( 19860 and Baxandall (1987). 
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Both Gombrich and Miller focus on the material and spatial arrangements in which objects are 

found and appear to have based the concept frame on theories developed by Bateson (1972) and 

further applied by Goffinan (1975). Goffinan described frames as products of human action and 

interaction, hence an interactive system in which social actors perform their roles.(Goffinan 

1975: 573). The frame according to Goffinan allows us to defme a situation 'in accordance with 

principles of organisation which govern events--at least social ones--and our social 

involvement in them ... ' (Goffinan 1975: 10-11). The concept of frame both spatial and social 

can also be applied to galleries and museums and the social actors therein, all of which function 

to draw attention to the object as art, or as something unique and worth exhibiting. However, one 

can also apply the frame concept to commodity markets. The spatial frame provided by the 

market environment draws attention to the object as commodity rather than as art. The social 

frame (consisting of traders of African objects) draws attention to the objects as art rather than 

commodity (Chapter five). 

Miller explains that the predicament of the object and its appreciation results from 'our image of 

the artefact [which] is constantly dominated, not only by linguistic analogies, but also by the 

concept of art and the uniqueness of the object of art' (Miller 1987: 100). The concept of art 

resists the commercial value of the art objects as well as their mass production and reproduction 

(Benjamin 1963). Art is thus repeatedly represented by art historians (Greenberg 1965, Fry 1920) 

and critics of aesthetics (Hegel 1840, Kant 1787) as non-commodity, despite its place in auction 

houses and galleries. The idea that the art object is unique leads to what Miller describes as the 

humiliation of the common object, a term he uses to describe objects of mass or popular culture 

(Miller 1987: 101). 

Hence, commodity and art have come to be perceived as two distinct and opposing entities. Yet 

that distinction relates not only to the above discussion of the 'evil of commodities'. It is also the 

outcome of the perception that art is antithesis o/the commodity. 

I mentioned earlier that one feature of markets trading such commodities as the African objects 

with which I am concerned is that the stories of those objects' production are masked, and that 

the objects are then used to stand in for relationships between people. Yet such objects are also 
13 
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often perceived as symbols of cultural homogenisation. Kopytoff claims ' ... that 

commoditization homogenises value, while the essence of culture is discrimination, excessive 

commoditization is anti-cultural ... ' Drawing from Durkheim (1912), he continues: 'societies 

need to set apart a certain portion of their environment, marking it as 'sacred', singularisation is 

one means to this end' (Kopytoff 1986: 73). I suggest that art functions as an opposing concept, 

constructed to 'save' the world from the evils of consumption. Art is seen as sacred, refined and 

unique, commodity is seen as secular, brute and mass-produced. Yet such distinctions are more 

ideological than real. They result partly from modernist aestheticism and elitism. 

The difficulty of distinguishing art from commodity is clear from descriptions of Renaissance 

times when the so-called 'genius-artists' were living and when their product-art-was all 

commodity, in the sense that it was all commissioned work. The works of DaVinci, Botticelli 

and others was commodified to such an extent that the money spent by the patron not only 

determined what was depicted but also what colours were used to paint a fresco or a painting; 

different colours had different prices (Baxandall 1987). Yet, the nature of the contract for 

commissioned work implies a relationship between producer and commissioner where 

reciprocities prevail. Such relationships, particularly if those reciprocities are generalised by 

being delayed and marked by friendship, mask the commodity nature of artworks. 

It would go beyond the scope of the present work to enter into a fuller discussion of the 

development of the concept of art and artists in Euro-American societies. But it is worth looking 

at some of the approaches that have been taken to gain an understanding of what constitutes art, 

and at theories underlying them. 

Harrison (1983: 19), for example, has argued that modernist art theory constitutes an ideology 

used by certain groups in western society (the 'art community' and members of a dominant 

class) to demonstrate and maintain their elitist position in society (Harrison 1983: 19). According 

to Harrison (1983: 20), modernist art theory should be seen in the light of what he refers to as 

'the intellectual tradition of liberalism' which perceives culture as distinct from material life and 

the everyday. This concept of culture as high culture regards culture as comprising fine art, 

opera, literature, etc. rather than being associated with relationships between people, the material 
14 
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world and nature. All the latter do, however, constitute parts of a different. more all

encompassing understanding of the notion of culture (Harrison 1983: 20). Errington analysing 

the social practices that separate high culture from life uses the concept of frame as a boundary

creating device, which sets high culture apart from material life and the everyday. The frame (a 

picture frame, a pedestal or a stage) 'pronounces what it encloses to be not "real" life, but 

something different from it' (Errington 1997: 84). Thus from a modernist art theory perspective 

the essential function of art is regarded as being to provide the beholder with access to spiritual 

experience that is quite distinct from everyday experiences and certainly from commercialism. 

As Bell puts it: 'to understand art we need nothing whatever about history ... to appreciate fully a 

work of art we require nothing but sensibility. To those that can hear. Art speaks for itself.' (Bell 

[1914] 1958: 98). Implicitly such a construction of what constitutes art is underpinned by a 

Kantian belief (1787) that art has transcendent spiritual value (Taylor 2002: 31). And it is 

precisely that characteristic of art that enables masking of art's economic value and of the ways 

in which art is produced. The emphasis laid by such theorists on the sensibility of 'those that can 

hear Art speak' also has the effect of excluding all those who lack the 'cultural capital', to use 

Bourdieu's term (1996), to appreciate art spiritually. 

The key process through which, according to Bourdieu, people develop cultural capital is 

education. Bourdieu thus argues that the better and longer one's education, the greater the 

cultural capital one acquires, and hence the greater one's competence to make value-judgements 

between art and non-art (Bourdieu 1996: 12,53). For Bourdieu art becomes grounded in the 

social distinction that such education brings precisely at that time in the social evolutionary 

process when the social distinction of the upper class can no longer be realised simply in 

fmancial terms. By now there is an affluent middle class which can also acquire wealth and 

property. The apparent sensibility of 'those that could hear Art speak' that could not previously 

be earned or bought is now increasingly accessible to others who are able to obtain the education 

that develops the disposition of the cultured and sensitive person «Taylor 2002: 244, Harrison 

1983: 63). McEvilley (1992) puts the above in somewhat different words, when he writes: 

In the first century AD, Strabo recorded [7.3 .12] a Scythian initiation rite in which youths would dance in 

forest clearings clothed in wolf skins. After bonding in this new identity they would regard non-initiates as 
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wolves' prey. It was an effective preparation for power struggles and war, as members of the clan or tribal 

cult universalised their claim on power by identifying with forces of nature. In the Modernist era, with its 

claims to universal standards of quality, the elite community of taste might have seemed slJch a group; 

certain artworks, especiaUy those abstract and sublime, were cultic emblems, like wolf skins. The group for 

whom the work was made was bonded around its secret meanings; and other groups - profani, non-initiates, 

interlopers - were rendered its social, economic and cultural prey. While seeming to emphasise universality 

or sameness, art in the West became a force for divisiveness and exclusion (McEvilley 1992: 9). 

Today the wolf skin bearers are no longer safe. In present times when artworks are readily 

reproduced through the technologies of mass production and consumption (Benjamin 1963), and 

when what Veblen (1975 [1899]) called the new leisure class has emerged, a process of 

emulation has occurred, lower classes in the social hierarchy having increasingly imitated the 

higher classes (Veblen 1975: 81,85, Lury 1996: 46). Members of the leisure class had sought to 

demonstrate its good taste and status by the use and display of objects of material culture (Taylor 

2002: 243, Veblen 1975: 74-5). Their aesthetisised lifestyle and demands led to changes in 

production processes and to an ever-growing number of objects of material culture generated 

through mass-production. Bourdieu (1996: 310) claims that the taste of the middle class was 

predominantly influenced by an 'hedonistic morality of consumption, based on credit, spending 

and enjoyment'. When members of the middle class, according to Bourdieu, showed interest in 

works of art, theatre or literature, they tended to prefer works which were directly accessible and 

close to everyday life (Bourdieu 1996: 32). Hence, themes and objects that became popular were 

those that evoked passions, emotions and pleasure. But because the middle class's preferences 

were in direct opposition to those of art historians such as Bell, the latter were able to portray 

themselves as aesthetes who could appreciate and give effect to the 'ascetic ethic of production 

and accumulation' (Bourdieu 1996: 310) as wen as to the aesthete's preference of pure form over 

function and iconography. 

The aesthetic lifestyle was thus opposed to the popular middle class lifestyle, and it was confined 

by and to elitist groups (the wolf skin bearers) whose members sought to secure it by activities 

such as collecting, connoiseurship and the creation of artificial scarcities of objects, as wen as by 

looking for new objects of art (including African objects) which the masses would not appreciate 

(Taylor 2002: 244, Harrison 1983: 64). The process led to a hierarchy of value in what Clifford 
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(1988: 224) referred to as an art-culture system and a clear distinction between high and popular 

culture. High culture, says Clifford, was now related to uniqueness, originality and authenticity, 

popular culture to reproduction, commercialism, inauthenticity, and, hence, mass-production 

(Plattner 2000). 

The distinction between high and popular culture, or fine art and popular art has today become 

increasingly blurred through the effect of a number of historic events. One was the rise of artists' 

movements, such as Dada and Surrealism, which sought to collapse the boundaries between art 

and everyday life by showing that the most banal commodity, for example an urinal, could be 

placed in a gallery as an object of art (Taylor 2002: 7-8, McEviUey 1992: 9-10). Post-modem art, 

opposing itself to modernism and avant-garde, went a step further by promoting the concept of 

anti-work or anti-art, by mixing art styles and materials from contemporary and historic sources 

and by emphasising iconography instead of pure fonn (Plattner 2000: 124, Mc Evilley 1992: 13). 

However, despite the blurring category of boundaries, the ghost of modernism, and with it the 

distinctions between art and everyday life, art and commodity, popular and fine art, still haunt us 

today. That is particularly clear in the simultaneous humiliation of African objects at street 

markets in places such as Cape Town and their sacralisation in many galleries both in those 

places and elsewhere. 

An example of the persistence of the modernist art theoretical distinction between art and the 

everyday comes from my discussions with a collector I met at a Cape Town street market. He 

claimed that 'it is disgusting to find all these cheap copies here in Cape Town'. And a gallery 

owner I interviewed said that: 'All that [traded] stuff is worth nothing. The traders do not know 

what they are selling. It is aU produced to be sold.' Quite a few tourists to whom I talked 

reflected the same attitude when they said that the objects on sale at the street markets were best 

described as 'African kitsch' and that they found it a pity that one could get only 'reproductions' 

and not the 'real thing'. And reflecting the attitude yet again, Grundy comments, in his 

introduction to Levinsohn's Art and Craft of Southern Africa (1984: 13; my italics) ' ... authentic 

fonns and designs may become prostituted in the tourist trade ... Quality suffers. Authenticity is 

compromised. "Traditional" is maimed. Who cares! The immediate return may be greater as the 
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volume of sales grows. Bad art may make good short-run economic sense. And today's 

merchants are hardly sticklers for accuracy and authenticity' . 

Street traders in African objects appear to be the anathema of the 'art world' in that they most 

clearly appear to accentuate the objects' status and role as a commodity. Kopytoff(1986: 18} has 

noticed a widely held attitude, among 'professional and occupational groups which subscribe to a 

common cultural code and specially focused morality' that African objects become contaminated 

when they enter the monetized spheres of markets and should therefore be protected from 

commodification (Errington 1991:115, 131, Kopytoff 1986: 18). He gives an example of 

American Africanists who, having themselves collected African objects from 'their tribes' during 

periods of fieldwork research in Africa, perceive it as improper to acquire such objects from 

African or European traders through a monetary market (Kopytoff 1986: 18-9). Such attitudes 

are symptomatic of a type of cultural hegemony exercised by certain members of western 

societies, such as so-called' art connoisseurs', curators, collectors, art critics and art historians. 

The paradox is that, while asserting that objects are contaminated by the monetary market, the 

same people are willing to acquire objects at auctions which express the commodity dimension 

of the object in virtually the same way as street markets do. However the 'art world' apparently 

rejects any idea that so-called connoisseurs, curators, collectors and art critics are brokers in the 

same way that they and others see traders to be although all of them operate more or less within 

the context of commodity exchange. 

One of the objectives of this dissertation is to demonstrate that dealing in and selling African 

objects, as street traders do, puts them in a powerful as well as an authoritative position that has 

long been occupied virtually exclusively by gallery owners and collectors, although the 

differences between them remain quite stark. Gallery owners and art aficionados determine taste 

and transform the commodity 'painting', for example, into a masterpiece of art by mystifying its 

meaning. It is my argument that the value of African objects also relies heavily on their being 

imbued with a kind of mystery. It may derive from the aestheticism of modernism which 

presupposes the uniqueness and autonomy of 'art' as mentioned above (Bell [1914] 1958, Fry 

1920, Collingwood 1959, Greenberg 1965, 1912). It may also derive from the story of 'the death 

of authentic African art' due to the 'mysterious demise' of the so called natives who produced 
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the objects (Alsop 1982: 22, Sweeney 1935: 12) constructed by museum curators and collectors 

and their claim to possess the 'real' valuable object in their museums6 or their collections 

(Errington 1997: 118). It may equally be through the stories and myths told by African traders 

about the objects they sen and about their origins. That is why I have focused so intensely in this 

work on the traders of African objects. I concentrated, among other aspects, on the traders' life 

histories; their reasons for choosing to sell the objects they have up for sale; their relation to the 

objects they sell; and how the meanings of the African objects they sell are accentuated in the 

traders' actions and interactions with those objects, with other traders, with saleswomen and with 

potential customers. 

Consumers of African objects have been another focal point of my work. Purchasers of African 

objects on sale in Cape Town included Capetomans, local and overseas visitors, local collectors 

of African objects, curators and gallery owners. Each category mentioned assigned a vast 

diversity of cultural meaning to African objects. Overseas tourists appeared to show a quite 

different attitude to the objects purchased than local collectors. Many tourists perceived the 

African object as a token from a foreign culture which they could take home, as did explorers a 

century ago: exotic pieces from exotic people (van Schalkwyk 1991). Yet, their perceptions 

about African objects are partly shaped by the stories the traders tell them and partly by the 

tourists' own preconceived images of Africa. These images are shaped by. western 

representations of Africa, such as in TV films, documentaries, movies, travel guides etc. (Little 

1991). This point relates to another important aspect of my work. The question of how African 

objects, and the stories told about them, fashion and perpetuate cultural constructions of 

'otherness' and at the same time create distinct borders between African and non-African. The 

African object becomes a cultural broker 'it is the medium through which diverse cultures come 

into contact with another and are transmitted and preserved' (Jules-Rosette 1984: 3). 

When the African object leaves South Africa and travels overseas, for example to England, it 

becomes a representative in various ways. It may represent the holiday in the form of a souvenir 

or a gift given to a friend, relative or colleague. At the same time it may represent African 

6 Errington speaks of ' High Primitive Art' when she refers to museum objects and describes them as prototypes of 
African art objects which are collected today (Errington 1997: 95-96). 
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material culture, in that the African object receives an enormous power to sustain and to justify 

images of Africa. When the object is displayed, among others, on museum walls or showcases, 

or on private walls or shelves, it is imbued with whatever meaning the beholder or owner win 

give to it, according to her or his local cultural context (Howes 1996: 5). In many cases, 

therefore, the meaning of the African object becomes more complex when it changes its context. 

The object may carry the meaning of its former sphere oflife into the new one Taylor 2002: 214, 

Marcus & Myers 1995:34, Steiner 1994: 13). In its new context, the home of the tourist, for 

example, it might be imbued with a meaning that results from the interpretational and perceptual 

framework of its owner or beholder, a framework embedded in the socio-cultural context of the 

beholder or owner. Hence "the meaning assigned to the object not only says something about the 

individual owner but also about the relationship between people in a cross-cultural context. The 

almost ever-present notion of the African object's qualities, as being simple in fonn and crude in 

production and therefore attractive, offers evidence of a still persistent image of the 'primitive 

other living in a savage golden age' where life was simple and unconstrained (Hall 1991). 

Taking some examples of these images I argue (chapters 6 and 8) that this and many other 

images of Africa and Africans are partly invented by the non-African 'other' and simultaneously 

accentuated and perpetuated by the objects and the traders who sell the objects. 

My work then is about African objects and their social life in Cape Town. My fieldwork 

followed the paths of African objects through different social environments such as street 

markets, galleries, museums and the homes of their owners. My aim has been to explore the 

multitude of attributes or cultural meanings assigned to African objects and to find reasons why, 

how and by whom African objects are imbued with particular meanings. I argue that it is the 

African objects' non-commodity characteristics that create their value and demand and allow for 

their commodification. The non-commodity dimensions of African objects determine or even 

mask their degree of commodification. The non-commodity characteristics of African obje~ts are 

the attributes assigned to them, such as art, artefact, souvenir, collectible, etc. They mark the 

relationships between people and objects. Each of these attributes is the substance of the stories 

composed about the objects. The stories include 'grand narratives' such as the object-subject 

dualism in western thought or in modernist art theory, and more private stories about their origin, 

their p'roducers, their sellers and their purchasers. I suggest that, by analysing and comparing 
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these stories composed and told about African objects, one can find an understanding of their 

commodification, through analysing how it is masked in various different contexts. 

My argument becomes twofold. It proposes that the stories not only more or less mask the 

objects' commodity nature, they also perpetuate and transport images, prejudices of Africa, its 

people and its objects around the world. As my argument develops in the chapters that follow, 

we will see that images of Africa played a major role in the commodification of the objects I 

studied and in the process of their masking. Hence, I argue, investigation of the different social 

environments of African objects not only provides insights into the processes of their 

commodification. It also reveals processes of cross-cultural exchange in which images of Africa, 

its people and its objects are constantly refashioned and recontextualised by producers, traders 

and buyers across the world. Traders move constantly from local into global contexts and vice 

versa. As they move, they transfer objects which again convey meanings, prejudices and 

stereotypes across the globe (Steiner 1994: 154-156). It is therefore relevant to the ever-growing 

debates about globalism and globalisation to examine these travelling objects and explain them 

as one as means of communication. 

In the following chapters I take the reader on a journey through the different contexts in which 

the process of masking the commodified nature of African objects occurs. This introduction, 

which constitutes chapter one has introduced the reader to the development of my argument and 

the theoretical background on which the work is based. It contains among others, discussions of 

works of Appadurai (1986), Kopytoff (1986) and Miller (1987. 1995, 1998), who have devoted 

their work to the analysis of material culture and consumption. Chapter two contains the basis of 

the journey that comprises the dissertation. The chapter comprises detailed descriptions and 

discussion of my fieldwork methods and techniques. I analyse why I applied, adopted and 

sometimes discarded particular research methods. It further contains a description and discussion 

of my fieldwork universe. In chapter three I investigate African objects at three markets in Cape 

Town. I analyse the commodification of the objects and the various means whereby the objects' 

commodity nature is masked. Two aspects concern me here: one is the place and the other the 

nature of the display of objects at the markets. I argue that the place and the nature of the display 

can visually suggest the object's commodity nature, hence preclude its masking, or alternatively 
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be su<;h as to de-emphasise that commodity nature. In chapter four I focus on persons selling 

African objects. I give a detailed analysis of traders' and sellers' socio-cultural backgrounds and 

of their relationships with the objects they purvey. The argument of chapter four is that traders' 

and sellers' relationships with the objects potentially mask or reveal the objects' commodity 

nature. In chapter five I focus on the stories told about the objects during the interaction between 

sellers and purchasers. I argue that the stories not only have the potential to mask the objects' 

commodity nature but they also establish special relationships between trader and client beyond 

that of commodity consumption. 

After having taken the reader through the contexts in which African objects are purveyed, I then 

concentrate on the consumer contexts. Chapter six contains an analysis of potential customers at 

the markets. I focus on customers' motivations for purchasing African objects and their 

expectation about the objects and markets. I show that consumers' perceptions of, and also their 

enchantment with, African objects potentially mask the commodity nature of the object they 

have obtained. Chapter seven deals with a special kind of purchaser of African objects, the 

collector. Like other research participants they create their own stories about African objects. I 

analyse collectors' stories and argue that they are often influenced by concepts that they draw 

from theories of art or to be found in some anthropology. The concepts collectors employ, 

combined with their passionate relationships with the objects, hide the commodity nature of (and 

their investment in) the objects in their collection. Chapter eight contains an analysis of the 

objects' perceived Africanness which was an all-powerful constituent in the meaning of the 

objects and in the stories composed about them. The chapter sets the previous chapters in the 

broader context of the socially constructed nature of concepts such as African art and 

Africanness. 

In the following chapters my argument is posed and further developed in a range of different 

ways and focuses of various aspects of the moving world of African objects. I hope that, by 

reading to the end, the reader will have been convinced by my analyses of not only how the 

process of masking has been achieved but also why it has been attempted by my various and 

widely heterogenous research participants. 
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Chapter two: Research design, -method and sample 

The aim of my work has been to describe and analyse the processes whereby African objects' 

commodification has been masked in a range of contexts around Cape Town. To meet that aim I 

have had to examine the networks of market personnel, and of potential customers within which 

the African objects with which I have been concerned circulated. In this chapter I discuss my 

research design and the methods used to achieve that aim. 

1. Time and place 

My dissertation is based on field data obtained during three fieldwork periods 7 that totalled a full 

thirteen months. 

Period I 

Period II 

Period III 

mid April to mid June 1997 

early September to mid October 1997 

mid December to end September 1998 

(2 months) 

(1 ~ months) 

(9 ~ months) 

A major characteristic of the research was that it was urban based, and conducted in a city that 

offered very many trading outlets for African objects at a range of street markets, shops and 

galleries scattered across the Cape Metropolitan area. The limited scope of a single researcher's 

work meant that.I had to select just a few. I chose on the basis of the following principles of 

representivity . 

I placed particular priority on informal street trading. concentrating on the informal economy8 

because I assumed it to represent the foundation oflocal trade in African objects. I also assumed, 

following some indications from earlier personal interest, that African objects offered for sale in 

7 The fragmented nature of my fieldwork was due to the tragic death of my father in July 1997 and the subsequent 
severe illness of my mother. 

8 1 use the term informal economy in terms of Sass en (1991). Sassen suggests that informal economy comprises 
• income generating activities that take place outside the framework of public regulation, where similar activities are 
regulated' (Sassen 1991 :79, Castells & Portes 1989: 12). It is not necessarily the activity as such that leads to 
informalisation but the institutional framework in which the activities take place (Castells 1991 :80). 
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formal galleries or shops often reached them via the informal economy. As my brief research 

forays among shop and gallery owners proceeded, that assumption was confirmed. 

Based on that assumption, I first visited various street markets in the Cape Metropolitan area. 

They included those located at Oudekraal and on Chapman Peak's Drive, both of which were 

roadside markets on very popular scenic tourist routes, as was another alongside the entrance of 

the Cape Point Nature Reserve. Others were at Boulders Beach, a favourite tourist spot for the 

penguins that populate the beach, and opposite Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden, on the eastern 

slopes of Table Mountain, and celebrated for its botanical ~onectionsand displays that are 

another significant tourist attraction. Yet others were in the leafy suburb of Constantia and at 

Greenpoint, in a vast area where a weekly Sunday market was held in the shadow of a major 

sports stadium situated en route from the city centre and the increasingly popular Waterfront 

complex in the old harbour to the scenic coastal drive towards Oudekraal and eventually to Cape 

Point. Three other markets I visited were at the city centre's historic Greenmarket Square, at the 

neighbouring St. George's Mall and at the Pan African Market (hereafter PAM), also in the city 

centre, but not a street market (see below). (All the place names listed are underlined on map 1). 

My aim in undertaking this first set of overview visits was to gain a first impression of the nature 

of the trading places, and of the traders' target populations, of the local sales personnel, and of 

the purchasers and those who had simply come to look at the African objects that were on 

display. I focused primarily on the people involved because I wanted to understand how those 

various people might enliven the objects as they went through their various phases of life, and 

how those people might imbue the objects with socia-cultural meaning. During this early phase 

in the study I took the role of a potential customer, walking around the markets, looking at 

objects and talking very informally to both market personnel and purchasers about the objects 

that they were selling, buying or looking at. Having done that I made the decision to concentrate 

my study on street markets in the Cape Town city centre-primarily the last three mentioned 

above. I did so to take advantage of the fact that the three were close to one another so that I 

could easily move between them. A further advantage was that I could observe possible 

interactions between market personnel at the various sites and that I could follow clients on foot 

as they visited the different trading places. 
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The major research sites were Greemnarket Square and St. George's Man, both open-air markets 

and the indoor PAM. AU three operate for six days a week the whole year around. Other street 

markets, such as at Greenpoint or Kirstenbosch take place weekly or monthly. Yet others at Cape 

Point or Oudekraal are weather dependent. I planned from the start that I would repeatedly re

visit my research participants at the three markets so that I could develop rapport through 

establishing an informal relationship with them, and also, when I began the study, to ensure that 

the individuals I had chosen to focus on were people I could be reasonably sure to find at or in 

the vicinity of the three markets on a regular basis. 

A further consideration for my choice of markets was their size and the numbers of stalls from 

which African objects were sold at each. Apart from the weekly Greenpoint market, the market 

at Greenmarket Square included the largest number of stalls selling African objects at the time (it 

still is as I complete writing in 2002). Working from an assumption that the larger the number of 

stalls at a market, the greater the diversity of the research population would be, I chose to focus 

closely on Greenmarket Square. I also chose the neighbouring market at St. George's Mall, this 

time because its side-walk layout was so very different from that of Greenmarket Square with its 

stalls situated side by side on both sides of the street. A greater proportion of traders of African 

objects (75%) was to be found in the Mall than at Greenmarket Square (30% at the time of my 

fieldwork). The composition oflraders, and the layout ofSt George's Mall market, represents 

many smaller side street markets in the Cape Metropolitan area. 

The PAM was chosen because of its unique character and its close proximity to the other two 

markets I had selected. The PAM is housed in the first and second floors of a former YWCA 

building in Cape Town's then increasingly trendy Long Street, and it almost resembles an indoor 

'mini shopping maH' for African objects. Each trader there is allocated an individual space, 

either in one of the rooms or in the corridors of the bUilding. The PAM represented a good site to 

start intensive fieldwork because the composition of the market personnel was rather small and 

easy to grasp. A further advantage was that the market included a coffee shop, a good venue 

from which to approach traders and purchasers in an informal way. 
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My research also took me to various other sites, such as shops and galleries, the homes or places 

of accommodation (hotels and guest houses) of participants of the research, in coffee shops 

aroWld Greenmarket Square and to Cape Town International Airport. The nature of my work at 

these various sites, and at the markets themselves, win become clearer below. 

2. Research population 

My main research popul~tion included traders, seners and wholesale merchants and their 

potential customers9
. City centre shops and gallery owners' perceptions about African objects 

and their trade were important for comparative analysis. I have found it useful to distinguish 

between what I call traders, sellers and wholesale merchants. Traders were the brokers in African 

objects. They were people who dealt mainly with the importation of the various objects and with 

their distribution to various market places. Sellers were people who were employed by traders 

and whose sole function in terms of the objects was as sales persons. Some traders functioned as 

both traders and sellers. In addition to these two categories, there were also wholesale merchants. 

people who were either permanently situated in Cape Town or who travelled to Cape Town 

accompanying their merchandise of African objects which they sold predominantly to retail 

traders. Strictly speaking, wholesale merchants too should be regarded as traders. However, most 

informants who referred to themselves as traders implied thereby that they were retail traders and 

quite distinct, in their perception of wholesalers, from wholesale merchants. 

The number of traders of African objects in and around the markets at the time I conducted 

fieldwork was somewhat fluid although it remained around the figure of 130. The number 

fluctuated somewhat, depending as much on the season as on weather conditions. I conducted 

four counts of the traders (see table 1). The highest number of traders (135) was counted in 

December 1998, the lowest (128) in June 1998, for which more detailed data are offered in table 

2. December and January are the best months for trade in African objects. The Christmas 

festivities and southern hemisphere summer holidays attracted many local buyers to the markets 

at that time, all in search of presents. During these months the number of overseas visitors to 

91 also interacted with various museum curators. But since there are few of them in Cape Town, I have not 
concentrated on their understanding of the nature and value of what I describe as African objects. 
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During the winter months, when the market places were usually quieter, some traders suspended 

trading and used the time to visit their home countries. Or they traded different items. I met three 

traders who worked with African objects over the busy summer months and in winter sold belts, 

ties and other more conventional clothing items at Greenmarket Square because, they explained, 

that kind of items caters better for the local market than African objects, which are bought 

predominantly by visitors to Cape Town. 

As table 2 shows traders came from 16 African countries. The largest numbers were from Kenya, 

the Democratic Republic of Congo, Senegal and Mali. It appears that non-African traders did not 

operate directly in street trading. While there were some white South Africans who participated 

in the trade in African objects, they did so in a more formal capacity, a finding that my 

interviews with shop owners confirmed. 

68% of 54 traders and 2 wholesale merchants I interviewed formally (see below) were male, 

single and had no children (see Appendix A for demographic data). Most traders were between 

26 and 35 years old. Two male and four female non-South African traders who were married had 

brought their spouses and children to live with them in South Africa. The other non-South 

African traders lived separately from their families. 

Traders' reasons varied for choosing South Africa as a place to live and to start a business selling 

African objects. Just over 80% mentioned that they had been attracted by the apparent strength of 

the South African economy and currency. They claimed that they had left their home countries 

for economic reasons. 30% of them arrived in South Africa hoping to start their own business, 

which they perceived as impossible or harder to achieve in their home country. Some 15% had 

already traded in African objects in their respective home countries or in many other countries 

and, they said, they had come to South Africa to expand their businesses. Another 15% of the 

traders had arrived in South Africa with the aim of starting a new business after having closed 

down businesses of their own in their home countries. Such prior businesses included retailing 

of food, clothing and paraffin. About 15% of the non- South African ~aders I interviewed 

claimed that they had come to South Africa to search for formal employment, while a further 6% 

said they had come to study in South Africa. Some 15% said that they had learned about South 
30 
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Africa in school and in newspapers and were attracted by the images they gained there of-the 

country as well as by its new democracy. As a trader from Sudan put it: • South Africa is Ii free 

;,;ountry and that's what I like. I am a Christian and I was not free at home.' 20% of the tmders I 

interviewed said they had come to South Africa because friends or relatives from their home 

country were already living in the country. 

During my census of traders and sellers in June 1997 (see below) I counted 7'1.. sellers ecployed 

by traders of African objects at the three markets. All but two were South African women, the 

two exceptions being male seners from Kenya and Angola. I interviewed 42 of them in some 

depth (see appendix B for data). My fieldwork among sales personnel confnmed a finding of 

various other researchers about infonnal economic activities, such as street trading. that many 

women entered this sector as a survival strategy. because they were not able to find formal 

employment, or as means to support the household income (Seymour 1992: 2, Clammer 19S7, 

Preston-Whyte and Rogerson 1991). The findings ofa 1995 household surv:!y, Living in the 

Western Cape (CSS 1995), showed that 74% of African as well as 74% of Coloured Vl'orkeIS b 

the informal sector were female (CSS 1995: 22). The study further indicated that 76% of women 

worked in occupations such as street trading and domestic services, of which the latte(' 

dominated (CSS 1995: 23). 

Others among my research participants were potential customers at the markets. They included 

Capetonians, South African and overseas tourists, and collectors of Africa., objects (see appendix 

C and D for data). I interviewed people from these various categories, bot.; formally and 

informally and, in the case of overseas tourists, attempted to use a self-administered 

questionnaire to generate responses. I also undertook. some aspects of my fieldwork among md 

with officials working for the National Gallery in Cape Town, for the SmIth African Tourism 

Board (hereafter referred to as SATOUR), for the Cape Town City Council's Informal Tra<ing 

Unit and among the organisers of the markets. 

3. The African object 

Throughout my research, my quest to follow African objects has guided my way tlrrough the 

different contact spaces I explored. However, even as I write this, and as I said to myself a3 I 
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That said, one could, of course, claim that T-shirts sold at the markets and produced in South 

Africa are also African objects. Strictly speaking they are and, as they also travel, in some way or 

other their meanings too can change from just a shirt to wear to a souvenir from South Africa. 

However, it would have been impossible for me to i~clude everything that is produced in South 

Africa or Africa in my category that I have called' African objects' . Moreover, to have done so 

would not have served the purpose of my work, which is not a work on general consumer goods. 

One of my main concerns is how the nature of certain objects may lead to their being used or 

imagined to represent a 'pristine' or primitive' Africa (see chapter 6). It is for that reason that I 

have focused only on what for the moment I shall describe as handcrafted objects produced or 

said to have been to have been produced in Africa for and by Africans. 

The majority of African objects found at Cape Town markets were imported, although some of 

the apparently non-South African objects were actually produced in Cape Town. A Kenyan 

trader, for example, employed a South African to produce Kenyan batiks in Khayelitsha, the 

newest and largest of Cape Town's apartheid-created African areasll , and presently the home of 

about half a million people. A trader from Zimbabwe had brought her relatives to Cape Town to 

produce wire works locally. South African-made objects were, however, rare at the street 

markets, most non-South African traders preferring to sell objects from their respective home 

regions. As they explained, they knew the objects from their homes place and also knew what 

kinds of stories could be told about them. As one trader from the Democratic Republic of Congo 

said: 'why should I sen South African objects? They have nothing to do with me. I have no 

stories for them to teU my customers.' Yet South African traders at the markets also sold 

imported objects, which suggests that the sense of the exotic that tourists seek-see chapter 

six-is shared to some extent by local traders. It was only at the PAM that I found two traders 

who had chosen to sell local products almost exclusively. 

liThe term 'township' is used quite specifically in South Africa to refer to densely settled residential areas that, 
during apartheid years, were established for black people on the outskirts of cities and towns. Despite its use 
internationally to describe a small town or village forming part of a larger whole, the term's use in South Africa has 
not been so general. The term 'township' in South Africa describes areas planned for exclusive residential . 
occupation by people classified as Black or African. Apartheid's Population Registration Act defmed three broad 
social categories (or 'population groups' in local and legislative parlance) that were generally (but not exclusively) 
distinguished on the basis of racial difference. The social categories were described as White, Black and Coloured. 
According to the Group Areas Act people in South Africa had to occupy residential areas according to their defined 
social category (West 1988). 
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Ther~ is another reason that Suuth African objects are not so often on sale at local street market~, 

and that IS !battky are indeed rare, and hard to find, in comparison to objects from other African 
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lmp()v~nshed populations The numlx:rs ofthe~e ilem' i~ far fewer than th~ numbers of objects 
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th~ difliculty offinding them nowadaYI. ha~ mcreased th~ir commercial value considerably. A 
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carved Zulu spoon, I learned, could cost up to RSOOI2. Several traders at Greenmarket Square 

told me that they believed it to be too risky to try to sell these kind of objects because they did 

not know how they could justify their high prices to customers at the market. 

The commercial value of African objects depended very much on the place and stations of their 

travel. Further factors which determined an object's price include its source, the season of the 

year that it was on sale (during summer months, when demand grew, the prices too increased) 

and the trader's financial situation. As one collector explained to me, • African art has no price; 

its prices are artificially made by its dealers, consumers and critics'. Whether the objects on sale 

at the markets constituted art or not (see chapters 1 and 8) there is much truth in this statement in 

relation to prices, because even the most humble 'curio piece's' price can vary drastically, 

depending on where, when and by whom it is sold. The price of the same type of object can vary 

greatly between the street markets, the Pan African Market, and curio shops and galleries. To 

give an example, in 1998 I purchased a wooden animal sculpture representing a rather abstract, 

comic cat. I bought it on the roadside close to Pigg's Peak in Swaziland and paid R45 to the 

carver. Not much later I found similar sculptures for sale at the Pan African Market at a cost of 

R120 and at a gallery in Claremont, an upmarket shopping precinct in Cape Town, priced at 

R750. The quality of the two examples was pretty much the same as that of the one I had bought 

close to its place of production in Swaziland. AU three had been sculpted by carvers in 

Swaziland and none bore the signature of its carver. One of the objectives of the present work 

has been to understand and to explain the reasons for such price differences which seem even 

greater than simply the differences between the site, stall or shop rents paid by the various 

suppliers, or the costs of transport. 

Having said that prices of similar objects differed considerably, it is notable that, within each 

market place and at particular times of the year, prices for the same types of objects did not differ 

very much amongst different traders who tended to accept that collusion was necessary for all to 

survive. For example, a Kenyan banana leaf collage cost R25 at most tables at Greenmarket 

Square in April 1995. Sometimes a trader did undersell others, usually when he or she was 

12 I Rand = 2.95 German marks; 6,7 US dollars; 9,9 UK pounds during period of fieldwork. Its exchange value has 
depreciated considerably since then. 
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desperate for money. Competition among traders to get customers was strong at the markets, 

because the merchandise did not differ very much among traders from the same region of Africa. 

Yet if traders discovered that someone had 'broken' the price limit it was noted and discussed 

amongst them with great discontent because, as they pointed out, such undercutting can easily 

'spoil the price' of the particular type of African objects for all traders selling it at that time. Yet 

if a trader achieved a higher price by what they described as 'trying herlhis luck' with a 

customer, it was usually acknowledged positively amongst the other traders. 

As an object changes hands from producer to wholesale merchant to trader, its commercial value 

increases. Agnes from Kenya told me that she was paying R12 for a pair of wooden carved salad 

spoons from a Cape Town wholesaler who, she said, had paid R4 for the same pair of spoons 

when purchasing them from the producer in Kenya. Agnes in turn was selling the spoons at 

Greenmarket Square for R25. The profit margins13 achieved by selling African objects were, in 

general, quite high but varied across the various kinds of objects for sale. Margins were usually 

higher for slow-moving larger pieces than for small pieces which usually sold faster. Some 

traders preferred to sell large objects such as masks and sculptures, precisely because of the high 

margins they could make on such sales. But they tended always also to have a few smaller items 

on sale, such as key rings or jewellery, simply to maintain some turnover. Some traders tried to 

have a variety of goods of different sizes, styles and from different countries (See Appendix F 

for inventories of four stalls). Other traders, especially those from Kenyan traders tended to 

specialise almost exclusively on objects from their own country. 

Objects from outside South Africa travelled to the markets in Cape Town along a range of routes 

and by diverse means. Most traders either had established relationships with suppliers in their 

home countries who sent them objects regularly by air, rail and road, or they purchased African 

objects from wholesalers who either travened to, or who were located in, Cape Town. Some 

13 Most traders try to operate on at least between 100010 to 150% profit margin. However when traders talk about 
their profit margin, they often mean the mark-up, i.e. that percentage by which the wholesale price is increased for 
retail. Obviously, the actual profit margin, i.e. the percentage of the revenue that represents the nett profit is much 
less. 
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traders also travelled to the objects' places of origin and brought stocks to Cape Town 

themsel ves. 

Once the objects entered Cape Town they either arrived at the trading outlets ofwholesmers who 

sold them to traders, or they arrived directly at the traders' trading outlets or at their homes. 

Objects usually travelled in large boxes or plastic bags. They were often not vvrapped 

individually and almost inevitably some were broken or scratched en route. Once unpacked, they 

were repaired, polished or smeared with fat, shoe polish or kaolin to give them a nice patina, and 

later displayed for sale. Although they have had what I have called a social life before this point, 

the object's social life at Cape Town's markets themselves began now. Before I turn to discuss 

that social life at the markets, I need to outline the methods I used to gather data. 

4. Fieldwork Methodology 

The personal explorations scattered throughout are not revelations from an autobiography but glimpses of a 

specific path among others. I include them in the belief that a degree of self-location is possible and 

valuable, particularly when it points beyond the individual toward ongoing webs of relationship. Hence, the 

struggle to perceive certain borders ofrny own perspective is not an end in itself but a precondition for 

efforts of attentiveness, translation and alliance (Clifford 1997:12). 

The personal character of much anthropological research creates a need for each anthropological 

researcher to discuss the methods she has used. I use this section to introduce readers to my 

fieldwork methods and techniques. They included participant observation, surveys and formal 

and informal interviews. I analyse why and how I applied, adapted or even discarded particular 

methods. I present the problems and challenges of doing fieldwork in an urban environment, 

especially in regard to the ever-changing research environment which resulted in my having 

almost constantly to adapt and re-adapt my methods and to re-position myself. I perceive this 

section as a dialogue between my formally discussing my fieldwork methods and my offering a 

self-reflective account of the experiences I had during the period of my fieldwork. 

When I first entered the market at Greenmarket Square I thought I would never understand what 

was going on around me. Hundreds of African objects were displayed ~n tables and on the 
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ground in the market space, side by side with stalls displaying contemporary fashion clothing. 

jewellery, tablecloths and many other goods. I wondered who owned aU the African objects and 

if the owners were present at the market. People from many different countries gathered together 

at Greerunarket Square, speaking Wolof, Xhosa, Swahili, Hausa, French, English and many other 

languages. People squeezed their way through the narrow passages between the many stalls; 

others looked at the displayed goods. A few were bargaining with traders about the price of an 

Afriam object that they might have wanted to buy. Some people sat together in groups talking to 

each other. One man, dressed very sophisticatedly, pushed his way along a pathway carrying a 

large plastic bag from which I could see the heads of wooden sculptures sticking out. Was he a 

wholesale merchant trying to sell the sculptures to traders at the market? I asked myself who all 

these people were. Who were the traders, the sellers, the customers? How would I communicate 

with all of them? How would I understand them? I was confused, but I let myself flow within 

this 'Tower of Babel'. The universe eventually became more permeable, and the clouds of 

confusion lifted, the longer I was there. 

Most of my fieldwork took the form of repeated visits to, and interactions with, my research 

participants. Thus, fieldwork was characterised by a systematic 'hanging out' at different places 

in Cape Town for a few hours each time rather than by my dwelling in one place (StoUer 2002: 

IX -X, Desjarlais 1997: 40-41, MacGaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000: 25). Taking this into 

account, my field can best be described in terms of Clifford's (1997: 68) 'contact space[s]'. The 

markets, the airport, hotels, shops and galleries were all contact spaces, each produced by an 

array of people from allover the world. Each contact space had to be explored from the 

perspective of the traders, the seHers and their clients, with special attention being given to the 

social backgrounds of each of the participants in the research, in particular their life histories and 

social networks. 

To examine the networks of traders and potential purchasers in these contact spaces, along with 

the circulation of objects, presented a challenge in developing a research design that moved 

beyond the boundaries and paradigms of conventional ethnographic research in small and 

relatively closed 'communities'. Following the paths of objects through diverse contact spaces 

meant that I was moving in and out of different locations and levels of society. Reflexivity, in 
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this regard, demanded not only a critical understanding of myself within the fieldwork process 

but ultimately positioning myself as ethnographer in a constantly changing field situation that 

required me to shift according to what Marcus (1995: 113) has called my 'affinities for, 

affiliation with, as well as alienation from' those with whom I interacted at different sites. For 

example, I was at some moments a German immigrant, hence an insider when talking to German 

tourists; and at other moments I was a foreigner when interacting with South African informants. 

Or sometimes I was just the naive observer coming to grips with the complexity of social life by 

which I felt I was surrounded. 

Positioning myself in the various contact spaces of my research, and finding appropriate 

fieldwork methods for each of these spaces, were among the major challenges of my fieldwork. 

For example, to work with visitors to the markets who included Capetonians as wen as other 

South African and overseas tourists, is different from working with traders and saleswomen, if 

only in respect of the space and the time in which to approach them. Traders and saleswomen 

stayed at the markets during most of the day. Visitors passed by. Doing participant observation at 

the market, in the form of 'hanging out' , which entailed sitting with the traders behind or beside 

their tables and talking to them and to saleswomen, made my presence known to the market 

personnel. They became ever less suspicious, and I built up ever greater rapport, so that many 

were eventually willing to interact with me. To the visitors who passed by, however, I was a 

complete stranger and stayed that way, unable to make or find the time to create the rapport 

needed for intensive interaction. They only spent a short time at the markets and they came there 

to shop. Talking to tourists at the markets was thus not easy because, despite the fact that they 

were on a holiday, they appeared to be in a hurry. Approaching them at coffee shops or 
-

restaurants was also not easy. They went to these venues to relax, write postcards and to have a 

meal or a drink. Only a few were willing to talk to an anthropologist studying the markets. I had 

to find a place where they would be relaxed and willing to sit around. 

One such place was the departure lounge of Cape Town International Airport. People waiting to 

board their flights are usually bored. During the period of my fieldwork travellers were required 

to check in at least one hour ahead of departure time, but most seemed to arrive two hours ahead 

and found that there was not much for them to do at the airport. I thus found that many people 
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were not only happy to talk to me but quite a few who saw me interviewing others then requested 

that I interview them too. Conducting interviews with people leaving South Africa had the 

further advantage that some had bought African objects and I could discuss those with them. 

Approaching visitors at the markets themselves often meant that I found many who had just 

arrived and had not bought anything yet, although they did tell me that they would buy at a later 

stage. 

In March 1998 I conducted 104 structured interviews with tourists at the airport, speaking to 128 

people in five days. Only 10 people I approached refused to be interviewed. The difference 

between interview number and individuals results from the fact that 19 interviews were 

conducted with couples or groups of between three and six people. My sampling was haphazard 

and opportunistic. Yet, since I did want to include participants of different ages and nationalities, 

I alternately approached people whom I thought were below age 40 and those above 40. 

Listening to the languages people were speaking also offered a vague criterion to determine what 

nationality they might be, as did checking the flight schedules about the majority of people 

present in the lounge at a particular time. I am aware that this sounds rather unsystematic, but 

when I compared my data with official SATOUR data that lists visitors according to nationality, 

I was pleased to discover that my sample represented a similar distribution (Appendix C and D). 

The interviews were conducted by use of a questionnaire containing 10 open-ended questions 

(see Appendix J). The main data I wanted to elicit, apart from nationality and age, was whether 

the informant had bought African objects and, if so, why and where they had done so, and what 

kind of objects they had purchased. I also wanted to engage informants in short open-ended 

discussions about the meaning such objects had for them. Conducting the interviews took an 

average of20 minutes each. I was later quite amazed how much information could be exchanged 

in such a short period of time. Conducting these interviews was mentally tiring for me because I 

had to change the language medium constantly and I had to answer many questions about South 

Africa and myself In fact, many of the interviews were reciprocal in that many informants drew 

as much information from me as I did from them. Using the same questionnaire, I also conducted 

interviews with 148 potential customers at the markets, 58 of whom were South African. 

Conducting the interviews at the markets thus enabled me to increase the number of local 
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customers in my research population, albeit that sampling was as opportunistic as that generated 

through my airport interview process. 

Further data that I obtained amongst and from potential customers for African objects represents 

a mix of observation, informal talk, semi-structured interviews and survey material. Participant 

observation in its fullest sense was very limited among potential purchasers because most passed 

through the contact spaces of the markets very quickly. However, having, as part of my research 

activities, been a saleswoman at PAM for four weeks, and a couple of times for a few hours each 

at Greenmarket Square, gave me the chance to interact more directly with customers. Selling 

African objects was also a great opportunity to learn about the different aspects of trading. Being 

a saleswoman transformed my role from that of being an observer to that of being a performer. 

While performing as a saleswoman, I was able to obtain new insights into the perceptions of 

clients about the objects they were interested in that my role as just another viewer and potential 

purchaser at the markets had not allowed. 

My major method of research amongst traders and sellers was participant observation, an 

interactive approach that enabled me, as researcher, to arrive at a detailed perspective on 

people's views and actions. Participant observation is a matter of experience which entails 

interacting, observing, and listening. It is more a 'strategy' than a method (Bernard 1989: 6). It 

enables the researcher to establish rapport with the people studied and facilitates an informal 

situation which allows for the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data. Participant 

observation, for me, included being present at various market sites to communicate and to 

interact with the market personnel and to observe the interactions between traders, wholesale 

merchants, sellers and clients as well as their interactions with (handling or treatment of) African 

objects. I usually sat behind or beside the tables with the traders or saleswomen, exchanged 

stories and talked to customers. Quite often I became involved in the trading interaction as a 

translator for German or French speaking customers. I also spent many hours at the coffee shop 

at the PAM. The coffee shop is a meeting place of many West African traders, especially during 

lunchtime. Sitting there I talked to and listened to the traders or played the Woaley game14 with 

'4 WoaJey is a common game in western Africa, similar to backgammon. 
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one or other of the traders. I further accompanied traders as they visited their different market 

sites, their depots, to observe the traders' actions and interactions on a day-to-day basis. 

At the beginning of my fieldwork it was rather difficult to approach the traders and sellers of 

African objects. At first traders and sellers assumed that I was a potential customer and wanted 

to sell their objects to me. I immediately tried to make it clear that I was a university student 

working on a social anthropology research project, and explained the nature of my study. After a 

couple of days people started to realise that I was really not a customer, but at the same time I 

noticed very strong suspicion towards me. People were hesitant to talk to me and impart 

information. Their reluctance appeared to have various reasons. One seemed to be fear of 

competition. It was not easy to make it clear to informants that I was indeed an anthropologist, 

'crazy enough to study the market and its people' (in the words of some informants). At first 

many assumed - some still do - that I wanted to become a trader myself and that I was trying to 

find out which objects sell well and where to obtain them. Competition is strong at the markets. 

One trader from Tanzania told me that some former saleswomen, 'opened their own tables,ls 

once they had learned the trade. Another reason for their suspicion towards me appeared to be 

that an undocumented number of traders were in South Africa and were trading illegally. They 

did not want to have attention drawn to them in case it aroused the interest of the South African 

authorities (StoBer 2002: X, MacGaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2000: 25-27). I frequently heard 

comments that my questions sounded like those of Department of Home Affairs officials. Some 

traders told me they thought I was a government spy. In this respect it was an advantage to be a 

foreigner, whose accent dearly distinguished me as non-South African. In fact, many traders 

became more talkative once they found I was not South African. My foreigner status also 

enabled me to talk about various procedures I have had to follow to be able to stay in South 

Africa. The latter seemed to evoke a feeling of' being in the same boat', at least among some 

traders and in relation to this issue. 

Through my constantly visiting the markets and hanging out there for a couple of hours each 

time and explaining the nature of my research again and again, the traders and sellers became 

IS'To open a table' is the term used for starting one's own business. 
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increasingly less suspicious. Some began to invite me to sit with them at their tables and to talk 

to them about themselves, the trade and the objects. By the end of my second fieldwork period, 

special relationships with some informants had emerged: our interaction became less formal and 

we talked about many private issues and interacted beyond the immediate scope of my research. 

Reciprocities developed between some traders and me. One Kenyan trader, a very religious 

person, asked me to accompany her to church as reciprocal gesture for her having answered all 

my questions. Two traders invited me to their homes to show me their depots. A trader from 

Zaire asked me to bring her a special kind of non-alcoholic drink from Germany when I visited. 

Four traders asked me to create inventories of the African objects at their stalls, after they saw 

me counting the number of objects at one stall. Quite often traders asked me to watch their stalls 

for them when they had to go away for a while. Sometimes I was even introduced by some 

traders to people who were visiting them at the markets as their friend who studies the markets. 

During the second period of my research I mapped the markets and drew up inventories of the 

types of objects found at the different markets. The inventories entailed investigating the objects' 

places of origin, their styles, their prices and their categories (sculpture, mask, and pottery) etc. I 

drew maps of the markets sites to locate the traders and sellers at each of the three markets. 

Mapping helped me to trace both a person's and an object's movement. It further provided a 

means of indicating who works where, and whether a spatial distribution of various types of 

objects existed at the different market sites. 

Part of the data I gathered were obtained through semi-structured interviews conducted with a 

schedule comprising checklists of topics I found I needed to gather data about (Bernard 1989: 

205). These interviews were used to elicit data on, for example, the socio-economic situation of 

the traders, their perceptions of the objects they were selling, their perceptions of potential 

buyers, etc. Semi-structured interviews served to clarify my observations and were useful to 

check the validity of my survey material. The interviews were recorded by my making notes, 

usually during and after the interviews, and very rarely by means of a tape recorder. I found that 

many informants became wary when they saw a tape recorder. I also found that taping created a 

very formal and distracting atmosphere. 
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The majority of my semi-structured interviews were performed as part of everyday interaction 

with traders, sellers and customers. From July to August 1998 I conducted a set of formal semi

structured interviews at Greenmarket Square and St. George's Mall using my shorter 

questionnaire (see appendix G). The sampled population included 42 traders and 38 seners of 

African objects. 

I also interviewed gallery and shop owners, museum curators. and collectors of African objects, 

employees at SATOUR the City Council. the informal trade unit at the City Hall as wen as 

traders of other items at the markets and the tenders of the markets (who held the contracts with 

the City Council for overseeing the markets and their operations, see chapter 3). Many of these 

interviews were arranged with the participants through formal appointments. Once some initial 

contact had been made with some informants through formal interviews, I established more 

informal relationships by repeatedly visiting some. They included the curator of African objects 

at the National Gallery, and some collectors. 

I also conducted two surveys through deploying a self-administered questionnaire. The first was 

designed for traders and seners (see Appendix F) to be handed to informants at the PAM and 

collected later. This exercise proved impractical because many of the informants could not read 

English or French wen. Therefore I decided to conduct interviews with each informant myself, in 

English or French. The sampled population included 12 traders, 4 sellers and 2 wholesalers 

operating from the PAM in October 1997. Despite my testing the questionnaire beforehand, it 

proved to be too long and tiring for many informants. I consequently abandoned the plan to 

repeat it at other markets and designed a much shorter questionnaire concentrating more on 

demographic, and educational and job training data and less on trade and trading interaction and 

the meaning of the object (see Appendix G). I felt that the latter could, in any case, be better 

studied through daily interactions and conversations with the informants. 

My second survey was conducted in January 1998 among local and overseas tourists in places 

other than the airport. The aim was to elicit data from potential customers. I wanted to fmd out 

who the customers were and what kinds of African objects they had bought, as wen as where and 

why they had purchased them. I also included questions about how to define art and authenticity 
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(see Appendix H). The survey comprised a self-administered questionnaire which I distributed in 

three different places of accommodation in Cape Town (Holiday Inn at Greenmarket Square, 

Traveller's Lodge in Long Street, Panorama Guesthouse in Newlands). No systematic sampling 

procedures were followed. I simply distributed the questionnaires at three differently priced 

places of holiday accommodation in order to achieve a diverse sample of potential buyers. I am 

aware that it is problematic to categorise tourists according to the cost of their accommodation. 

However, using different categories of accommodation increases the possibility of involving 

people of different ages and socio-economic statuses. This strategy too proved relatively 

unsuccessful, because I received few responses: only 12 out of 150 questionnaires distributed, 

although at most places all the questionnaires had been taken. The major problem appears to be 

that people had taken the questionnaires because they were curious to see what they were. They 

then either kept them or threw them away. I also gave the questionnaire to 10 customers I met at 

the markets. I had talked to them about my work and they agreed to take the time to complete the 

questionnaire and to return it me. 

It was difficult to establish systematic sampling frames because my universe was diverse in 

terms of locations, and the composition of the participants was fluid. Potential customers, for 

example, could only be approached when they were encountered. It was impossible to determine 

their number beforehand. However to have some kind of control frame for tourists I used 

SATOUR statistics about the number of visitors to South Africa in general and to Cape Town in 

particular. Regarding traders and sellers, it was equally difficult to perform systematic sampling 

procedures. Some traders moved in and out of the country and some sellers worked at the 

markets for a short period of time only. The only way to establish a more or less adequate 

sampling frame among traders and sellers was to count the stalls at Greenmarket Square and the 

trading spaces at the PAM from which traders and sellers operated. I counted the stalls at regular 

intervals. 

My methods of sampling could thus best be described as a combination of purposive sampling 

and snowball sampling (Bernard 1989: 80). Purposive sampling meant that I decided the purpose 

the informant should serve and then interviewed her or him. Snowball sampling meant that some 

informants would refer me to other informants, who they thought could be helpful with my 
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research. Despite Bernard's recommendation that one should use probability sampling whenever 

possible because such samples are more representative than others. non-probability sampling can 

be justified for this research (Bernard 1989: 82). Its use arose from the circumstance that the 

survey and interview data were not intended to be the sole data for my work but were backed up 

by other ethnographic data. My intention with the surveys and formal interviews was to obtain a 

broad overview of the socio-cultural environment I was dealing with during fieldwork and to 

check the validity of data obtained during my other daily interactions with market participants. 

I conclude this sub-section of my work with brief comments about ethics. Anthropological 

research takes place in a field of complex human relations. Hence, conflicting attitudes and 

values are bound to be present and these can generate ethical dilemmas. The socio-economic 

aspects of my dissertation touch on sensitive areas such as illegal procedures of trade and travel. 

Identities have thus been concealed so that confidentiality is retained. All the names are 

pseudonyms. 

My work meant 'peeking into' areas considered by some participants, especially traders, as 

mysterious. To publicise insights into a market that rests partly on its mystery and secrecy is 

contentious. I relied heavily on the trust of informants to reveal some of their trading practices to 

me. It places a great burden on me that I have had to write about this information which forms a 

major part of my dissertation. It was therefore of great importance, when 'writing up', to fmd a 

style that would not leave the traders exposed and the magic of their trade completely 

demystified. The danger exists that the data may be used against the traders and in support of 

western arguments that the objects they sen are 'fakes'. The aim of this study was not to prove or 

disprove whether the objects currently sold in Cape Town are 'fakes' (as defined by the art 

world). It is to show how the social and economic spheres in which these so-called 'fakes' are 

sold influence the ways they are valued. My endeavour has been to show that all objects have 

many meanings that derive from the social contexts in which they are found and from the ways 

in which people perceive them. 

In addition to elaborating on fieldwork methods and techniques, it is also necessary to 

acknowledge how my writing an ethnographic text has transformed the nature of the original 
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field data. My rather unsystematic and diverse observations of action, inter-action, thoughts and 

feelings had to be arranged in a systematic representational form, and set in relation to the aims 

and arguments of my study as wen as to anthropological theory. The process of writing an 

ethnographic text entails the re-construction of fragments of social life (Ellen 1984, Geertz 

1988). The text represents facts and interpretations of gathered data, but it does not represent the 

whole picture of the social life taking place 'out there', beyond the text. It has been filtered 

through my gaze, because this work is part of myself and part of what I observed during 

fieldwork. Everything is seen through my lens and. no matter how objective I try to be, in the 

end my work will include my own gaze. That is why it is important for the reader to understand 

how my gaze was constructed, which is why I have offered the description I have of the methods 

and techniques that I applied. 
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Chapter three: The African object at Cape Town's markets 

1, Introduction 

In my introductory chapter I proposed to ob,erve and comment on the various stages through 

which African objects travel and to see them as lIeId, of slruggle over the assignation to them a, 

ohjects of various attributes, [Juring fleld\\'ork I became aWare oflhe fact that different attnhllle.' 

and exchange values were assigned to diverse ohJects, the <i$SLgnalion, depending on the places 

where the objects were trad ~d and sold, Many Ir"ders conliffiled lhis. Abd\lllah irom Senegal 

(case 6)1 ', Iraded at the PA:VL He mentioned that. 'yo\l can't sell ~ustl anything on the 

street . thG street dccrea ses the val \Ie of the obj e~C (23.0S 97) Another PAM lrader had 

previou<,l)' displayed ohject~ in dle museum shop a\ the National Gallery in Cape Town, He 

remarked: ' There they put price tag, on. The rich go there and they pay R3J)()O for the .,ame 

piece I sell at the Pan AJi:Jcan Markel for Rl,OOO. I took my objects away because they spoil our 

bllsiness. People think we are selling the wrong stuif because we sell it cheaper' (17.2.1998). 

"Ibese t\\'o traders' stateme11l.' S\lmm<lrise some of the issues discussed in this chapter. They 

.",bstal1tiate and reinforce my argument that the place where an object j" di"played and sold 

imhue., lh~1 obJed ""'ith various qualities .'"ch as fake, kitsch, ~ommodi\y or art and aUlhentic as 

"" ell <I, a~"OCialing Il with a particular pn~e 

T able.l Examples of price di fferences of 0 bj ects sold <II di Ireren\ places (all pri~c, arc in SA. 

Rands in June 1997) 

" Wilen "feITin~ to informAnts hy n.me I cruss reference to "!S. s11o:.1i " (below;-wh" e othel' asp.-t' ofth . il' li ,c, 
are conside red, I d() 'his l() enAble the rea<kr lu tmce my ,'ariD"' rereron, ", to paniclLla, infortnam, W rccon'lruei, if 
th . y will. a I. rgo< pielLl]" of e",h ", "n individual 
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Collectors expressed to me their sense of revulsion of the street markets' flea market 

characteristics and the African objects sold there (see also chapter 7). They claimed that the 

objects available there were bad copies and worth nothing. An employee at one of Cape Town's 

museums, which exhibited African objects, told me that she would buy objects from street 

markets for her own collection but certainly not for the public one. According to her • they have 

be authentic to be displayed in public'. Other people I met during fieldwork had positive 

attitudes towards the street markets and the objects found there. Some tourists went as far as to 

say that they would only buy at the markets because, they claimed, the objects there were more 

authentic than those sold in shops. 

Having heard such diverse opinions about the objects, I wondered what were the underlying 

principles for the differences in perceptions and prices of the objects. I assumed that it had to be 

a function of the places where the objects were sold and their mode of display. as wen as of the 

characteristics of the persons selling them. I therefore now tum to examining whether that 

assumption about place and display mode is correct before proceeding, in chapter four, to focus 

on the assumption as regards sellers' characteristics. 

I use this chapter, therefore, to comprehend the various trading places within the context of my 

argument about commodification and the processes whereby it is masked. I consider the physical 

forms of the three selected markets as frames (Gombrich 1979, Miller 1987) that focus people's 

attention and influence their perceptions of and, hence, the meanings they assign to the objects 

they see there. I argue that each place's nature as a 'playground' for commodity exchange 

provides the means for the commodification of the African objects displayed and transacted there 

and simultaneously offers the potential for the commodity nature of those objects to be masked 

to a greater or lesser extent. Hence I suggest that the more obvious the commodity nature of 

these objects is at any particular trading place, in other words, the less its commodity nature is 

masked there by non-commodity dimensions, the lower its commercial and prestige value. 

In order to substantiate that argument, I investigate the reasons for the varying degrees to which 

the commodity nature of African objects is masked by the nature of the places where they are 

bought and sold. Three aspects are considered. One is the physical form of the markets: their 
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layout and the distribution of traders in the market space. A second is their social form: the 

relationships between sellers and buyers, sellers and sellers, professionals and laymen, and how 

they are regulated. Third is their social dynamics and the characteristics of activities and roles 

played by the different participants at the markets. 

I provide a general description of the three market places in an effort to show how organisational 

and compositional differences between three markets were responsible for the diverse meanings 

ascribed to the African objects displayed there for sale. To offer a comprehensive portrait of the 

markets I include seven case studies of traders and sellers of African objects who operated at the 

three markets I studied. I refer to some of them again in subsequent chapters. 

2. Greenmarket Square 

Greenmarket-Square was the largest of the three markets where I undertook intensive fieldwork. 

It comprised approximately 290 stalls. African objects were sold at about one third of them. 

Greenmarket Square dates back to 1696 when the Burgher Wacht Huys, which then served as a 

police station, was built there. After 1750 it was commonly known as the Burgher Watch Square 

and later as Town House Square. From 1840 to 1905 the Town House served as city hall and the 

square was used as a civic centre and popular meeting place for the people of Cape Town. From 

the early 19th century the site was a market place, which became known as Greenmarket Square 

(South African Cultural History Museum display, September 1997). The market place first 

served as an outlet for farmers from outside Cape Town to sen their products (Everist & Murray 

1996: 446). 

In conversations with older Cape Town citizens I learned that Greenmarket Square was once a 

little park with wooden benches where city dwellers and workers could enjoy their lunchtime 

under the old oak trees. In the 1970s the area was transformed into a parking lot and lost its 

attractiveness. In 1982 a private initiative led to the establishment there of an open-air market. 

The market became a venue for many different traders with a large variety of products being 

offered for sale. The products included imported and locally produced clothing, jewellery, 

pottery, candles, cosmetics, music records (more recently compact discs), books, antiques and, 

more recently, African objects. 
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During the time of my fieldwork one was conrmnted with a buzzing market vibc:. Colourful 

JispJays of A rrican objects and clothing caught the e)'~ as ()ne fi,lIowcd the narrow passages 

between Ihe slalls. Traders sat in group, and disclL~sed diverse subicct~" Thembi lrom South 

Africa would greet the visitor with 'come and look, I'll give you ~ good price'. Salomon from 

Uhiopia olTercd 'the besl EthiopIan Jeweller)' avadable in Cape Town". Lung1swa sat behind an 

ass~mbl)' orthc African 'big five' carv~d mIl or Slone and polished a block soap,tone elephant 

from 7.imbabwe to give it the scintillating shine or Cobra" wax, FranCOIse Ji:om the Rcpublk of 

Congo (hereaner DRC) atlracted visitors with her AJiican attirc, a friendly smile and many large 

masks on display_ 

Picture 5 Scone of stall< at Greemnarkot Square 

The market site wa, ~onlrolled by lhe CapeTown City Council. which lea~~d 1110 Ihree different 

parties who aJrrllnistered it, sub-leasing the indiviJ ... al SltCS to traders, Thc rent for the stalls 

IR25-35 per day) was collected on a daily basis: momhlyrent, Hlcl ... ding stall slructure, 

amounted to about R\iOO. The City Council's k;~e~s were r~sponsible fi,r the allo~ation of the 

,talls to stall h()ldeTX. fiJr provision of the stall strudure anJ ror c()llection of waste during market 

hours as well a, for the- daily cleaning of the square before and aner marhting lo()k p[ac~, 

:' Cobl'a j,. braoo n"~", 'hat loa, gain<d an almost g<neri<: meaning in SOlIh Airi,". 

" 
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The market was divided by Burg Street into an upper and a lower section. The upper market, 

which faced the Holiday Inn Hotel was managed by One party, consisting of two lessees. One 

lessee was the son of the initiator of the flea market. He explained that no African obj~cts had 

been sold there when the market w~ 1i.lUnded, the object~ having ti~t arrived in 1990 in the form 

of Zimbabwean s.oap ~tone carvings. He saId he had noticed a ~lgniticant incr~ase in African 

objects from Central and West Africa at the market around 1996, Tn., changing SoLllh African 

political dimat~ appeared to be one reason for the influx of immigrants from other African 

CQuntnes. 

The upper market consisted of approximately 120 stalls, including 27 (June 1998) from which 

African ohjeclS WerC sold. The lessees at the upper market charged R25 per day for a site. 

According to the le~~ees they paid R25,O()O to tn., city council eacb month. The lessees worked 

together with Tom, wbo provided stall structures for eacb 01' which n., charged traders RIO, Tom 

employed four people wbo ~et up the .,talls in the mommg~ and removed them in the evenings. 

PLClU," 6: The (jreelOm" k<t SquMe market. Old TOWll I lou,e OIl top right of photograph 

The lower market was divided into two sections. Section One comprised 48 stalls ~nd wa~ leased 

from the city council by a non-profit organisation, the 'Grcenmarket Traders A~SOClation'. The 

Assodatilln ~harged R35 per site including a stall structure. According to the treasurer of the 
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Association the lease for both sections of the lower market is R21,OOO per month. The 

association used part of the income generated from the traders' rent to upgrade the stalls and to 

pay workers to clean the market area. 

A private individual leased section two of the lower market. His section comprised 

approximately 115 stalls. He too charged R35 per stall per day including a stall structure. Of 

sections one and two's 163 stalls, 62 were allocated to traders specialising in African objects. In 

total, of the 283 stalls at Greenmarket Square some 89 stalls specialised in African objects during 

June 1998. 

The market, which from a visitor's perspective seemed a single functional entity, was usually 

open from 09h30 to 16h30, Monday through Saturday. Business hours depended on the season 

and the weather, traders tending to leave earlier in winter. The number of operating stalls as wen 

as the business hours were fluid. Some traders did not open a stall for a couple days and then 

they appeared again; other traders always left very early. 

Anybody selling objects which met the lessees' notions about the market's characteristic could 

apply to open a stall. New traders had to register with the lessees. No trading licenses were 

needed during the time of fieldwork 18 However, the traders needed to present South African 

identification papers or (for non-South Africans) valid work permits. All three leasing parties 

indicated that they were aware that quite a few traders had no work permits and had sent South 

African citizens, usually the saleswomen they employed, to register on their behalf. 

I asked the lessees about their criteria for selecting traders. All three parties indicated that they 

preferred to give priority to South Africans. They also said they tried to limit the number of 

permanent stalls from which African objects were sold because they feared that the square could 

18 South Africa's hawkers trading pennit policy was abolished in 1994, being seen as a product ofthe apartheid 
regime. It was re-introduced in a new fonnat in February 1999. According to the Cape Times (January 28, 1999, 
p.15) 'it was the traders who asked to be monitored more strictly'. The trading permit costs R 125 per annum. 
According to the Cape Times, 658 traders were operating in Cape Town's Central Business District, and, with the 
re-introduction of penn its, '298 traders will be without trading bays'. 
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become a market for African objects only and would then attract only tourists. Interviews with 

the lessees revealed a rather negative attitude towards African objects which they referred to as 

'curios and cheap tourist stuff', commenting, in addition, that 'if they take over, they would spoil 

the market'. Some traders of other objects at the market displayed a similarly negative attitude, 

claiming that there were too many traders there selling African objects, and blaming them for a 

decrease in the numbers of local customers. 

Many African object traders complained about the stall allocation policy, perceiving it as unfair. 

One South African trader told me that she had been at the market for two years but had still to 

move around from stall to stall each day. She claimed that 'the curio traders kept the market 

going during winter because many of the other traders [selling other objects] would stop trading 

during the winter months, or even when it rains'. According to her claims, not however borne out 

by my own observations, African object traders were always at the market to fill the empty 

spaces left by other staHholders who did not show regularly. Hence they guaranteed a regular 

income to the lessees, which the others did not. Yet, she said, in the summer months when the 

'other traders' returned, quite a few casual traders in African objects went without a trading 

space. 

2. 1. A typical day at Greenmarket Sguare 

Early in the morning Greenmarket Square was busy, the trading stalls being set up by workers 

employed by the three lessees while salespeople and traders unpacked and set up displays of the 

items they had for sale that day. The trading stalls themselves comprised metal poles that held a 

plastic sheet that functioned as 'roofing', and a wooden door on trestles which functioned as a 

table. Each trading space was approximately 2.3 by 0.80 meters in area. 

Agnes arrived at the market place at 7.45 a.m. each morning, having come from her suburban 

Parow (see map 1) bachelor flat, usually by taxi to Cape Town City centre. Agnes' regular stall 

was at the lower market. When she arrived, her stan was just being set up. Agnes then sat down 

on a bench opposite her stall and waited for her 'pusher', John, one of 10 to 15 men who earned 
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their incuIDe fetching and ~tumi!llllhe tr .. dcr's goods frll m slorerooms '? n~arb)', III UUfll and 

Chur.:h Streels. John earncd R2,SO per (rip. Not ~11 t radcnl employed pushcrs. Sandile, a SOlI1h 

African v,'ho "'''rked a~ a salcswoman il)r (rade r Jabel from Swaziland, arrived at the market 

carf}'illg hea\') buxe; HlIcd with .-'lfri clI.n objeels. She ._taTted to unpack them a few ,talh :",·ay 

from Agn.:s· s. Agne;', Ihelld tiS<l ""em tu tbe Uppel m:.rkd to a~k the Ie .. -.;a...,. i f they could 

OliOClIlC hcr 3 Slidl furtllt lilly. 

Cusd.fignel trom ''''qJIIl1lancr W Iwde .1n Alrt,""'1 "Nul." 

A~nc. w", bum on 2 Nov~mber 1972 In KC"f1)·" H.I" lwmo lnl1 ~"~~o w .. KikuYII. She W05 • Clu·ilot,. n. Agno. h,d 

<\"1m. 10 So"lh At",-" "'l lI!uw)' 1996. Ii ..- littl",c ",." rUlne< '0 K.n) .... '\j;nes hod <IX ilbhn~. She w", 'illg~ 

Her brother al.o Ii,,,,, in QI(1e T,)\.;n He .... '" , "holes.l. ''''''<./''''! ;Q A Ifi""" ohj"", ... '\i""i had lini.ru:d high 

Kllool ood bd 51uruM 'CI'OJ,lI;Incy in K<''')"- SI>< hod "\)f~.d II II/l .crownllln! ror 1W<> )<"3rs I"io. w I.'~;ng 

Ken~A ACI'",d lR~ 10 AI:""'" her ,,·url ..... ACc o",,'~nl dod ,.,1 o.:\I;'(y her "red, 

A!:J><' .onl.-d ~ """h";;..- nl! in ~a,ow Sho hod ",.ned ", llin, .~ (,i.:an "h" cI$ in 19%. III r,,<! ,h~ had h>d 

0"" 11. 11 aT G,,,cmnarK<T 5<]0010. A yc., talel" , he had 01"'1\0<1 .nOThcr. SIt< employed un. '""", "'<) ",an \<) , oil 1o, hcr. 

She f>0n:" ,ycu "'" il'co,,,,, II ~deqll'[' ' ''u ol . i"",d lhat .h~ ~i\lo =d tho ' " '''' """u"l ofmo".y 111 on. week tlw she 

II.Jd ro<"' iO'dl)· <iUocd ill 01><" m~n[1I wc:..-bn~ •• al\ """"", !~n( ", K .")'" M",! of o:m {I~J'~'I A~'~' rol<l were from 

Kenya Sh<: "",d.be IIW the obJO<"I1 site wid. Sbe ,,,,,,,i>'e(l mos. of th~m hum her b",rher a'", fi"m i'cn)'llJl 

" 'i\o)lcSak mercharJls nawlbn~ '<j,,,,I" 1r '" Cape T""" WITh ,I .. " Rler<hand,,," {= ~J>ren<J,x F hlr.n ;nttnlory (If 

110, ,00<h) 

,. !'n .... ,. ,,.j,yw ... l. opo:r~l.d ~ !Ior .. """", n.e . ml "'" It 100- 1 SO pcr .no",b, ,-",,,,,,,d,,,, On ,he "{I~ 'I"'"" 
r(;1"""-..1 r"" III< nlt.-dl. ndil! 
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Case 2: Lisa-in search ora better lite 

Lisa was born in 1974, also in Kenya. She too had come to South Africa early in 1996. First she had gone to Port 

Elizabeth, where she had worked as a waitress for a year. However, being without a work permit, she had been 

exploited by her employer. 

She had come to Cape Town in 1997 and had soon found employment selling 'love bugs,20 for a South 

African trader at Greenmarket Square. At the market she had met other Kenyans, including Agnes, who had by then 

started earning quite a good income selling African objects. So Lisa had decided to start her own business with 

money saved during her time as a waitress. She had started at Greenmarket Square as a casual trader on 19 August 

1998 with 97 items worth RI,600 (retail value). Two weeks later she had already increased the value of her 

merchandise by 25%. Lisa explained: 'J came to South Africa because the living and working conditions in Kenya 

are bad. I finished high school, but my parents did not have the money to pay for further education. I hoped that the 

job at the market will be good but I am already worried because 1 do not sell much' (24.8.98). 

Like Lisa, most traders had had to start out using small amounts of capital generated by saving 

income from paid employment, and had gradually increased their stock holding as business 

developed. Data of inventories of established traders such as Agnes (easel) or Francoise (case 3) 

indicate that the retail value of the merchandise, could amount to R97,OOO per table (see 

Appendix E for inventories). 

Because Lisa was a casual trader she had not yet been allocated a pennanent stall. She arrived 

every morning neither knowing if she would get a stall nor where she would be trading. Casual 

stalls were allocated on a 'first-come-first-served' basis. Casual traders usually became 

permanent traders after 6 to 8 months of trading at the market. Only then might the trader be 

allocated the same spot every day. Not all sites were equally good for trading. Lisa and other 

casual traders disliked being the only stall selling African objects amidst stalls selling other items 

such as contemporary clothing. The traders feared that potential customers would overlook them. 

They also liked to be close to traders from their home country. This particular day Lisa was 

allotted a stall next to Demba from Mali, who sold obj ects from Zimbabwe, reflecting the 

lessees' preference for arranging stalls selling similar objects in clusters of five to ten stalls. Such 

clustering of stalls, I was told, made it easier and quicker for customers to find what they sought. 

20 The outside shape ofa 'love bug' resembles a walnut. The wooden 'shell' is filled with a little colourful wooden 
bug. 
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While Lisa was waiting to be allocated a stall, John had arrived with Agnes's three boxes of 

goods. Now Agnes's daily routine of unpacking started. Colourful Kissing and Victory masks 

were unwrapped and placed on a plastic sheet underneath the table. Agnes placed a whole pile of 

(about fifty) Banana Leaf paintings on the table. Piece by piece her boxes were unpacked. She 

decorated her stall by hanging some Tanzanian batiks from the metal poles. Then she took 

bundles of necklaces, some made of wooden pearls with little carved animals, others of brass 

beads, and hung them from the edge of the stall's canopy. 

Meanwhile, Agnes's neighbours had arrived. They were Isabelle from Zimbabwe, Francoise and 

Marianne, from the DRC, Tom and Marie from Malawi and Alexis from Greece. All were 

permanent traders and all, apart from Alexis who sold Greek clothing, traded in African objects. 

They too busied themselves getting their stalls ready. Isabelle sold Zimbabwean wireworks 

produced by her husband's brothers in Zimbabwe. She was joyful that day, because she was soon 

to go to Zimbabwe where she had established a chicken farm with income earned at the market. 

Taking electrical appliances to Zimbabwe and selling them there generated a further part of her 

income. Isabelle drove to her home country by car every six weeks to sell items from South 

Africa and to pick up new stock to sell at Greenmarket Square. 

Case 3: Francoise-the queen oUhe markets 

Francoise was born on 6 June 1967 in Angola. She was divorced and had two daughters. Her home language was 

Kikongo. She was a Christian. She rented an apartment in the city centre, where she lived with her two daughters. 

Francoise had grown up in the former Zaire. Her parents had left Angola when she was three years old. She had 

come to South Africa in 1992 with her brother. For two and half years she had stayed in Johannesburg where she 

had joined her uncle's business, selling African objects. In 1994 she had come to Cape Town and had started her 

own business selling African objects at Greenmarket Square. For six months in 1996 she had rented a trading space 

at Pan African Market. But, she complained, the Pan African Market was not busy enough and she found it boring to 

sit there by herself. She preferred the busy open-air market at Greenmarket Square, where, as she puts it: 'It is more 

African than Pan African Market because it is outside, like most African markets are' (7. 10. 1998). 

Francoise was a trained beautician, but claimed that trading in African objects provided her with a better 

income than working as a beautician might have done. She had learned the trade from her uncle and she could have 

stayed with him in Johannesburg. But she wanted to be independent and was attracted by Cape Town where she 

experienced less danger and hostility towards foreigners than she had done in Johannesburg. 
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Fraflwi,e said tl,,! sh e k",ed her wo,. and wi,,! ,lie S<lkL and w., he",ol f a enlk:dur Wilh no intention !o 

relcd" (0 h" home cnUn!ry. shc percei"ed her wurk as permanent .nd hor iocumo •. , morC lhan a<ic'l'.'"!c. She 

recci,'cd InO,t 0' the objects she iiOki from lam i I)' momber, and friends, and othe," h'om !ravellinj! "1-,01<",1<,, from 

West Ai'rica (~o apP'ndix L for an i",-mtmy ofhc, ~uu""), I',.aneoi," supJXlt1ed six peoplo un b",. inco""'. Mo,! of 

wbat she the" "'" ,oil ing "'''-'''', nea"" and c[oths----had ori(inalCd in DRC, Angola and Ca,,"'mun. The majority 

of her customers wore touri,!, and 0"0"'0"' wllee!o". Sbe wa, al,o "ell known amnn( 1oc.1 wllectn" "nd 'hop 

uwn"". On. wlleewr I met re/cITed!n ber", Ihe "QLJCcn of the Market'. Fmncoi,e mentioned to me that ooly fi~c 

people fmrn 11'." Afrioa had been ""Ilinj! Afi'ic~n obJec~, '" Grconnwket Squ",'e i" 1<J9~ and ,hat it had been much 

ea,ier tile" to make. good i"wrn< (24,8,98) 

About an hour aftcr activity hoo begun, alllhe slalL, wcre decoratcd and the trooer~ were 110\'1 

aWillting Cl15tomer', Fach small trading space was now fully utih~ed, objects being displayed on 

and beneath thc tables, illld hung Ii-om lbe metal poles of the stalls, Each stall's decorations 

betra )'cd the individual preferences of the traders, Some were very invellli ve. l'rancoise, for 

example, decorated her stall with leaves and br~nches, to emphasisc the wooden materi~l [rom 

which the objecls wcre made. Thembi from South Africa arranged the objccts according 10 their 

type She placed all the stOlle eieplI<lnt figLlre~ in one row, rescmbling an army formalion in a 

battlefield, 

Pictu'e R Stalls al C;rccnmarkcl S~LJafe 
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The first customers started to arrive. An American couple, recognisable by their Texan accent, 

stopped at Agnes's stall and looked at her Banana Leaf paintings. They asked about the price. 

Agnes told them that they cost R25 each. She showed them the different designs and explained 

their meaning. After they had spent about 10 minutes at her stall looking at the various African 

objects, Agnes proposed that they make an offer. But they simply asked again about prices; and 

then, left, Agnes commenting as they went that 'everybody is just looking'. She sat down on the 

bench opposite her stall alongside Mida, a South African who was working for Tom from 

Malawi, anq Isabelle from Zimbabwe. Isabelle was having her hair done by Eve from the DRC. 

A vendor selling fruits passed by and Agnes bought a plastic bag of apples and offered them to 

the others. Quite a few visitors squeezed their way through the passages between the stalls, 

looking at the displayed objects, touching them and asking for their prices. Francoise was busy 

explaining to a couple from Germany, whose English was limited, the use and origin of Bakuba 

cloths. She told them: 'the cloth is made from the bark of a tree. Bakuba cloths are used as 

currency in Zaire. If a man wants to get married he win pay for his wife with the cloth. They 

make very nice place mats or one could make pillowcases out of them'. After looking at the 

different designs, the couple bought two cloths, telling Francoise that they would give them to 

their daughters in Germany. 

The morning passed by quickly and Agnes had made four sales. She had sold six banana leaf 

paintings and two Victory masks. Her neighbours had had a quieter morning. Francoise told 

Agnes that she was bored and asked her to watch her stall for a while. Agnes agreed and 

Francoise went shopping. Around lunchtime Mickey, one of the lessees of the lower market, 

arrived to collect the rent from the traders. Agnes gave him R35. She said that she was in a good 

mood that day because she had already earned more than the amount she had to pay for the rent 

of the stall. However on other days, especially in winter, she often left the market without 

making a sale and then still had to pay the R35. A male customer approached Agnes's stall. He 

picked up one of her skeleton figures from Tanzania and looked at it. Agnes got up from the 

bench and greeted him. She told him: 'The figure is a hungry man. See how thin he is. It is made 

of ebony'. She took a piece of unfinished wood and showed it to him. She explained: 'See, only 

the inside of the wood is black, the outside is white. It is very hard wood'. The customer asked if 

he could buy the unfinished wood. She told him that it was not for sale. He left. 
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Later Peter, a wholesale merchant from Kenya, came to visit Agnes. They sat on the bench, 

talking Swahili. Peter travelled from Kenya to Cape Town every two months to deliver goods at 

the market. Agnes had not seen him for a long time. Peter told her the latest news from home. 

She ordered 100 Banana Leaf paintings and 50 Tanzanian batiks. A Spanish-speaking couple 

walked by and stopped at Agnes's stall, looking at wooden salad spoons with animal designs. 

Agnes approached them and they started discussing the price in English. The woman offered 

R20 for one pair of spoons. Agnes smiled and said that they cost R25. The woman replies: 'I will 

take ten, so give me a good price'. Agnes said that she wanted R250 for ten. The woman 

laughed, and said that she would pay R21 O. Agnes smiled and said: • R23 5'. After some 

discussion with the man accompanying her, the Spanish woman agreed to Agnes's price. Agnes 

wrapped the spoons in newspaper and put them in a plastic bag. She added a little wooden key 

ring and thanked her customers. Isabelle watched the interaction between Agnes and the 

customers. Her day had been bad. She had not made one sale yet and it was nearly time to pack 

up. Francoise returned with a number ofWoolworths21 bags and showed the other traders what 

she had bought. At 15h30 the traders started to pack up. Agnes needed approximately 45 

minutes to do so. When she was finished, she simply left her stall. She knew that John, her 

pusher, would come and collect the boxes. He had been working for her for a year and she could 

rely on him. She no longer had to accompany him to make sure that the objects arrived at the 

storeroom. Thembi, who had packed all her stone sculptures into big plastic bags, made her first 

trip to the storeroom. She had to walk three times to transport all the heavy bags there. She was 

tired. Having earned R25 as a daily salary, she returned to Khayelitsha by train. Soon the market 

place was unrecognisable: the stalls were dismantled and the place was cleaned. It was an empty 

space, fined with parked cars at night. 

Case 4: Thembi-desperate {or work 

Thembi was born in 1976 in Port Elizabeth. She had come to Cape Town in 1994 with her uncle. She had fmished 

standard five (seventh grade) in school. Thembi was unmarried and had two children aged four and six. Sbe had to 

support her children herself because the father of the children had left her shortly after the second had been born. 

She stayed with her uncle's family in Khayelitsha. Thembi had found her job at Greenmarket Square through a 

friend who. also sold African objects, for a trader from Mali. She disliked her work but could not find any other in 

21 Woolworths is the name of a chain of department stores in South Africa. 
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Cape Town. She had previously worked at a fish factory but lost the job. As she put it: 'I had to find some work, so 

came here and the Swazi gave me ajob. But I don't like it. It is hard work and it is not secure to work outside. It is 

very cold in winter and the money I get is too little'. 

3. St. George's Mall 

St. George's Mall was situated between Burg Street and Adderley Street (see map 2). As a 

pedestrian street, it was a notable shopping centre in Cape Town central business district. Many 

restaurants and shops attracted people who worked in the city centre to spend their lunchtime 

breaks there. The street led to the Company Gardens where the parliament, the National Gallery, 

Museum of Africa and the botanical gardens were situated. Many people passed along this busy 

street each day. St. George's Mall street market was small (approximately 35 traders) and 

arranged as a sidewalk market. It was less dense and the spaces between the stalls much wider 

than at Greenmarket Square. The market was organised by the city's traffic department. The rent 

was R200 per week for a stall. 

The stall's structures were similar to those at Greenmarket Square, although many were larger. 

During the time of my fieldwork approximately 25 stalls there were selling African objects. 

According to non-South African traders it was impossible for them to obtain a stall at St. 

George's Mall market so they had to sublease stalls from South Africans who had leased the 

stalls from the traffic department. 

4. A visit to the Pan African Market (PAM) 

The PAM was situated in Long Street, comer Longmarket Street, in a former YWCA building, 

built in 1920. Being inside a large building the PAM resembled a small shopping mall for 

African objects. The PAM had been officially opened in December 1996. It had been initiated by 

a white South African who had managed an art gallery in Cape Town before founding the PAM. 

He rented two floors of the building. 

30 traders from 15 different African countries displayed their objects at the PAM. The majority 

came from West Africa, in particular Ivory Coast, Senegal and Mali. Each trader rented a 

distinct, albeit not clearly demarcated space. The rent ranged from R800 to Rl ,400 per month, 
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depending on the area required by the trader. Most traders there also had one or two additional 

sites at Greenmarket Square, in St. Georges's Mall, or at the street market close to Cape Town's 

main railway station. 

Every space in the PAM was utilised to its full potential and a visitor was confronted with a 

mixture of masks, musical instruments, headrests, sculptures, fabrics, jewellery and objects of 

daily use. Each trader designed and decorated her or his own space according to their individual 

taste, although the lack of clear distinction of traders' spaces meant that the market evoked the 

image of a large undifferentiated warehouse of African objects, at least to a first-time visitor. 

The visitor was greeted by Keita who watched over the PAM entrance and encouraged people to 

come inside. A large Colon figure at the entrance also advertised the market. Once inside, two 

large Senufo figures greeted the visitor. The market was situated on the first and second floor of 

the building. As one walked up the stairway to the first floor one passed more Colon figures. Left 

of the stairway, Peter from Cameroon sat on a large Senufo bed and greeted one. Peter's objects 

were displayed in the corridor where he used the space available to him to display small figures 

and utensils on wooden shelves, stretched along both the sides of corridor. Larger figures stood 

on the floor and various masks hung side by side on the wall above the shelves. 

The music of Ishmael Lo played in the background and one could hear laughter from the coffee 

shop in the next room where AbduHahfrom Senegal offered meals and drinks. Some traders sat 

around the table playing Woaley, reading the newspaper, discussing the latest politics and sport 

events, or quarrelling lightheartedly about who sold the best pieces. A smell of cuisine, coffee 

and tobacco lay in the air. Outside on the terrace two tables were taken by a group of American 

tourists discussing the menu with Abdullah. Part of the same room was used by John from Mali. 

John was absent most of the time. Thandi from South Africa, who had been working for him for 

a year, ran his shop. 
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Pie!\re~: frading 'po<e"1 PAM 

Case 5, John rhe (raveller 

Joh~ w", hoorn in 1902 in .\jali lIe wos Mu.o;lim. Iii, home langlLage w"' Mandinko. He had arrived in S<luth Africo 

in July 1996, He boo ,,",yed for <lne month in 101l.Hoc,burg and tl><n m(wed I<l C"pe rown. Hi, wife""" hi, '~n 

were in Mali. lIe hoped \~ return home 'CIOrL He liy ed ue"r C"P" Town's cily ce~\re, He r"~ his bu,i~ e" from a ,t.1I 

"1 Greenm""e\ s.,u",e and from Of!< room in the PAM Iii , br(l{m, Moohammed .1'0 had a 'tall at G",enm.,-ke l 

SG"o,e, 

John had lefr hi' !><Jme oountry bee"""" he peroei"ed the eoonomic condition> i~ Mali", being 

.." atLSrying. lIe had tr.wel led much hel<:'-e "17i"i~g i~ SCMnh Afr;c" He had ,mdied agricullUre i~ 1,.-.. 1 for (wo 

yeats, Afterword, I", hod lr~"el led lh'<lugh Egypl. India. "nd H"ngk"". and h»d the~ st"yed r", fj"e ye"fS in Japan 

In J ""OIl be h»d fi~i,hed hi, ,Iud,", and had starlod lrooL~g African objeols 'U 1993, 

He said he er~oyed his work beoan,e I., I;ked to Ira>el .nd be e~joyed the freedom of "eLng hi, own bm" 

which is why he had become a trader oof Afri<an oobjecl<. J<lh" empklyed I"'<l Soulb Ali-ioan ,"I",w<lm<n, He 

'JlL'cialised in Afri,"~ mud olo<h"nd Mali drum, He g~l m~>l of his objects from 0 pnxl",., in hi. home coountry 

John employed. milo,- from M.I i, who made pillowc",." bi"nk.rs, .nu ~l<:>rhjn& OlK of mud cloth, ""c"'dj~g <0 

J oon', ""';gn" The tall", worked in a small room JIl tbe P A),1, 
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Jetln liked 'Oe "bjects lie sold, lI e >aid <hat they remi,><kd Ilim of I\{)me. He perceived Ilis in<ome os 

",",qua' e, H" p"ro ntiol cu,t«ne". he 'aid. were ooth local o,>d """e", to..-i ,ts. A, he put it' 'My cust()rr,"" "re 

,oo,t inte .. " ted in an'iquc, and trad,t","al "bj"''' bUL 01"" in '''mcthing che"" 00<1 ,mali' 

Julin found it 't<aug. tha' peuple alw.),> "hd him ifponpl. in Mali "ill ",ed the tnditiDrlal on","", and 

dre,se, thuh< had Lip for ,ale, He expl.med: 'Tiley are ignoring the ne w, They Ilave seen the tradilWn"1 on TV aO<l 

expect it to< like tllac. They do not con,ider u' AfricaJ1' to ch"1l!;e ot all' (25.9,97)," 

Alongside John's ;;pace une fuund Sam jrum Ken)-'a (case 8), t.rying hard to convlIJ<;e a female 

Cll5tomcr to buy a Maa~ai bra<;eieL Sam ~old object~ must of which came frum Kenya. He had 

(WO !radiDg outlets at the PAM. ln (he ruom beside the cuffee shop, Sheikh and Abdullah. who 

alsu ran rhe coffee shop. displayed theIr ubj e ct~ for sale. They sold object;; from the whole 

African ~<)ntincnt: among !hem were wu,!d~n carved girajfe~ frum Zimbabwe, ~nake skin bags, 

belts, bowls and jewellery from the DRC, masb frum Muzambique and malachite carved 

mllmals from Malawi, 

Case 6.j{bdullah----the trader and coak 

Abdullah wa, born '" 1%7 in Mb"ur, Senegal. He w.> Mu,lim and hi, hom e language wos Wolo[ He had fitli'hed 

slandard ~ight (tenth grad e). Abdullah had arrived in Soulh AfTic" in October 1995 togc'hc'T' "i[h a group of 

Sen<galese friends. He had 'taycd in Jollanne>b..-g I'lr tW() rrKmli". living with friend, fi-t)m h(]<Tle, He th en left for 

Cape TO"D I"re in Nowmber 1995. He ,hored. nal wi[h 0 lTicoo en W(MMh tock Hi , rea>()11 Ii" .,.nciling to SOLLth 

Africa had been to , tart a bu, ine » ,elling African obj ect' , A, Abdullah put it: 'I w"-, b"rn in'" a .,.oding family and 

,I "as all .. ,.,., my wish t() become ,df-employed like my moth,,' H" m",tler "aded ,n Afiicon dre"e,. At>dullah 

tlad ".veli . d with his 'fiotller to trade I'a"', in Tuni>ia and Mom:;oo wb<n he was 17 ye...-, ()]d. He enJoyed 

( .... velling, He nad learned tnlding fiom hi, m"ther and fiom . Sen.g"~", friend, 

When I a,~ed him I\{)w he percei,'ed th~ econ()mic conditions in hi ' home country. he "id tllat lhey were 

wry di,~i,r'Yi"g. However, b< ]X"'rceivod the '!<>Coal coO<lition' at hi , home a, better thaI> in So"th Africa, He felt 

very i,o l .. , d ill Soulh Africa. Abdullah hod CO",~ t() South AIi'ic. a, a refugee, Ilis Slatu' allowed him to "ork but 

he had Lo renew Ilis work permit overy , ix m,,,,t),,: 'I nevO[ know when they "re going to tlu'O\, on e out' 

..... bdulbh had ".,-ted hi, bu,ine .. , elling Afiio"n ,>blern at the maon ,"ilway station in C"P" Town H~ h.d 

,oo,ed ,ol" the PAM in J"lllJary 19%, Ho dl,,, empl"yed" ,ale,woman wllo ,old for hi"' at tho railway !.tmiox 

market. ad .old Afiic"" () bject' ot [he " eek Iy (ireenroint ""'rk"" on Sunday" Abdullah received most 01' hi, 'lock 

f",m f"e"d> ill hi ' hoon. country "ho airlTeighkd the object' to hion, 

" I relUrn '0 the way tllose "nag" of static Afiic" play om in char"''' fI,'e 1nd ' IX 
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Alxjullah liked his w(lCk, h< ,aiJ, bo<oau,e he lik ed to meet people anJ be ind ep..,denL Abdul~ .. h , egorded 

hi, ;nC'WT .. as mOre than adequate , He ,upp,,,ed fumily member. in hi' ha<ne country with the money he "med in 

South Afi'iea, ),1,,,1 of whal be ,old COmO fi'OO1 Cameroon, h'O<'y Coost and Nigerio. Abdullah , old primarily In 

uverseas to"ri", aoo to lucal and u¥er"'", <0110«0". He ;aid ,hat hi' <u'W,r .. " wore mo;t in[erested in flntiqu", 

and traditional obj ect' anJ th e >!')fic' he told {bem. Abdullah rcCerred to lhc object' he ,,,Id '" piece> ofarl, 

{radilionol piec"" copie< and curio'. (6.6. n) According In '\'[xlullah, rrx"t oftl", things he soU were fake.: 'The 

",;ginab do llO{ ex,,{ any",'"e, if on e lin'" (i"'n LI",y go .tmight tn Pari' Clf New YClfk. In Cam e",nn th ey fuke all 

Ihe ma,b Coulld ilL Afma' (]o,5.97), In May I 99S he took over (he ",,,"uront m the PAM, 

David, Ih~ P A:Vl initiator, had his room on the first floor. It was ralh~r empty by comparison with 

the olher PAM IraJ~r" spac~s, H~ sold mainly sOllthcl'll African objects. On th~ walls he 

displayed paillting' by township anist, Kangdani and Zllmana opposite wn Mozambican b{)dy 

masks. Having manag~d a gallery selling African object, before h~ founded the PAM, David had 

wanted 10 create a v~nlle with 'more vibe and more livelin~ss than a galkrl". lIe reganJ~d lh~ 

market as a cultural e~ntr~ where vi,itors could expcrienc~ the tlair of Africa and its p~opl~, 

FrOlTI our diseu,sions, II was apparenl th<>t his lTIal n aim had been 10 ~slablish a c~nlr~ where 

individual African traders could offer lheir merchandise for sale and bypass while gallery 

O\I'l1 ~r.'. David p",~ei ved the PAM as " bazaar with 'bustling vik s' rather than as a ',t~rik 

alOilt' arl gallery, 

Casel t)ayid-----!he inilial", 

DOY id wa, born in 19M in Km,berlcy, S,~,{h "Crica. 1·lc hOO emnc to, Cape T "wn ;n I 9gg tu "uu)' Engl ;,h and Art at 

{he l,' niver, ity of Cape Town. He w"' ",..-rieu w,{h (wn children. Hi, wiCe work ed h>gether wilh hi", '" the P,\,M 

He decided to "pen Ihe l' AM '" a "cnUe to inll'(lducc f>C'>plc I" Ali-ican obj « "; and give "oJer.' a chance to 

-,ell lhdr ohjoc{, in a m,n 'up",arket ),el not "erile almo'phere ' (17.9.97). A fUl1 her molivalinn Cor ''Pening [he 

market wa, ·to help other,~, help Ihe",'elve.' and 'el an exampl e nChow people ' , ;niLiatiye can ma'e a difference in 

the neW South Afi'iea' 

Ho wa; an mi" hi",sclfonJ al,o exhibiled hi> o,",n art at til< market Da,'id enjoyed the work becotLse he 

rqarded hi' place nfw,.'k",-, a place oC,ociol inlC,action wnh ",her people [)a"id h.d linanced hi, bu,;ne" wi,h . 

bonk loan. lIo had bought most oC ti", objects directl), li-o", the pnx\", ..-" 
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Picture 10: Tra<kr unpacking OOjOC{S M PAM 

Visitors pruce~ding: upstairs to the second tloor would find Kang~lani a South African creating 

township scene~ wt of waste material (beverage cans, ~hoc ';.olcs, plastic, etc.) by, li)r exampk, 

cutting a smail man out of a rubb~r ~ho~ ~le and glu~ing: him onto a board on which he had 

painted ~tr~et~ and ~ky. The .\.l;cond 110m display room~ hou~~d various workshops Including two 

potterie~, a g:oldsmith. a leather craft workshop and a hairdr~sser and drumming workshop. Keita 

from Mali was busy unpacking box~~ which had ~rrived that morning from Mali. Ilis hrother had 

sent him tablecloths, clothing and various other obj~~ts Hi~ roum wa~ on~ of th~ fulle~t in th~ 

mark~L More than a hundr~d Colon m~n Were display~d on a table, r~s~mhling an army of tin 

wldiers. Colon figures repr~sented colonial officers, doctors, businessm~n carrying bncJca~es. 

tourisls with cam~ra;; around their neck, etc. In the middle of the room. on the !loor, a huge pile 

of clothing and tablecloth~ wa;; waiting to be counted and displayed. 

Marc and Steve, both South Africans, had n,nled th~ room b<;~ide Kdta'~. It had a very diffcr~nt 

appearanCe; Ii-om that of {he other P AM rnom~_ Fir~t, it wa~ rath~r empty. Th~ African ohj~cl'i 

were di~play~d on metal shdv~s_ some small ma~ks were mO\lllt~d. All ubj~cts carried a p,ice 

lag, with th~ logo ofthe;r shop, th~ Colon Hi/n. Mo~t price tags also bridly explained the olig:m 

" 
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PKtu'" II, Colon m<n h-om Ihe hOlY e"aSl, di'playod at PAM 

and mean.ing of the ()bjeet. Two large hrass obj~cls were displayed in. the middle orthe room, 

They hlld \xen trade currencies in Cameroon. A large wedding blanket from Mali was displayed 

on one wall. opp()site which t~n Gum masks wer~ exhibil~d, 'jbe room remind~d one of a 

galltry, ~specially in that the displays ~mphllsis~d the individuality of cach obj~ct on ~ale, 

~_Alli!Jysis or the trading place: 

So far I hav~ described the markets where I conducted fieldwork. Thosc descriptions revealt!mt 

the markd plac~~ rcpre~ented a smallunlvcrse whcre diver~e informal ecooomicB activities took 

place. ranging from saks and production of various lkms to s~rvic~s such liS hairdressing, A~ 

Gcertz has shown, the informal economy is a 'cultural form, a social institution' (ekertz 1979: 

j 23). 'It is a distinctiv~ sy~tem ()f ~ocial rclati()nship~ centring around production and 

consumption or good~ and scrvices- (Gecltz 1979: 124), 

1 have earlier suggested thllt one can tr~lIllhe places ""here African objects Were sold as frames 

which allract our cognisanc~ of; and inlluence our responsts to, the objects found inside them_ 

"The lmn infurmal economy i, u,. d her. a, a ",,,,,.enieno< and doscribt. infurmal ecollomic aclivllie< in ba,ic 
lOr"", ,uch "-, unregi,tered bu,in", """ WOO" ... :ning'..-" oft"n ""I included in nali"",l accounl> and ,tMi!-{ic, and 
",ho,. acti, ilies ore usually not regulated by olf",i"l rule, and regula!i"", (KirSten 1'19 J' J 4S) 
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My field data suggest that the frame provided by the informal market environment appeared to 

draw attention away from the commodity nature of the objects. I now compare and analyse the 

different structures found at the markets to show how and why the places where the objects were 

sold masked or revealed their commodity nature (Plattner 2000: 123, Steiner 1994: 19). 

Ifwe consider the market places described above, the PAM's compositional structure was like 

that of the street markets with a series of traders each operating independently yet sociably. That, 

after all, was one of the PAM founder's initiating ideas and he had managed to keep the rents at 

about the same level as those charged at street markets-although he did set them at a monthly 

rather than a daily rate.24 Yet, the layout, with traders having spaces that seemed to flow into one 

another, rather than demarcated stalls, gave the impression that it might be a single enterprise 

arranged as a department store. During the period that I was selling at the PAM, I was frequently 

asked if all the objects in the market were owned by one person and who slhe was. The objects 

sold at PAM did not differ much from those available at the street markets although the prices at 

the PAM were approximately 10% to 30% higher than at Greenmarket Square (see table 3). 

Large objects such as Senufo beds and Dogon doors, or ladders that were too big to be displayed 

in the crammed market space of Greenmarket Square, were usually only found at the PAM. 

The most obvious difference between the street markets and the PAM was that the latter was 

inside a building and the other two outdoors. This may at first be a banal observation, but it had 

two significant consequences for the commodification of African objects and their masking. 

Both resulted, first, from the different possibilities of display of objects at the markets, and, 

second, from what I assert are the common perceptions some people have about people selling 

on the street and people selling in a built structure. 

Trading inside or outside a built structure determines the way objects are displayed, which 

influences the attributes assigned to objects on sale, which again influences the degree to which 

the object's commodity nature is masked. The space available to traders at the street markets was 

limited. The average trading space was 2,3 by 0.80 metres. To display as many objects as 

24 Street market operators who did not also have a PAM space had, in addition, to pay for overnight storage place. 
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possible, traders had to place them close together with some objects displayed on the ground 

below the tables. The close display of similar objects concealed the individuality of any single 

object. The customer had to look closely to identify the individual character of each piece. The 

close display of many similar objects, and their abundance, suggest mass-production, which is in 

strong opposition to art and individuality because it appeals to the image of conveyor belt 

production, hence commodity production. 

Trading indoors gave PAM traders better opportunities and space to display objects, such as 

hanging them on the walls, placing them on shelves or on window sills and thereby pointing to 

their decorative qualities and emphasising their future possible uses. Some even hung objects 

from the ceiling of their trading spaces. Yet, although PAM traders had more display space, the 

majority of their displays resembled those at Greenmarket Square and St. George's Mall. 

However, some PAM traders, like David, Marc and Steve, kept their rooms rather empty, with 

. objects neatly displayed on shelves or walls, and with much space between them. The objects 

were of the same kind as those on sale at other PAM trading spaces and at the street markets. 

Yet, the uncluttered sense of the two rooms underlined the individuality of each piece displayed, 

diminishing the image of mass-production and at the same time masking the objects' commodity 

nature. The spacious layouts of these rooms also created distance between the beholder and the 

objects or as Plattner suggests these layouts 'connote to a sacred space' (Plattner 2000: 123, 

Steiner 1994: 28). Customers could step away from the objects and look at each from a distance. 

The latter is characteristic of art museums and art galleries. Consequently, these displays had the 

potential to imbue each object as art. While I was selling in Marc and Steve's PAM room, I often 

heard customers remark that the room was attractive and that they could finally discern the 

objects. Others entered the room and said that here they were delighted to see all the space. 

Being indoors also bestowed the PAM with particular qualities to authenticate the objects. First, 

the coffee shop functioned as a place where personal relationships between customers and 

traders could be established. I often observed traders having a cup of coffee with their customers, 

discussing aU sorts of subjects. Second, the flair: the music, the smells of fire and goats milk 

which emanated from some objects, the West African attire of many of the traders, provided the 

African objects with a lively and interactive context beyond commodity consumption. David 
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(case 7), the PAM's organiser, told me that he wanted to create a distinctively non-European 

'shebeen atmosphere,25, to give the visitor the feeling of being in Africa. The PAM thus 

represented an attempt to authenticate the object with the ambience of the place and disguise the 

fact that it was just like a market or shop, a place of commodity exchange. In addition, the 

presence of workshops at the PAM intensified the liveliness and authenticity. Customers could 

see how objects such as pots, jewellery and township pictures were produced. For example, the 

drum workshop, where the purchaser of a drum could learn to play it, gave clients a chance to 

experience the purchased object in what they might have perceived as its 'original context': 

played by an African who also showed the purchaser how to play it. 

Apart from the display, the diverse perceptions people had towards indoor or outdoor trading 

also conjured different images of the African object trade. I was often asked by fellow students 

and friends, and also by visitors to the markets (who knew that I was studying them), whether the 

traders, particularly those at street markets, could really survive from their sales of African 

objects, or if they had additional sources of income. Traders also mentioned to me that people 

treated them with less respect when they traded on the street. As Agnes from Kenya (case 1) put 

it: 'If I tell people in church what I am doing. they think that I am poor' (23.5.97). Tom, a trader 

from Malawi who ran two stalls at Greenmarket Square, explained: 'People look down on us. 

They come to the market and expect that we sell cheap stuff ... My customers told me that their 

tour guides told them that they should not pay much for the things we sen, because it would be 

cheap tourist stuff ... They were always surprised that the things were not that cheap' (13.8.98). 

Hence, it seems as if selling on the street conjures an image of unconstrained activities: bargains, 

hawkers, noise, dirt and chaos, and merchandise of low quality and without fixed prices. The 

informal character of the market situation also seems to evoke a notion of the destitute poor 

living on the margins of society and searching for survival strategies in activities unregulated by 

state institutions, hence of trying to earn money which they otherwise cannot, as well as of 

people who are rather uninformed and uneducated hoping to earn a 'penny for their bread at 

night'. Field data showed that, to some, the apparently unconstrained character of the street 

25 She been describes a drinking house in African townships. 
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market was revulsive and the abundance of similar objects degraded the objects (see chapters 6 

and 7). To them, the objects on display were primarily commodities: pieces of merchandise 

which, if exchanged for money, provided a minimal livelihood for the trader. Collectors and 

laymen alike expressed their revulsion for African objects found at the street markets, referring 

to them as mass-produced kitsch, tourist stuff, etc. and essentially worthless. And, as we have 

seen, traders in other objects at Greenmarket Square even claimed that the presence of African 

objects spoiled the market and would kept customers away. 

Yet, I noticed, and this was confirmed by traders at both the PAM and Greenmarket Square, the 

same people who expressed dislike for an object at the latter would buy the same object at the 

PAM. Abdullah (case 6), for example, told me that he often sold the same objects on the street 

and inside the PAM. But, he said, collectors only bought at the PAM because, they told him, they 

did not trust the street markets. I was thus quite surprised, on a visit to a collector's home, to 

meet two Greenmarket Square traders there. The collector had previously told me he would not 

buy objects at the Square, because they were all fakes and traders there could not distinguish 

good pieces from bad. Yet, here were the same traders at his house with three bags filled with 

African objects, from which he chose four. The collector told me that they visited him regularly. 

This incident indicated to me that, as soon as the objects and traders move from the street into a 

building (in this case a private home), the apparent authenticity of the object and authority of the 

trader seems to be upgraded. 

Yet, to various others among my informants, the unconstrained character of the outdoor markets 

appeared to have helped to mask the commodity nature of the objects, because it conjured an 

exotic image of African markets and imbued the object with authenticity. The colourful displays, 

the diversity of people and objects, the narrow passages, the chaotic ambience and buzzing vibes, 

and the proximity of African people and objects, especially at Greenmarket Square: all seemed to 

allow visitors to literally dive into the market place and experience it with all their senses 

(Steiner 1994: 20). 

Fieldwork data indicates that visitors who had expected to find such markets in South Africa 

were attracted by their ambience and the abundance of African objects from which to select. 80% 
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of the 276 visitors I interviewed said that they had enjoyed the street markets. When asked why, 

the majority included reference to the diversity of objects to choose from, the friendliness of the 

traders and the relaxed atmosphere of the markets. When asked if the markets were as they had 

expected them, 75% replied 'yes'. 

An Australian woman I interviewed at the airport told me that she had bought a pair of salad 

spoons from 'a poor woman selling on the street', who told her that she would be very happy 

because she could now buy bread for her children. The Australian said she preferred to buy at 

street markets because there she could see who receives the money and at the same time she 

could support some of South Africa's poor people (Interview number 20, Airport 3.3.98). An 

English woman, who stayed at the Traveller's Lodge in Long Street (close to all three markets), 

told me that she went to Greenmarket Square every day, before or after her sightseeing tours in 

Cape Town. As she put it: 'It is nice to see all the places like Table Mountain, Cape Point, 

Boulder's Beach ... But I hardly saw and met African people there. Cape Town is not African at 

aU ... it reminds me of London. The only place where I met African people is at the market. The 

vibe is great there, traders talk to me and some know me by now.' She had been in Cape Town 

five days when I met her (29.1.1998). While I was working at the PAM a German woman came 

to where I was selling. She looked at all kinds of objects for quite a while and then she said: 

'People told me that I should not go to town [Cape Town's city centre] because there is nothing 

special to see and that it is too dangerous ... But it is great. I saw so many nice things at 

Greenmarket Square, and in here. I talked to a trader from Mali at Greenmarket Square for 

almost an hour. He played the drum for me ... My friends who stayed at the Waterfront26 really 

missed out today' (7.6.1997). 

Considering the diverse perceptions informants had of the markets, it seems as if the indoor

outdoor contrast of , the space in which objects were sold allowed them to construct two senses of 

authenticity of the objects. For the traveller-tourist, like the three women mentioned above, the 

'real Africa' of the outdoor street market, where one deals directly with the local person

preferably an (exotic looking) black African with whom one can communicate and from whom 

26 Waterfront refers to the very upmarket shopping mall constructed in recent years at the waterfront in Cape Town's 
harbour. It is a favourite tourist attraction. 
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one can gain a 'feel' of real sociable African life-is what constitutes authenticity. It may even 

provide the tourist with a story to take home with the object (see chapter 5). Yet, for the collector 

and the more 'sophisticated' tourist, the authenticity of an object has to come from its having 

been authorised as authentic by an established institution--a museum, gallery etc. For a 

collector, the street market traders can only be engaged with in private. If a collector were to be 

seen purchasing at the street markets, her ability to claim authority to attribute authenticity might 

be undermined-precisely because the authenticity slhe attributes is not be found in the street 

market. And so, the objects must be brought to the collectors' home so that slhe can select the 

best (most 'authentic') before the 'rubbish' goes out onto the street. 

6. Conclusion 

In this chapter I have argued that the characteristics of the places where the objects are sold and 

the nature of their display at those places help partially to determine the degree to which the 

commodity nature of African objects is masked. Depending on the individual visitor's point of 

view, the outdoor markets, for example, were perceived as places where one could experience 

the 'real' Africa and obtain an 'authentic' piece of Africa. Hence the objects' commodity nature 

was masked for them. Others perceived the street markets negatively, claiming that the objects 

sold there were inauthentic commodities. They preferred to buy indoors, for example, at the 

PAM. It is thus neither the objects' nor the markets' inherent quality that masks the commodity 

nature of the objects on sale. It depends on what kind of disguise customers seek in order to 

satisfy themselves of the objects' authenticity. 

My analysis of these three trading places reveals an important principle underlying the process 

whereby the commodity nature of the objects I studied is masked: the stories which can be 

constructed about the Africanness and the 'arty' character of certain trading places. In the 

following chapters I consider in closer detail the way that attributions of an object as African 

and/or art helps to mask the commodity nature of those objects. And I develop that discussion 

into a more and more faceted story to link it to my main argument. 

To do that I focus on the diverse mechanisms used to disguise the commodity nature of the 

objects, using field data to illustrate. I do so first in terms of the traders and sellers and their 
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personal relationships to the objects they sold, and second in terms of the interaction between 

traders and customers, and how the stories traders used helped to hide the commodity nature of 

the objects. In chapters six and seven I come back to the question of what kind of disguises 

customers implicitly sought as they endeavoured to satisfy their quest for an object's 

authenticity. 
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Chapter four: Traders, sellers and African objects 

Objects hang before the eyes of the imagination, continuously re-presenting us to ourselves, and telling 

the stories of our lives in ways, which would be impossible otherwise (Pearce 1992: 47). 

1. Introduction 

Having discussed the potential of the trading places that are the three markets to mask or reveal 

the commodity nature of the objects I studied, I now focus on the purveyors of African objects. 

In this chapter I develop my main argument in terms of the personal relationships between the 

purveyors of African objects and their objects of sale. I show that these relationships played a 

significant role in the commodification of African objects and the ways it was masked. 

Traders and sellers are the mediators between production and consumption of all objects. Traders 

rather than sellers are crucial agents for both initiating and motivating supply of objects. 

However, they both link producers and suppliers of objects with consumers and collectors 

around the world (Marcus & Myers 1995: 8, Steiner 1994: 154-156). In the case of African 

objects, traders and sellers sell and transform objects into commodities by attributing them with 

exchange value through making them available for sale. Yet, I argue, individual traders and 

sellers also mask this process of transforming objects into commodities, doing so precisely 

because the masking process makes their commodification possible. 

Just as the places where objects were sold and their display at these places imbued the objects 

with diverse characteristics, so did traders and sellers attribute them with non-commodity 

characteristics through the ways they related both to the objects and to their customers. Among 

some traders and sellers, particularly the less commercially successful, the objects' commodity 

nature was revealed by their emphasising the objects' prices during their trading interactions 

with customers. Among the more successful, the objects' commodity nature was masked by non

commodity aspects such as stories they told clients about the objects, about themselves and about 

their countries of origin. Seeking reasons for differences in their sales volumes, I noticed that 

there were differences between the various traders' and sellers' perceptions of, and their personal 

relationships to, the objects they purveyed. I further noticed that their perceptions were 
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significantly shaped by their motivations for entering the trade and, to a certain degree, by their 

educational and professional standards. I argue here that traders' and sellers' motivations for 

trading in African objects, and their personal relationships with the objects, played a crucial role 

in their ability to mask the commodity nature of African objects, and hence to be more or less 

successful as traders. 

Sam (case 8 below) a trader from Kenya, explained to me at the PAM: 'you can't sell something 

that you don't like'. Sam's statement summarises my argument in this chapter in that I use the 

chapter to show that the more the traders or seners relate personally to the objects they are 

selling, the more they are able to mask the objects' commodity nature, both for themselves and 

for their clients. I then go on in chapter five to show how the commodity masking process was 

pursued by traders and sellers during their interactions with clients. 

How might one measure the success of a trader or seller? I did so primarily by observing the 

number of sales traders and seners made during a day, hence their stock turnover. I noticed that 

some sold regularly and others did not. The numbers of objects traders displayed (see appendix E 

for inventories) and the number of trading spaces they operated from, also offered indication of 

success. The more successful traders usually had more than one trading space and could afford to 

buy large numbers of objects and pay a salesperson to sell on their behalf. Hence they had to 

have more working capital than other traders to operate on a larger scale. Since most traders' 

main working capital had been earned through previous trading, this is a measure of their trading 

success. 

2. Education. training and motivations for becoming a trader or seller of African objects 

2. J. Traders 

Traders' formal training varied widely (see appendix A for demographic data). The educational 

and professional training standard of the majority of traders interviewed was high. 54% had at 

least eight years of schooling while another 25% had completed high schooL 18% held 

university degrees. Only 13% claimed they had had no formal job training. Hence, 'conventional 

wisdom' which, according to Peberdy & Crush (1998: 1) suggests that people entering the 
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informal sector are poor, uneducated and desperate, is challenged by my data regarding Cape 

town's street and PAM traders in African objects. 

I found a vast diversity of professions among traders at the markets. Among them were a taxi 

driver, cook, nurse, teacher and car mechanic. Moreover, 25% of the traders had professions 

which were either related to the business side of the trade, such as accountancy or bookkeeping, 

or to the artistic side of the trade, such as graphic design. No formal training was required to 

become a trader in African objects. Many traders at the Cape Town markets had learned their 

'commercial acumen' only in Cape Town. I noticed that traders exchanged stories about the 

objects they sold and, by doing so, they informally taught each other the criteria for judging the 

quality and the value of African objects. 

Case 8: Sam-the 'Maasai' business man 

Sam was born in 1958 in Kenya. He was a Christian; his home language was Kikuyu. He bad arrived in Cape Town 

in November 1996. His wife and two children had remained in Kenya. In 1997 he had brought his family to Cape 

Town and they now stayed together at the Skyline flats in the city centre's Long Street. Prior to his arrival in Cape 

Town he had stayed in Johannesburg for one month. He had left Kenya because of unsatisfying economic conditions 

there. Sam had arrived in South Africa as a tourist. As he put it: 'I first wanted to see whether I would like to start a 

business in South Africa or not'. 

Sam had finished high school and had gone to several business colleges. He was also a trained car 

mechanic. Prior to his arrival in South Africa he had never been involved in the African object trade. He had had a 

garage where he repaired cars. He liked to be self-employed because he enjoyed being free. Sam had brought his 

savings from prior work to South Africa and used those as the starting capital for his business. Sam had two trading 

spaces at the PAM. To enhance his income potential, Sam also sold African objects at night at an African restaurant 

in Cape Town, and on Sundays at Greenpoint. He obtained most of his objects from local wholesalers in Cape Town 

and from Kenyan wholesalers who supplied him at his stall. Approximately eighty percent of the objects he sold 

were from Kenya; the rest were South African batiks and objects from Malawi, Senegal and Zimbabwe. He regarded 

his income as adequate to support his family. Sam was not sure if this work would be a lifelong career for him. He 

said he would like to return to Kenya some day and be able to open a different kind of business there. 

Sam believed that most of his potential customers were from overseas. They were predominantly interested 

in traditional objects and the stories he told them. Sam said about his customers: 'Some people just do not say hello. 

They never reply to my greeting. They look around. Some handle the things, not very carefully; but I remain quiet 

unless they break something. I can usually tell what kind of customers they are. I can tell who will buy, who just 
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looks and in what they are interested ... but I am the same to aU. Some people buy and then take a picture, as if they 

only buy to take a picture' (3.10.97). 

Sam was amused that, having learned he was from Kenya, customers often asked him if he was Maasai. As 

he put it: 'Look at me, do I look like a Maasai - I am much too short.' However, he usually told them that he was 

Maasai. He believed that the customers were more likely to buy from a Maasai than from a Kikuyu: 'If people hear 

that I am from Kenya all they think about is Maasai, that is all they know, from the movies and so on'. 

Sam told me that he was prepared to trade in any kinds of items if doing so would enable him to 

get rich. But, he added, his instinct had told him to sell African objects, indicating that he was 

motivated to sell African objects by economic considerations, particularly since he felt the trade 

in African objects had huge potential because of Cape Town's expanding tourist industry. 

Hence, Sam is an example of a trader who related to selling African objects primarily 

economically. Having owned a business before, he claimed that he knew the essentials of 

running a business. Yet, despite lacking a close and personal relationship to the objects, he was a 

very successful trader~ Sam said that he made between R300 to R600 per day in gross income. 

On a good trading day he could gross R2,000 or more. His nett profit was between 60% and 70% . 

(after deducting the wholesale price paid for the object, the cost of the trading spaces and the 

wages for employees). 

Sam related to his business as such ('1 love to be a businessman'). According to him, liking the 

objects he sold was an asset that helped him to be successful. I noticed that Sam constantly 

improved the displays of his objects at his trading spaces in the PAM, and sought Maasai objects 

to attract customers. He used sales methods which, he said, he had learned at business college. 

Sam told me, for example, that it was important to greet the customer when s/he came to the 

trading space, but that one should then leave them alone for a moment, so they could look 

around. Only when he noticed that they looked at a particular object for a while would he start 

telling them about it. His sales tactics also included telling stories about the objects (he said that 

he had learned them out of books and from other traders) and exploiting ethnic images (Maasai). 

Such tactics allowed him to mask the commodity nature of African objects and convince 

customers to buy from him (see chapter 5 for more detail). 
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Motivations for opening a business selling African objects varied according to individual traders. 

Many criteria played a role in the decision. However, general field data and survey material 

suggest some tendencies. The fact that the majority (84%) of traders I met at the markets were 

non-South Africans had played a significant role in their decision. 64% of the non-South African 

traders came to South Africa during 1995 and 1996. Besides the most obvious reason, i.e. to 

make a living, aspects such as being in the country illegally27 (case 2) or being a refugee (cases 

6, 11), hence being a foreigner with all its negative aspects such as language problems and 

discrimination in job opportunities, were involved in the decision. Being self-employed was the 

most frequently mentioned reason traders interviewed gave for their having chosen to enter the 

African object trade. Some (57%) said that they enjoyed the freedom of being self-employed 

(case 5,6,8).25%, most of them non-South Africans, had already previously been self

employed or had come from trading families. According to such traders, their family 

backgrounds motivated them to open a business themselves (case 6). 

Case 9: Peter-the art trader 

Peter was born in 1972 in Cameroon. He was Muslim and spoke Bamun. Peter was single. He had come to 

Johannesburg in December 1996 and came to Cape Town in March 1997. His brother, Dan, was already trading in 

African objects in Cape Town. The two brothers now ran their business in a room at the PAM. Before the PAM had 

opened, Dan had been a wholesaler, selling African objects to other traders from his house. 

Peter and Dan stayed in Woodstock. Peter had studied mathematics for two years in Cameroon. However, 

he had thought he would not fmd work after university and quit his studies. He had started to sell African objects in 

1992. His father was an African object trader in Cameroon who had taught the trade to his sons. Peter plarmed to 

return to Cameroon, which he missed a lot. Peter and Dan obtained most of their objects from their father who had 

middlemen who collected for him in Cameroon villages. They also bought from wholesalers who came to Cape 

Town. 

27 Not all traders residing in Cape Town during the time of my fieldwork had temporary or permanent residence and 
work permits. An unknown number of traders entered the country on tourist visas, which did not allow them to 
trade. Their residence status was a subject strictly avoided by some traders, because of the aspect of illegality. 
Illegality of residence status should be acknowledged as a social aspect of the lives of the traders - an aspect that 
created insecurity, fear and made life uneasy at times. Four traders mentioned that they had been harassed by the 
local police and by officials of the Department of Home Affairs. They felt that the only way to avoid further 
harassment was by resorting to bribery. The aspect of illegality also placed a burden on operating their businesses in 
terms of financing them and opening bank accounts-South African banks will not open an account for a non
resident. 
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Peter had travelled to France, Belgium and Holland prior to his arrival in South Africa. On his first trip to 

Europe he lost RIO,OOO. He explained: 'I made many mistakes in the beginning. I bought 200 objects and just left 

for France. I had borrowed the money for the objects and aeroplane ticket from friends. I bought many objects, 

which were very expensive, because I thought that I could sell them easily in Paris. I did not know that the hotels 

and transport were that expensive in France. I had to pay so much for accommodation that I had to mark-up the 

already expensive objects even more. The prices were so high and therefore nobody wanted to buy them ... I was 

afraid to go home because lowed a lot of money to some people. In the end I sold the objects for my purchase price. 

When I was back my father helped to pay back my debts. It was a bad experience. But here in South Africa things 

work out better.' 

Peter and Dan also sold African objects at the railway station and at Greenpoint on Sundays and they 

supplied two shops in Knysna and a collector of African objects in Worcester (Western Cape towns some distance 

from Cape Town). Most oftheir customers were tourists and gallery owners, both local and from overseas. Peter 

said: 'Customers often say that the objects are not worth the price. But that is not true! I do not discuss my price -

my price is the price. I have good pieces and some are worth more than R 6,000. Some customers say that the 

objects I sell are not old and are fakes. But what is a fake? All things are copies; nothing is real old in Africa, like for 

example art from Europe. Sure, sometimes one finds old pieces, which are maybe 60 to 90 years old ... I was once 

offered an old piece for R28,000, which was old, but who would buy it?' ( 2.10.97). 

Peter referred to the objects as l'arl. He also collected African objects for himself. He said that artists and 

collectors in Cameroon were admired. 'I grew up with art, I always saw it. I read books on art. I have to because 

sometimes I forget the meaning of things and then I need to look it up. People want to know' (2.10.97). 

According to Peter, South Africans did not know art from Africa. South African art was modem art. for 

example, he said, the giraffes, that were widely available and very popular as decorations, had no meaning to him. 

'Our art has meaning. It is used for something'. Pointing to a large fang mask (Gabon): 'it is used in ritual, the king 

sits besides it' (5.5. 1997). 

Some 7% of the non-South African traders, like John from Mali (case 5) and Abdullah from 

Senegal (case 6), said that they enjoyed travelling and meeting people. A further 6% claimed, 

like Lisa from Kenya (case 2), that they had been motivated by friends who had told them that 

selling African objects would be a good way to make a living. 15%, like Salah from Ethiopia 

(case 11 below), said they were looking for formal employment and were in the trade only 

because they were foreigners and that, their qualifications notwithstanding, they could not fmd 

jobs. 

'Love of art' or acquaintance with African objects was the most frequently mentioned driving 

force for the decision to become African object traders. Approximately 85% of the traders 
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claimed that they liked28
, and were familiar with, African objects. They claimed that this was the 

primary reason they were now selling African objects. This may certainly hold true for the 

traders that came from trading families who had been in the business for an extended period of 

time. But for many other traders, it is questionable if they had already been 'experts' in African 

objects before they had started their businesses. Some traders gave me the impression that they 

would not readily have admitted that they had had no other opportunities. It appears to be part of 

their trade to convince others that they have always been interested in African objects, especially 

among traders from West Africa. About 40% of the traders I talked to told me that they were 

uncertain if they would continue this kind of work all their lives. Two West African traders, one 

. of them Abdullah (case 6), mentioned that they would not continue the work in their home 

country. saying that it belongs only to their Cape Town lives. They were both Muslims and 

claimed that their religion does not allow them to trade with these kinds of objects which, one of 

them said, are 'images of evil powers of animistic beliefs systems'. 

Broadly speaking, one can divide the foreign born traders into two categories: those who came to 

South Africa either as refugees or on tourist visas hoping to earn money in some way or another; 

and those who were involved in the trade in their home country and were now hoping to extend 

their businesses in South Africa. The latter were in the minority. However, that is not to suggest 

that the former were necessarily less knowledgeable and less successful. Traders of the 

tourist/refugee category can be subdivided into traders who, in the language of the markets. had 

'tried their luck', and traders who had come to do serious business. 

Traders who 'tried their luck' were those who had hoped to jump into a business niche of which 

they became aware only after observing their fellow countrymen's successes. They often bought 

just a few objects and started to sell. Most other traders complained about them. According to the 

others, these very small traders spoiled the market because they were not really interested in the 

28 Some of my findings suggest different attitudes of West African traders towards African objects than the ones 
Stoller describes in his ethnography (Stoller 2002). West African traders in New York described African objects 
only as wood and disliked them. According to Stoller (2002: VII) for Muslim traders 'art is simply a commodity, 
like any other, that he hopes, will bring good return in the New York markets. Necessity compels him to sen 
idolatrous objects, which, according to a strict reading of the Qur'an, is forbidden' (see also Steiner 1994:53,87, 
Ibrahim 1990: 5,7,75). 
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objects they were selling and did not acquire enough knowledge about the objects, their quality 

and their prices to promote African objects and run a successful business. More than half of 

those who had 'tried their luck' (I met 17 such traders) did not survive at the market for longer 

than two months. 

Case 10: Ousmael-an unsuccessful 'try-one 's-luck' trader 

Ousmael came to Cape Town in January 1998. He had left Sudan because he felt that it was unsafe for him to live 

there. As he put it: 'I am a Christian and I could not practice my religion in Sudan'. Ousmael was born in 1976. He 

went to school for 5 years. He said: 'There was too much trouble where I come from. I could no longer go to 

school. .. 1 had to stay at home to protect my mother ... In the end of 1997 things got so bad that I left. I first went to 

Johannesburg for two weeks and then to Cape Town, where I met Sudanese people who gave me a place to stay'. 

In February 1998 Ousmael started to sell leather belts and bags at the main railway station in Cape Town. 

Claiming that there was no money to be made from belts he tried African objects. As he put it: 'I saw others selling 

these African things and I thought it would be good idea'. He opened a table in May 1998 at Greenmarket Square, 

selling a few objects from Ethiopia, mainly jewellery, and some Kenyan objects. He bought the Kenyan objects on a 

credit basis from a local Kenyan wholesale merchant. The Ethiopian objects were given to him to sell on 

commission by a friend. 

Ousmael was motivated to become a trader of African objects by seeing others. He had no formal training 

that could have given him any insight into how to run a business. Ousmael's standard of education was also low; he 

could not read English. According to him, the competition was too strong at the markets. 

Competition was certainly one reason for his failure in the trade, but Ousmael 's selection of objects 

appeared to be another. Due to his lack of starting capital and his lack of knowledge of the trade, he had bought 

ol:!jects of poor quality. Compared to other traders' tables, Ousmael's table looked unsophisticated and boring. A 

further disadvantage was his poor command of English which precluded him from engaging customers in 

conversations and creating a relationship with them beyond that of simple commodity exchange. I was told by one 

ofOusmael's acquaintances that he disappeared in August 1998, without having paid offhis loans. 

I observed that small 'try-one's-luck' traders, like Ousmael, talked to customers primarily about 

prices. When they were asked by customers to tell them more about the objects, their answers 

were usually short, just referring to their country of origin (which was often not precise) or just 

claiming that the object was a nice one and of good quality. I rarely saw them sell anything. 

Observing the trading interaction between Ousmael and his potential customers revealed to me 

that trade in African objects involves more than just exchanging an object for money. I noticed 
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that customers were often put off by Ousmael's remark 'Come, I give you a good price'. In other 

commercial spheres, e.g. clothing, the sign 'sale', implying a good price, attracts consumers to 

buy. Yet in the African object trade, sales had to be motivated in other ways too. 

As mentioned before, the majority of potential customers for African objects were 

holidaymakers in Cape Town. Shopping for these objects was not an isolated activity but one 

which took place within the context of other related activities. Making a purchase was part of 

their leisure activity and appeared to be perceived and enjoyed as an entertainment activity (c.f. 

Curtis & Pajaczkowska 1998). Hence trade in African objects involved communication and 

entertainment beyond its economic aspects. Traders who could not entertain through lack of 

language skills and knowledge about the objects tended to refer to prices only. They thus seemed 

to spoil the entertainment value expected of them at the markets. Curtis and Pajaczkowska 

(1998) point out that holidays are usually times to escape ordinary life, the latter often being 

characterised, to quite a large extent, by financial activities such as paying bills, calculating the 

cost of living, savings etc. It seemed to me that Cape Town tourists too did not want be 

reminded immediately of their finances whilst shopping during their holiday. Yet, 'I give you a 

good price' bluntly points to economic exchange only, and stresses the commodity nature of the 

objects being purveyed. The latter, combined with a poor quality of objects and their display, 

appeared to be the reason why customers did not buy often from traders like Ousmael. 

In addition to the 'try one's luck' subcategory, there were also those foreign traders who had 

arrived as refugees or tourists and who were attracted to the trade by seeing others selling 

African objects. But traders belonging to this second subcategory, like Sam (case 8), appeared to 

have recognised the opportunity to start a serious business of their own rather than simply to 

make quick money. I noticed that such traders had become very involved with the African 

objects sold. They studied the objects, learned aU about the trade and often became strong 

advocates for their home countries, like Salah from Ethiopia (case 11 below). Many had realised 

the potential of African objects as a source of income as well as the richness of their own 

material culture only once they had left their home countries. They also became storytellers, 

thereby improving their chances of standing out among the many others selling African objects. 
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Case 11: Salah-a 'culture as resource' trader 

Salah had come to Johannesburg in 1993 as a refugee. Salah was born in 1971 in Ethiopia. His home 

language was Amharic. He had studied public administration and international politics for two years in Ethiopia. 

Before he left his home country he had worked as an accountant for one year. About his home country he said: 

'Ethiopia is not right for me. It has all the history but nothing is left' (19.8.98). 

Salah had come to Cape Town in 1994, having worked in a storeroom in Johannesburg for six months. An 

Indian friend helped him to come to Cape Town and accommodated him for some months, promising that they 

would start Ii business in clothing. However, his friend did not fulfill his promise, because his wife wanted Salah to 

be their 'house boy'. When he had worked as a domestic worker in their house for six months, he moved out. With 

the help of an Ethiopian friend, and R 150 of savings, he started his business selling African objects in July 1994 at 

St. George's Mall. Salah commented on his decision: 'I would have liked to get formal employment but, as a 

refugee, 1 get a work permit only for six months, so who would employ me?' 

Salah did not know much about the objects from his home country prior to his arrival in Cape Town. As he 

put it: 'I did not know much about African art ... I did not think that people would pay so much for that stuff'. 

According to Salah the objects he sold did not interest him much at first. 'I did not like the stuff I was selling, I am 

not an artist. But I had to arrange myself with the stuff' (19.8.98). However, after he had started his business, his 

interest in the objects increased. His heightened interest, he said, was at first purely economic. He had to learn about 

the objects to be able to judge their quality when he purchased them. But he also needed to know what the objects 

were used for, where they came from as well as something about the history of his home country to be able to sell 

them successfully. Later on, Salah started to enjoy his own material culture. He read about the objects and, as he put 

it: 'I only now appreciate the richness of my culture ... In Ethiopia I never looked at the things. I did not even know 

that people would want to buy them ... 1 am glad I started the business, the objects remind me of home ... I miss 

Ethiopia '. At the time he made use of his culture as a resource to survive. By the time I met him he had become 

adept in Ethiopian material culture. 

As the case shows, Salah's motivation for entering the African object trade was driven by his 

need to survive because, as a refugee, he could not find formal employment. Similar to Sam from 

Kenya (case 8) and Ousmael from Sudan (case 10) he first related to the objects economically 

rather than through liking them. Yet he subsequently developed an intense personal relationship 

to them that included using them to construct a sense of his own identity that provided the basis 

for a personal network of friends. Salah explained to me that the objects reminded him of his 

home, adding: 'When I started selling things from Ethiopia I noticed that other Ethiopians 

stopped at my stall. They recognised the objects from home ... I met a lot of other Ethiopians 

through the trade. They all come to visit me now at my stall. We sit around and talk' (19.8.98). 
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During fieldwork 1 often heard traders associate the objects' appearances, feel and smells with 

their home country thereby echoing a point made by Seremetakis (1994) regarding smells (and 

taste) where she says that smells and tastes evoke memories of a particular place or home. As 

Peter from Cameroon (case 9) put it: 'It [a mask] smells like home'. Or as Francoise from the 

DRC (case 3) explained: 'I like to come to the market [Greenmarket Square] to sen my objects ... 

Sitting among them reminds me of my childhood and my parents. " When I was young we saw 

much of these objects' (20.1.98) (see also case 5). 

Connections with home were also maintained through travelling wholesale merchants who often 

brought with them news, money and letters from home and delivered objects to the markets in 

Cape Town. Considering that many traders were foreigners and might, like Abdullah from 

Senegal (case 6), have felt isolated in South Africa, being surrounded by and handling familiar 

objects appeared to help overcome their feelings of loss and give direction to their nostalgia. 

The objects thus represented a kind of symbolic anchor, evoking memory connecting them with 

their home countries and with their relict families. The objects simultaneously became imbued 

with personal qualities, almost of the status of an heirloom, and no longer just commodities. 

They helped bridge the feeling of being a foreigner with the sense of one's own 'community' 

back home (' it reminds me of home') as wen with the sense of one's own 'community' in the 

new place ('I met a lot of other Ethiopians through the trade'). 

In addition to traders who first started out as refugees or tourists seeking an income-generating 

niche, serious experienced traders who aimed to expand their business in South Africa 

constituted a further category of traders. Most came from trading families. The father, the uncle 

or another close relative was already trading when they started their own business, mostly in 

their home or a neighbouring country. These people came predominantly from West Africa 

where, according to my informants, trade in African objects has been long established. Bohannan 

points out that a long established market system exists in Northern and Central Africa but was 

most developed in Western Africa (Bohannan 1964: 204, c.r. Steiner 1994). Gold trade existed 

well before the second century A. D. By the tenth century long distance trading networks 

between the savannah and the forest belt of Nigeria were established in West Africa (Stoner 

2002: 31, Mac Gaffey & Bazenguissa-Ganga 2002: 14, Meillassoux 1991: 14, Hopkins 1973: 
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79). Long distance trading was a consequence of the limitations of local commerce in West 

Africa (Stoller 2002: 32). Like West African traders centuries ago who travened far in search for 

new markets, Saliffrom the Ivory Coast (case 12 below), and other traders like him had come to 

South Africa after the demise of apartheid to seek new markets for their merchandise in South 

Africa's expanding tourist industry. 

Case 12: SaUf-the lover of art 

Salifwas born in 1968 in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. He was single. He was Muslim. His home language was 

Sonike. When on his monthly visit to CapeTown, he stayed in Downtown Lodge in Canterbury Street, Cape Town. 

He first came to South Africa in December 1996. His cousin, Keita, sold for him at the PAM. Salifhad completed 

high school. He owned a gallery selling African objects in Abidjan. He referred to himselfas an art dealer. 

After graduating from school in 1993, Salifhad followed the example of his father, a trader in African 

objects who had taught the business to his sons. Salif's father had run a gallery in Abidjan since 1954, and Salif took 

it over in 1994. In Abidjan, Salif had employed five people. Three sold and manufactured African objects (il fait les 

copies) and two travelled around the countrySide in search of antiques and other pieces. 

Salif had also sold African objects in the USA, Belgium, Holland and France. He had a huge variety of 

clients. Most, he said, were interested in antiques, traditional objects and the stories he told them. About trading he 

said: 'One must be a person, when one wants to sell. If you sit there tired, people do not want to buy; they want a 

companion when they buy. They want to trust you, so you must tell them about yourself, and you must act'. 

He referred to the objects as art. Salif liked art. As he put it 'Art is tradition; it is the life and the way 

people live, and that is great. I grew up with art; my father is a trader. One will always find art. It will change.' 

While talking to me he pointed to a banana ieafpainting. 'See, people here are depicted doing African dance. This 

might change. But art will always exist. It is the way of life and expresses the customs'. Salif loves African art 

because, he says, it reflects his: 'African culture'. 

Serious experienced traders were primarily motivated to trade in Cape Town for economic 

reasons: to expand their businesses. Most had considerable knowledge of the objects they sold 

and were gifted storytellers. AU claimed that trade in African art (which is how they referred to 

the objects) was part of their life. Compared to many of the other traders I met, selling African 

objects was not a phase in their lives, nor a solution to unemployment, but a lifetime occupation. 

As Peter from Cameroon (case 9) put it: 'to be an art trader is family tradition', or as Saliffrom 

the Ivory Coast (case 12) put it: 'I grew up with art'. Traders, like Peter and Salif also had 
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straightforward perceptions about what their businesses represented: the art trade. They referred 

to the objects as art and to themselves as art traders or dealers. 

No tourist/refugee trader used the term art as frequently as serious traders from trading families. 

As cases nine and twelve show, traders like Salif and Peter had quite distinct ideas about what art 

constitutes. As Salifput it: 'Art is tradition; it is the life and the way people live' or, as Peter put 

it: 'Our art has meaning .. .it is used in rituaL .. '. They made use of these ideas when selling. 

Observing such traders, I noticed that telling clients about African art, and being convincing that 

the objects they sold were indeed, art were most persuasive strategies, and often resulted in 

successful sales. By emphasising that the objects were art, the trader applied an antidote to the 

commodity nature ofthe objects, thus masking it with the concept of art (see also chapter 8). 

Yet, I wondered, were they just using the term art as a masking device? Listening to them, and 

observing them handling the objects and dealing with clients, led me to conclude that their use of 

the term art was motivated partly by habit (' I grew up with art', 'my father is an art dealer'), 

partly by implicit efforts to mask the commodity nature of their objects, and partly in order to 

differentiate themselves from other traders. As Dan, Peter's brother explained: 'They are curio 

traders, we are art traders'. For him, curio traders came from eastern and southern Africa and 

they sold objects which had no meaning. Art traders were from West Africa. By using the device 

of calling themselves art traders, the more serious traders claimed that they sold better objects 

than others and thus that they ranked highest amongst traders. They appeared thus to attempt to 

mask, even in a sense for themselves, that what they sold might be a commodity. And, in doing 

so, they related to the objects as art and were more able to convince their clients that what they 

were selling was indeed art. 

2.2 Sellers 

Approximately 66% of the traders operating at Greenmarket Square and St. George's Mall 

employed sales-persons while 30% of PAM traders employed sales-persons. All but two sales

persons were South African women (see appendix B for demographic data). 19% had completed 

high school with matriculation certificates, while 43% had completed up to ten years of 

schooling. Sellers' stated reasons for seeking this kind of work varied, but I noticed three trends. 
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First, as the largest proportion (47%) explained, they had been unemployed prior to finding ajob 

at the market and they could find no other work. Second, 38% had started their employment at 

the markets directly after leaving school, mainly hoping to save money for further schooling. 

Third, about 15% said that they were doing the work to learn the trade and to generate savings to 

become self-employed as African object traders in their own right. Most had found the work 

opportunity through the recommendation of a friend who was already working at one of the 

markets. 

Employing a salesperson had far reaching consequences for a trader's marketing tactics. Most 

salespersons were just desperately searching for a job, and had no knowledge about the trade. 

Often their language abilities were limited so that they could not communicate fluently with 

customers. Yet, most traders I met did not spend much time training their employees, apart from 

telling them the prices of the objects. According to the traders, it would have been a waste of 

time to train their employees because most worked for them only for a short time (one to three 

months on average). Quite a few saleswomen I met thus did not know the origin of the objects 

they were selling, nor did they have any repertoire of stories about the objects to tell to 

customers. The saleswomen thus emerged as inferior to traders, and often customers knew more 

about the objects than the women selling them. In one incident at the PAM a saleswoman told a 

customer that what was dearly a Guro mask from the Ivory Coast was from India. Guro masks 

are very colourful and do, in some ways, resemble objects from India. The saleswoman did not 

know the difference. The customer left without buying the mask but with a smile on her face. 

The saleswoman was laid off the same day. 

Data about sales personnel suggest that most related to African objects as commodities per se, 

claiming that they would sell anything to make some money. Different from many traders, the 

sales-persons displayed a rather detached attitude towards the objects. However, their lack of 

attachment is unsurprising. They did not own the objects and most felt that they were underpaid 

to sell them. Most saleswomen earned between R20 and R30 per day. 

Observing the saleswomen I noticed that most were not very successful when selling African 

objects. Yet, one wonders had the traders trained their sellers and paid them better, as John (case 
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5) did with his saleswoman (who was a successful seller), would this not have increased their 

sales and hence been more cost effective? Similar to Ousmael from Sudan (case 10) who was 

simply trading as a stop-gap, most saleswomen approached the customers with words like: 'I 

give you a good price', thereby emphasising only the object's exchange value. And, like 

Ousmael, they lacked the skills to mask the object's commodity nature with non-commodity 

aspects such as stories. 

Having said that, it needs to be noted that customers could not immediately distinguish between 

traders and seners at Greenmarket Square and S1. George's Mall. At the PAM the distinction was 

even more difficult as the individual trading spaces flowed into each other, evoking the 

warehouse character, where all present might be just seners. Yet at the street markets, all 

customers saw was a person behind a stan, and most, at least initially, appeared to assume that 

s/he was the owner. I noticed too that, when asked, some saleswomen pretended to be owners of 

the object they were selling. Saleswomen told me that their employers had told them to do so. I 

asked various traders for the reason and most gave me an answer similar to Agnes's from Kenya 

(case 1) who employed a saleswoman at Greenmarket Square: 'Customers like to buy from the 

owners or producers ... they also don't need to know that I have enough money to employ 

somebody'. Yet, if the saleswomen had then to explain more about the objects 'they own', they 

could say little. When I observed such interactions between saleswomen and customers I noticed 

that many ended without any sale. 

3. Traders' perceptions of and attitudes towards the objects 

Talking and listening to traders about African objects revealed much of their personal 

relationships to the objects they purveyed. The most important, of course, was the object's 

potential to provide an income for them. But there was more to the objects than just that. Indeed, 

it became increasingly clear to me that traders who could demonstrate a personal relationship 

with the objects they were selling were better equipped to mask the commodity nature of those 

objects and hence were more able to sell them. 

Many traders referred to the objects in quite an abstract and personified way. Francoise from the 

DRC (case 3), for example, frequently referred to the objects she was selling as 'her husband'. 
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As she put it: 'I don't need a husband. I have plenty of husbands at my stall and I love them all' 

(20.1.98)29. Francoise was divorced. She took care of two daughters without the support of their 

father. The generic African object as 'her husband' supplied her with an income such as a 

husband might have provided. Keita from Mali referred to the objects as 'his children', in a kind 

of symbolism that also suggests family ties and support. Children are commonly expected to care 

for the old or to perpetuate 'tradition'. I also observed that traders who used this kind of family 

symbolism when referring to the objects appeared to take good care of their stock. Francoise and 

Keita were constantly preoccupied with their objects at their Greenmarket Square stalls. They 

polished and dusted them regularly, and placed them back in order after customers had picked 

them up. They also displayed objects to look their best. Francoise went out of her way to find 

branches and leaves for her displays in order to draw attention to her objects and to emphasise 

their materials. She and Keita also wrapped the objects carefully before packing them in their 

boxes after trading. Not all traders and sellers took such good care of their objects as did those 

who seemed to have caring kin-like relationships with their objects. Husbands and children not 

only care for their wives and parents, they also need to be cared about. 

It is also noteworthy that traders with such relationships to their objects were commonly also 

those who saw trading in African objects as a lifetime occupation. They claimed that they would 

never work with anything but as traders of African objects. Hence the objects were not just a 

means to provide an income and, as such, exchangeable for just any other objects. It was as if the 

objects and their passage through the trader's lives were,just like husbands and children, 

considered to be lifelong companions. In perceiving and treating them in this way, the traders 

constructed relationships with the objects that masked, but did not wholly undermine the objects' 

commodity nature. Traders' allusions to their sale objects as family members point to an 

association of the objects with personal life in more general terms. Such associations indicate 

some traders' personal attachment to African objects (not exchangeable for other objects of 

trade) as well as to a very particular kind of distinctively non-commodity social relationship 

(care) with the object. The object is imbued with social values in ways reflected in the epigram to 

29 Here I am reminded on Clark's study 'Onions are my husband' (1994) in which she investigates survival 
strategies of market women in Kumasi (Ghana). Avoiding marriage was one of the major survival tactics; Clark 
claims (1994: 32). The commodity (onion for example) replaced the husband as supplier of income. 
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the chapter. It is a form of personification of objects, similar to giving cars human names - the 

car is no longer just a vehicle, it has a name, hence it becomes a symbol of the self (McCracken 

1988, Baudrinard 1968). 

The objects' quality to 're-present ourselves' (pearce 1992: 47) was also disclosed in the pride 

some traders expressed in and about their objects. I discovered that many traders seemed to 

prefer to sen objects that originated from their home or neighbouring countries rather than just 

any African object. For example, Kenyan traders sold objects from Kenya and Tanzania, and 

Senegalese traders sold objects from Senegal and the Ivory Coast. Initially I considered 

practicality as the most obvious reason for such country-related choice of objects. First, trading 

relations exist among neighbouring countries. Second, some traders had started their businesses 

at home or knew suppliers there or from the wider region. But, apart from practicality, it also 

became clear that many traders' choice of objects was an expression of national pride. When I 

asked traders why they sold objects from their home country, many answered in terms such as: 'I 

am Kenyan so I sell Kenyan things'; 'this is my culture'; 'they belong to me'; or 'I am proud of 

my objects'. Traders from Kenya told me that being Kenyan obliged them to sen Kenyan objects 

and hence to support people in Kenya. Agnes (case 1) and Thomas (also from Kenya) explained 

that they were' representing' Kenya at the market. Both said they hoped tourists would visit 

Kenya after they had seen the Kenyan objects and had talked to them about the country. 

Similarly, John from Mali (case 5) said: 'My country is unknown to many people. People might 

know the musicians such as SalifKeita. But they don't know our culture, and here [at the 

market] I can show it to them and tell them about it'. John also said that he would never sen 

South African or Kenyan objects. 'They have nothing to do with me. I could not tell anything 

about them'. Hence, to traders like Agnes, John and Thomas, the objects they sold were a symbol 

of their home country or region. They sold not just an object but items that signified to them part 

of their culture. The objects were thus imbued with cultural values beyond that of a commodity. 

The objects represented them to themselves and to others, particularly their clients. To both, each 

object became a piece which related the trader to a place and the people at that place. I win have 

more to say about this in chapter six. 
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4. Conclusion 

My field data suggest that ideas such as Sam's, when he said 'you can't sell something that you 

don't like', playa major role in the commodification of African objects. Traders who related to 

the African objects beyond their capacity as commodities which, once sold, can provide a means 

of economic survival, and hence who had a personal relationship to African objects and the 

trade, appeared to be the more successful traders. Their personal relationships to the objects 

imbued the objects with various qualities. They included connecting traders with their home 

place; perpetuating a family tradition of being an art trader; enabling a distinction being made 

between traders in terms of curio trader and art trader; demonstrating national pride; and creating 

a caring and lasting relationship to the object in terms of its being a 'family member'. Traders 

who related to those qualities of the objects (or maybe one should say who constructed those 

qualities) masked for themselves that what they were selling were simply commodities, and 

consequently were more likely to be able to mask the commodity nature of the objects during 

their interaction with clients. They sold a piece from home, a piece of art or an object they cared 

about, not just an item of exchange. Hence they sold an object about which a story could be told, 

be it the story of their home place, the story of their concept of art, or the story of their personal 

relationship with the object. Most traders and sellers who lacked such a sense of a personal 

relationship with the objects they sold perceived of them purely as sources of income, and hence 

had little material to construct such stories. Their interaction with clients centred on the price of 

the object and they were often less successful in selling. 

Those traders whose motivations to enter the trade were their 'love of art' (as some traders put 

it), or the enjoyment they derived from being a trader of the objects, stimulated their interest in 

the objects and gave them an incentive to study the objects. Doing that further enabled them to 

emphasise the socio-cultural values of the objects when selling them. It was thus evident that the 

more motivated traders, who told the object's life history, stories about their home country 

and/or about themselves to their clients, were able to imbue the objects with non-commodity 

meanings that masked the commodity nature (and therefore the exchange value) of the African 

object and, paradoxically, increased the likelihood ofa successful commodity transaction. The 

paradox is precisely that the masking of the objects' commodity nature makes the 

commodification process successful. 
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Having discussed the personal relationships between purveyors of African objects and their 

objects of sale I now develop my main argument further by focusing on the relationShip between 

the purveyors of these objects and their customers. In the following chapter I show that the 

establishment of relationships between purveyors and customers of the African objects also has 

the potential to mask the commodity nature of the objects. The relationships between purveyors 

and customers were established by means of story telling and within the bargaining process

both performances that had entertaining qualities for the customers. I found that many customers 

enjoyed the performative aspect of the sales process, and that such performances seemed to 

encourage them to buy objects. The reasons for this are many, and I consider them in chapters 

five and six. Here it is sufficient to say that trade in African objects requires communication and 

entertainment that goes beyond the stark economic aspects of ordinary commodities exchange, 

and demands the full involvement of traders and sellers if they are to be successful in the 

competitive environment of markets such as those I studied. 
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Chapter five: Performative shopping 

Stories told and bargains made as masking processes 

1. Introduction 

I have so far concentrated on the representation and commodification of African objects at the 

various markets as well as on the perceptions of traders towards the African objects that they 

sold. In this chapter I focus on the actual trading interactions between purveyors and potential 

purchasers of African objects. My aim is to reveal the patterns of behaviour within the interactive 

processes between sellers and buyers. The interaction between trader and customers has one. 

primary goal, that is to sell and buy African objects. However, much more can be seen to occur 

within the interaction between purchaser and the purveyor and recognising what that is allows us 

to understand the commodification of African objects and the manner in which it can be and is 

masked. 

My aim, thus, is to develop my argument by analysing the commodification of the objects I 

studied, and its masking, in terms of the interactions between the objects' purveyors and 

consumers. I analyse which kinds of non-commodity aspect were at play during these 

interactions. This chapter links the discussion of the purveying side (trading places [chapter 3] 

and traders and sellers [chapter 4]) with the discussion of the consumer side (tourists [chapter 6] 

and collectors [chapter 7). It exemplifies how the relationships between the two are established 

and simultaneously reveals some of the expectations purveyors and consumers have of each 

other. As I show, these expectations were important for the constructions of stories about African 

objects and subsequently became interwoven as non-commodity aspects within the processes 

whereby the commodity nature of the objects was masked. 

During fieldwork I observed repeatedly that 'pure economic' transactions (the exchange of an 

object solely for money) hardly ever took place. I consequently refer to the consumption of 

African objects at the markets as socialised or performed shopping. The performance aspect of 

the shopping interaction was a major means used to mask the commodity nature of African 

objects. Buying or looking at African objects at Greenmarket Square or at the PAM had an 
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entertaining quality, which Jules-Rosette (1984: 139) and Steiner (1994) also comment about in 

their analysis of African markets. 

All three markets on which I focused were on some regular sightseeing routes through Cape 

Town. My survey conducted with tourists leaving Cape Town International Airport showed that, 

for many of them, the markets were places to meet and talk to people 'from Africa'. Some 

tourists claimed that the actual purchase of African objects was not their most important reason 

for visiting such a market. What many tourists wanted was to talk to the traders and listen to the 

stories they told about the objects, about the traders' lives, and about their attitudes towards 

Africa. Most tourists met locals only as waiters, receptionists, tour guides, etc. Their interactions 

thus took place in rather formal and hierarchically structured environments. The market places 

gave visitors an informal surrounding in which they could interact with people they would not 

otherwise meet.30 It thus authenticated their holiday in Africa by providing opportunities to meet 

'real' Africans. 

Performative shopping included both bargaining and storytelling. In most of the cases I 

observed, storytelling initiated the bargaining process. A story told about objects heightened a 

client's interest in the objects on display for sale and masked their commodity nature. The main 

sequence of such performative shopping was as follows: 

Initial phase: The customer stopped at a stan and looked around. Slhe either picked up 

one of the objects or pointed to one, asking the trader what it was and how 

much it cost. Traders often avoided the question of the price at this stage 

by answering that they would give the customer 'a good price'. 

30 The tourists' wishes to meet locals in a rather informal environment can also be seen in the increase of tourist 
accommodation in South African townships and township tour operators. Township accommodation and tours, for 
example, to Khayelitsha and Langa (townships in Cape Town) are advertised as opportunities to experience a 
'realistic impression of townships and people' or to 'gain insight into township life, to experience ubuntu-the 
natural tradition of African hospitality' (see the Portfolio's Bed and Breakfast collection, a brochure of guesthouses 
in South Africa which is distributed internationally, Portfolio 2000: 106-107). 
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StOry telling phase: The trader told a story about the object to create interest and a relationship 

between the customer and the object, and between the customer and the 

trader. 

Bargaining phase: 

Exchange phase: 

The trader asked the customer how much slhe wanted to pay for the 

object, or the customer again asked for the price. Then haggling about the 

price took place, the traders using various strategies to reinforce the 

relationship between trader and customer that had been initiated in the 

story telling phase. 

The object was exchanged for money. The interaction between customer 

and trader often ended with a photograph being taken by the customer of 

the trader and the object, or by a third party of the customer, trader and 

object all together against the backdrop of the stan. 

Of course, not all shopping interactions followed the above sequence in exactly the same way. 

Sometimes stories were included in the bargaining process. In other interactions no stories were 

told. Sometimes the interaction ended after the storytelling or bargaining phase. Yet, no matter in 

which sequence the interaction took place, the various components of the interaction helped 

mask the commodity nature of the objects. The point is particularly interesting in regard to 

bargaining because one could claim that bargaining is an economic interaction per se which 

deals with the price of an object and hence reveals the object's commodity nature in a most 

blatant way. Yet, I argue, it masks the object's commodity nature precisely because it creates a 

social relationship between people, and between people and objects. The price becomes a 

symbolic unit that is discussed in order both to entertain and to convince the customer eventually 

to purchase the object (Steiner 1994: 71-75). It is not so much the actual exchange value of an 

object that is at stake here but how its exchange value is masked and enhanced by social values, 

such as the prestige a customer obtains from purchasing a special object. It is precisely during 

such performative shopping interactions that African objects are singularised. The process of 

singularisation is one that both Kopytoff (1986) and Miller (1998) have identified. Both authors 

have pointed out that, in the process of consumption or shopping, objects can become special 
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objects among many others of their kind through their being extracted from the sphere of market 

exchange and being personalised by the purchaser. 

The focal point of the first part of this chapter is the many stories told at the markets by 

participants in the transactions that are the sine qua non of those markets as trading places. The 

second part is devoted to the bargaining interaction between seners and buyers. The field data 

used in this chapter were obtained by my observing and listening to trading interactions, by my 

interviewing visitors at the markets and at Cape Town International Airport as they were 

departing the city, and from my experiences as a seller at the PAM. It should be noted, moreover, 

that the vast majority of purchasers of African objects I observed were overseas visitors (See 

Appendix C and D). 

2. Stories told as part of the masking process 

2.1 Reasons/or storytelling 

Shopping at markets like Greenmarket Square or the PAM differs from shopping at a local 

supermarket. First, the venue and its feel is often unfamiliar to customers visiting these markets. 

Second, the interaction between customer and salesperson differs from what the customer is used 

to. In the supermarket, the interaction between customer and sales person is limited and confined 

to the man or woman at the till with whom money is exchanged against goods, and where the 

interaction is more formal and less personalised than at the markets I studied. Third, customers 

visiting markets such as the PAM do not to go there simply to satisfy basic household needs.3l 

They go there to buy a souvenir or gift to take back home. 

Many customers came to the markets I studied without an explicit idea of whether they were 

going to buy something and, if so, what precisely they were going to buy. The shopping 

appeared to be less goal oriented than at a supermarket, and involved extensive looking around at 

the things offered for sale. Traders and salespersons were well aware of this aspect, because one 

31 That is not to say that customers at supermarkets always shop to satisfy their basic household needs. Miller has 
shown that aspects such love and caring entices shoppers to purchase objects well beyond the scope of just 
satisfying basic household needs (Miller 1998). 
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of the most frequently used phrase by customers when a trader or a salesperson approached them 

was 'I am just looking'. 

In fact traders heard this phrase so often that they had come to refer to it as 'the song of the 

market'. The lack of goal oriented shopping, hence of customers strolling at leisure, for example, 

through the narrow passages of Greenmarket Square, had to be compensated for by the traders. 

One way of doing so was to create demand; hence to ensure that African objects were of special 

interest to the customers. Often this was achieved by means ofstoryteHing about the objects on 

sale. In this regard one has to keep in mind that, beside the fact that customers lacked a goal as to 

what to shop for, they also often lacked much knowledge about African material culture. lules

Rosette (1984) maintains that this lack of knowledge has led to modifications in the production 

styles of some of the objects that have become available on the African object market generally, 

modification introduced precisely to make the objects more accessible to their foreign consumers 

(1984: 221). Yet, I noticed that even modified objects or objects such as 'Kissing masks' from 

Kenya which were in fact invented for the tourist market (see chapter 2), still needed some 

explanations to be appreciated by the customer. Sometimes a mask displayed on the wall or on a 

table seemed able to speak to some for itself. But much of the time it spoke to customers only if 

they were told a story about it. Customers appeared reluctant to judge the quality and cultural 

meanings of the objects because they had no conventional aesthetic standards whereby to do so. 

The customers' knowledge about African objects seemed significantly based on media and 

public display of the objects, especially in museums. Once potential customers were confronted 

with such objects outside these official arenas, and found them displayed there without labels 

describing their use, origin etc., they appeared confused and needed to be persuaded by traders to 

purchase the objects by having explained to them what they were for, where they came from etc. 

Hence traders had to provide sometimes quite elaborate stories to justifY the aesthetic and the 

exchange value of objects they had on sale. 
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2.2. The stories 

One culture's truth may be another culture's fantasy (Turner 1986: 4). 

Traders' stories about African objects were told to enliven them, to satisfy customers' apparent 

expectations that the objects carried a sense of enchantment. The stories, and their telling thus 

functioned to lubricate the selling and bargaining processes. In this part of my discussion I 

analyse the stories in order to show that they were central to the process of masking the objects' 

commodity nature while simultaneously making their sale possible. I look closely at how the 

stories were incorporated into the overall transactions between trader and buyer in order to meet 

the buyers' demands and their preconceptions of Mrica and its people. As we will see, many 

stereotypes about Africa and its people were employed by the traders to attract their customers to 

their merchandise. 

The stories told by traders at the markets were manifold; they dealt with the African objects, with 

the buyers and with the traders themselves. Stories about buyers often included stereotypic 

images of buyers such as 'the Americans will buy anything' or 'the Germans all look for 

bargains'. Stories that dealt with the traders' lives were manifold and included, among many 

other issues, traders' perceptions of and their relationships towards African objects. However, 

my primary concern in this chapter is the stories told about the African objects themselves. Their 

content deals with the objects' origin, their use and (often imputed) their meaning. 

Some might claim that the stories told by traders are simply a 'trick of the trade', meaning that 

the stories were only told for the purpose of initiating sales. As Sam from Kenya once told me: 

'You do not sen an object but a story.' It is true that stories function to channel sales. But to say 

this does not imply that the stories are not worth analytical investigation, nor that their sole 

function is to initiate sales. Most objects for sale today have stories that can be told about them. 

This truism represents the foundation for advertisement. Recall the many cigarette 

advertisements, such as the Marlboro advertisement in which healthy looking cowboys are 

smoking cigarettes, sitting around the fire in the prairie after a long day chasing cattle; or the 

advertisement of the beautiful woman sitting in a bath tub with a piece of 'creamy Lux soap'. To 

some, these advertisements ten a story about the freedom that comes with smoking Marlboro, or 
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of being beautiful and soft skinned when bathing with Lux soap. To others they might teU the 

story of an addicted smoker or a woman pressurised by society to have a beautiful appearance. 

Stories about objects have the capacity to shift objects on which they focus into a world of 

fantasy (Scheub 1998: 17). 

All stories, whether about people or about objects, are multi-layered and hence have various 

meanings. Stories told while selling African objects may function in the same way as stories told 

in advertisements. But, like the latter, they have more than one specific meaning and beneath 

their primary function of initiating and stimulating sales, they may have diverse other purposes 

and consequences. Such stories may be, and often are emblems of identity, carriers of truth, 

myth, history, images etc. In short, they are expressions of diverse aspects of social life. 

Most of the stories I observed and heard being told during interactions between African Object 

traders and, their customers followed a rather strict pattern. One has to keep in mind that the 

stories were told once the customer had shown interest in particular objects, either by asking 

questions about them or by just looking at or touching them. Given that the stories offered were 

often in response to questions potential customers asked, it useful to record what those questions 

were. The questions I heard being asked most frequently by customers about African objects at 

the markets were the following, often asked in the order below, 

411 Where does the object come from? 

.. Who made it? 

.. What is it made from? 

.. What does it mean? 

411 What is it used for? 

411 How much does it cost? 

I found it unsurprising therefore that the composition of many of the stories I heard told actually 

followed this sequence of questions. It is interesting to note that this pattern is also found in 

many catalogues about museum displays of African objects (Vogel 1988, Schmalenbach 1989, 

Phillips 1995). However, depending on the individual storyteller, the pattern was often quite 
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elaborate and extended. Some stories contained descriptions of the people who made the object, 

others included some historic elements, and yet others referred to the object's present use. And 

last, some stories incorporated personalised elements of the storyteller himJherself. 

Some of the stories told about African objects were invented at the moment of interaction 

between trader and customers, like the following story of the ebony ashtray. Agnes from Kenya 

(case 1) told this story to a German customer who had been looking at various items on her stall. 

The customer asked Agnes about ebony wood. Agnes took an ebony ashtray and told her: 

Story 1: The story o(the ebony ashtray 

This ashtray is from Kenya. It is made out of ebony wood. Ebony is very hard wood. I made this ashtray myself. I 

scratched the little holes for the cigarettes into the wood with my nails. African women have strong nails. African 

woman have strong hands, stronger hands than white men. It took me a week to make the ashtray. See the wood, the 

black wood is inside, that is Africa. The white wood is on the outside. The black wood pushes the white away. I got 

the wood for this ashtray from an ebony tree, which grows behind my house where my grandmother is buried 

(7.10.97). 

A continuum may be drawn from invented to factual stories. The story of the ashtray is on the far 

extreme of invented stories. As Agnes put it: 'I like to invent stories'. Agnes did not carve the 

ashtray nor was it made with fingernails or from wood which grows in her garden. Agnes did not 

have a garden. She employed stereotypes and metaphor. She expected that customers liked to 

hear such stories. She once mentioned to me: 'People coming here want to hear about Africa, 

about primitive people who carve with their hands. They go home and ten their friends: 1 met a 

woman in Cape Town, she carved the ashtray with her hands from the wood which grows on her 

grandmother's grave'. Agnes included personal elements such as 'I made it myself and then 

personalised the wood used, by saying it came from a tree which grows behind her house where 

her grandmother is buried. According to Agnes, the content of her story satisfies her customers' 

stereotypic images of African people. The object is handmade by a woman with strong hands, 

hence by a woman who still works with her hands aU day. The relationship to the ancestors is 

close because they are buried in the garden. But Agnes had also included an ironic metaphor into 

her story. It is the metaphor about the black and white wood of Africa, and the rest of the white 
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world. She had mingled invented images with an ironic political overtone, challenging 

colonialism: the black wood is pushing the white to the margins of the tree. 

The customer was laughing when she listened to the story. Agnes asked her if she did not believe 

her. The customer replied: 'Dh, I do believe you' and then asked for the price of the object. The 

price ofR50 was acceptable to the customer and she bought the ashtray without the interaction 

entering the bargaining phase. During this trading interaction the customer had participated in the 

selling performance by pretending to believe Agnes's story, as I discovered, later, when I had the 

chance to interview her elsewhere. She then told me that she had not believed the story but had 

found it amusing, especially the part about the white and black wood. The customer claimed that 

she had bought the ashtray because it showed how ebony wood grows and because it had become 

a symbol to her for the ongoing power struggle between black and white people. Clearly then, 

the story Agnes told had realised its goal-to give the ashtray meaning beyond its simple 

material existence by connecting it to the social world. Whatever the interpretation glossed onto 

ashtray by the story, it succeeded in masking the commodity nature of the 'ashtray' by 

transforming it into something in the symbolic sphere where it was able to represent human 

struggle. The customer had reconstituted Agnes's story and, in doing so, had further masked the 

commodity nature of her purchased ashtray. 

The content and context in which this story was told points to two aspects of storytelling that I 

observed at the markets. First, is the aspect of entertainment and fun. Second. is the aspect of 

truth. It appeared to me that quite a few customers were actually not visiting the market to be 

taught about African objects but to hear interesting stories, no matter if they were invented or 

had their roots in precise history. The important aspect appeared to be that the story met some of 

the customers' expectations of Africa, its objects and its people (see chapter 6). 

The following story, of a skeleton figure from Tanzania, belongs in a similar category. Anthony. 

a trader from Kenya, had told the story while holding a skeleton figure and a carving knife in his 

hands. His customer was a woman from France who had looked at and touched the different 

skeleton figures. She asked Anthony what they represented. He told her: 
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Story 2: The story of the skeleton figure J2 

This sculpture is from Tanzania. It shows how hungry the people are there. They are all very thin, because they have 

not enough food. Carving does not make them rich. The people from Tanzania carve with two knives: one with a 

sharp thin blade and one with a sharp wide edge. The Makonde people live from wood and with wood. What they 

carve cannot be copied by anyone. They carve their dreams. When they wake up in the morning they go to the forest 

and get a piece of wood and start to carve. The male figures show the man's heat and some of them have stomach 

pains, see how they bend forward. Before they carve, they wonder how people look like when they have pain or 

when the devils have sent them heat. The Makonde are good people but all they think about is sex, they have too 

much heat (21.5.97). 

Anthony's customer thanked him for the information and left. She returned later that day and 

bought two skeleton figures from him, after a short bargaining process. 

Anthony's story commenced with references to hunger and starvation which resonated with the 

shape and name of the figures, and also with the many contemporary media reports of starvation 

and hunger in Africa. The story closed with hints of sexuality, 'all they think. about is sex'. When 

I asked Anthony about the content of his story, he told me that all whites want to hear about 

Africans and sex. He showed me some wooden figurines which revealed breasts and genitals, 

claiming that such figurines would sell better than those without such appearances. Agnes (case 

1) also remarked to me that when she sees figurines which show breasts or genitals33 among 

those on offer by wholesalers she usually buys them all from the wholesalers, knowing that they 

will sell very fast. 

It appears then as if the nudity of the figurines satisfies many customers' preconceptions about 

the African other and her/his sexuality. Judging by the amusement of customers when Anthony 

32 Skeleton figure is another name for shetani figures, which are carved by Makonde carvers in Tanzania. The 
figures are elongated and slim which is why they are commonly referred to as skeleton figures. They are said to 
represent ancient Makonde myths and beliefs in the form of frightening spirits, ancestors and demons (Jules-Rosette 
1984: 107). Vogel has claimed that carvers reproduce stereotypes about ancient Africa to meet the customers' 
expectation of Africans as being 'superstitious and spirit-ridden' (Vogel 1988: 238). 
33 The mention of sexuality and depictions thereof has often led to adaptations in styles of woodcarving. The latter 
has been recorded by Voge I (1988) Steiner (1994) and Hall (1997). Steiner has mentioned changes in style of Boule 
figurines after traders had noticed that most customers were more likely to buy nude figures than those carved with 
loincloths. According to Steiner, traders 'systematically removed the loincloths with a chisel or a knife' (Steiner 
1994: 143). 
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told them his stories, which all related to sexuality in some or other way, and by the choices 

made by many customers at the markets, a certain attraction to African nudity cannot be denied 

(Price 1989: 47). The sheer presence of the many nude figurines speaks for itself. During 

fieldwork I approached various customers who had purchased nude figurines. I asked them why 

they had chosen such figures. They replied that they like them, that they represented African art 

or that they portrayed Africa. No mention was made of the fact that the figures they had just 

bought were nude. When approached about this subject the replies were insignificant and hardly 

ever generated more than a polite smile. 

Not to wear clothing draws upon an image of unfettered and primordial life untouched by the 

restrictions and obligations of civilisation. Spiegel has noted how the depiction of semi-nude 

African women on postcards sold in South Africa (see Appendix K for some examples of such 

postcards), and their popularity among foreigners creates and reflects an image of 'Africans as 

'traditional' and living in the pristine state of an idealised 'natural' past ... ' (Spiegel 1994: 192). 

The choice of nude figurines too appeared to be motivated by stereotypic images held by many 

non-Africans, who perceived or wished to perceive African life as traditional and close to nature. 

·The stories of sexuality and some of the objects' depictions thereof imbued African objects with 

an exotic image of African traditional life, and hence helped to mask their commodity nature on 

markets. The story told about it transformed it into an object that allowed one to peek into and to 

fantasise about a 'culture so different' from one's own (Torgovnick 1990:6-11, Price 1989: 48). 

Stories at the other more factual extreme of the continuum usually followed a rather strict pattern 

of composition, resembling those of catalogue descriptions of African objects or labels on 

museum displays. Some, such as the following two, referred to the past. The first, about a 

bakuba cloth34 was often told by Francoise from the DRC (case 3) to her customers at 

Greenmarket Square. While telling the story she usually displayed some of the bakuba cloths on 

her table to show the customers the different designs on the cloths. Sometimes she took a long 

34 According to Meyer (1995) bakuba cloths were made by men and embroidered by women in the former Zaire. 
The square cloth panels were sewn together and used at the court of the king as ceremonial dress and covers for 
royal stools. Bakuba cloths were also used as dowries and currency or were buried to honour the deceased (Meyer 
1995: 81, Vogel 1988: 120). 
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raffia cloth and wrapped it around her own body to demonstrate to the customer how they were 

used as dresses. The version I reproduce below was told by Francoise to two American 

customers who looked at about 20 different cloths, and bought five after they had listened to her 

tell it, also asking more questions, especially about Francoise's personal life. No bargaining took 

pJace. The American couple spent approximately 40 minutes at Francoise's stall. 

Story 3: The story about the bakuba cloth 

That's a bakuba cloth. It is from Zaire. That's also where I am from. It is made out of raffia, which is the bark of a 

tree. Mostly men make the cloths. Before the foreigners came to our country, we did not have money. But we used 

these cloths as money. The bakuba cloths were used in exchange for women. Before a marriage the husband must 

give something to the father of the bride, so that he allows him to marry his daughter. The more the woman is worth, 

the more cloths he has to provide to her father. If the bride belongs to a royal family the groom has to pay a lot. 

Today you can use the mats as place mats or pillowcases. 

Some ofthe bakuba cloths are still used during meetings of the elders in a village, to sit on. The elders 

never sit on chairs. We use the very long cloths for the king. When the king enters the room, the cloth is rolled out in 

front of him so that he can walk on it. See here, [holding a bakuba cloth) the more elaborate the design of the cloth, 

the more valuable they are. All the ornaments on the cloths have a meaning, but only the old people know them and 

they do not tell them to strangers Some of the long raffia cloths were also wrapped around the body as dresses 

(3.2.1998). 

Francoise often ended the story, variations of which I heard her relate on various occasions, by 

mentioning that bakuba cloths were good gifts or souvenirs to take back home, because they fit 

very wen into the travellers' suitcases and do not break. 

A second story that made explicit reference to the past was about 'passport masks,35, it was told 

by Keita from Senegal at the PAM. The masks had been placed on a shelf in his trading space in 

the corridor. Keita told the story to a Spanish customer. The customer carried two plastic bags 

which were filled with African objects. Keita approached the customer by saying: 'Oh, you have 

35 Passport masks are small masks carved of wood or made out of clay in Cameroon. They originated in the area of 
Sierra Leone/Liberia (Girshick pers.Comm.) Passport masks are reproductions of prototypes of larger masks. 
Fischer and Himmelheber have asserted that miniature masks were used for spiritual guidance and protection 
(Fischer and Himmelheber 1984: 107, c.f. Steiner 1994: 139). 
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bought a lot. You must be a traveller. I have something small and very special for you.' Pointing 

to the masks, he then said: 'This will still fit in your suitcase.' Holding one mask he continued: 

Story 4: The story about the passport mask 

This is a passport mask from Cameroon. It is made out of clay. They protect the traveller and they are his passport. 

In the early years, and even today, people in Africa did not have passports. But each tribe had a different mask. If 

someone travelled, they used the mask as a passport. When a person arrived at a different tribe, the people knew 

where he was from because they could recognise the pattern of the mask, which he wore around his neck. Some 

people still use them today. 

The Spanish customer bought one mask from Keita. After hearing the story she commented that 

it was a nice idea to use a mask for a passport and she asked for the price. Keita and she 

bargained about the price for a short while and agreed on a price ofR45, which was above the 

average price for such masks then being sold at the PAM. The trader wrapped the mask in some 

paper and the customer then put it into a plastic bag together with the other objects she had 

already bought. She told Keita that they were aU woodcarvings of African animals that she had 

bought for her children. 

Keita and Francoise emphasised the sizes of the objects they were trying to sell. The size is an 

important matter for overseas visitors who have only limited space available for extras to be 

carried home in their suitcases. I noticed that the size of an object, and mention of its size, were 

often the determining factor leading a customer to buy an object. Bakuba cloths and passport 

masks were often bought because of the limited space they take up in a suitcase (see chart 3 

below for detailed information on objects purchased). 

Both of the last two stories contained facts about the objects they recounted. Francoise's story of 

the bakuba cloth offered a summary of most of their uses, but she also included the aspect of 

their being used to pay for women as wives. 'Paying for women in Africa' was a facet of many 

of the stories I heard told by traders about the African objects they were selling. Agnes drew on 

that imagery to explain some of the scenes of people depicted on banana leaf paintings. A trader 

from Zambia, telling customers about wooden carvings depicting men sitting around a table, 
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explained that they were discussing bride price. He chose that image because, like many other 

traders, he believed that many non-Africans believe that bride-wealth payments for wives is 

common in Africa and that it transforms women into commodities in African societies. Francoise 

and other traders exploited this belief and thereby reaffirmed their presumed customers' sense of 

socio-cultural superiority as people who do not trade in women. The story then might have 

provided an 'amusing' tale with which to return home precisely because it resonated with 

existing prejudices. 

The stories about the bakuba cloths and the passport masks placed the objects in a context of 

'traditional' usage. An object that has been used by another person is often perceived as a token 

from that person. It can represent a bridge to other people, places and times. The fact that an 

object has been used, in Baudrillard's (1990: 39) terms that it has become a 'bygone object', 

signifies the passing of time and that it has existed and been socially salient previously, in other 

peoples' lives (Corrigan 1997: 47 see also McCracken 1988). Hence the used object can function 

as a witness of their lives and their history. It differs from a commodity bought in a supermarket 

in that is shows signs of its former usage and user. It thus allows the purchaser to imagine the 

object in its original or earlier contexts and hides the possibility that the object was made 

exclusively for sale on a tourist-curio market. In this regard it needs to be noted that most of the 

customers who visited and made purchases at Cape Town's street markets never saw or met the 

people who had actually made or used the objects they viewed and purchased. Traders were 

consequently rather unconstrained about using images of 'traditional' contexts and uses, and did 

so in terms of their own understanding oftheir customers' expectations about Africa, its people 

and its objects. The stories they told reflected the trader-storytellers' understanding of their 

customers' expectations, and they therefore revealed the traders' perceptions of what their 

customers might like to hear. As Saliffrom the Ivory Coast (case 12) put it: 'There is mystique 

and mystery about African people and things. People, white ones, want to know how things were 

passed on from generation to generation. Take a bowl; say it was used for food, to spit kola nuts 

in or to keep medicine in it. It is the mystery of the use of the object. That is why the whites like 

the antiques. They do not know the culture but imagine it as mysterious' (1 0.10.97). 
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The next two stories represent a genre that deals with African beliefs in fetishism. The first tells a 

story about a fetish from the fonner Zaire, and was told by a trader from the DRC. The second 

story is about a bamileke figure and was told by a trader from Mali. The story about the fetish36 

was told by Francoise (case 3) to a female customer from England. She was among the many 

customers whose attention was caught by the 1.1 metre wooden figure that was perforated by a 

large number of metal nails that virtually covered its surface. Francoise had brought the figure to 

her Greenmarket Square stall from her room at the PAM, where she also traded. She had hoped 

that she could sell it more quickly at Greenmarket Square than she had managed to do at the 

P AM. But after three weeks, during which nobody chose to buy it there either, she took the fetish 

back to her PAM room. During the three weeks that I watched, the fetish attracted many curious 

customers to Francoise's stall. In one instance I saw a woman stepping away from the fetish after 

she had heard the story. She seemed scared of it, claiming that she would not want to have such a 

figure in her house. The English customer also just listened to the story and, after hearing it, 

asked Francoise if she had any harmless things for sale. Francoise told her that she should not be 

afraid of the fetish: 'He is nice and friendly'. But the woman was not convinced and she 

eventually left without buying anything. In many other cases, however, customers who had been 

attracted to the stall by the fetish and had listened to Francoise's story about it did buy some 

other object from her, albeit not the fetish itself. 

Story 5: The story about a fetish from Zaire 

This is a fetish from Zaire. See all the nails? Each nail tells a story of a dead person. People in Zaire go to a witch 

doctor when they want to kill somebody. The witch doctor hits a nail in a fetish like this one. This particular fetish 

was used by a powerful witch doctor. You can recognise his power, because the fetish has many nails in it. The 

person who should die would feel pain at the same spot where the witch doctor hit the fetish. It does not matter how 

far away the person is, he will feel it. Later the person dies from the pain. The people in Zaire still do this today. I 

have seen somebody dying because of this magic. But don't worry, the fetish is not dangerous to white people. You 

36 Schmalenbach (1989) refers to this kind offetish as nkondi-figure. He has claimed that these figures are among 
the most misinterpreted objects found in African art history (Schmalenbach 1989: 245). Schmalenbach suggests that 
the figures were used to punish persons with evil intent and those who had done evil deeds. In the former Zaire, he 
says, such nkondi-figures were figures made out of wood and were believed to be inhabited by a spirit that could be 
activated by hitting nails, needles and thin blades into the figure. The nkondi spirit would then identify the 
transgressor and inflict harm on herlhim as punishment for herlhis misdemeanours. Each nail in the figure relates to 
a particular person being pointed out for punishment by the nkondi-spirit (Schmalenbach 1989: 246). 
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can buy it. It is a good collectible. They are very hard to find, because people still use them. It is an original piece 

(17.6.1997). 

The next story, about a bamilike figure37
, was told by Ismael, a trader from Mali operating from 

the PAM. I observed the customer, a woman, taking the figure from the shelf and looking at it 

from all angles, sticking her finger inside the little hole in the back. When Ismael approached 

her, she asked him what the figure was. He told her: 

Story 6: Story about a bamileke figure 

This doll is a pygmy doll. They are small people who live in the bush. The doll is made out of clay. It is used for 

medicine. It has a little hole in the back. The medicine is put there. People in Mali still use it today, but mostly 

people who live in villages. If someone is ill they go to a traditional healer with the figure. The healer will put some 

medicine in the figure and talk to the ancestors. The ill person takes the figure home and places it near the bed. The 

person usually gets better within a day. Some people in the cities also use the dolls because to go to hospital is much 

more expensive than to visit a traditional healer (29.5. 1997). 

After the customer had listened to Ismael's the story she immediately placed the figure back on 

the shelf, saying that she did not like anything with medical power. Ismael tried to reassure her, 

telling her that the figure's power was a good power that would not harm her. But still she did 

not want to buy it. However she looked at the various other objects he had on display and bought 

a Colon figure depicting a colonial officer. 

Both stories exploit images of fetishes, the first in an evil way, the second in a healing way. 

Fetishes and magic are topics that are often raised in discussions of African material culture 

(Meyer 1995, Phillips 1995, Christoph & Oberlander 1995). It is certainly true that fetishism and 

magic are part of many African religions (Milller 2000: 21) But it is also true that they are often 

perceived simply and crudely as 'the evil beliefs of the 'dark continent', a continent that has yet 

to be fully enlightened by Christianity (McClintock 1998: 22). As storytellers, both Francoise 

and Ismael employed what they were sure were their customers' perceptions of magic and 

J7 According to Picton (1995) bamileke healers and soothsayers in Cameroon used the figures to store magical 
substance to treat their patients. Each depicts a pregnant woman holding her hands over her chest (Picton 1995: 
359). 
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exploited their unease about objects associated with that attribute. It was clear from the interest 

many tourists showed in both Francoise's fetish and Ismael's bamileke figure that many were 

interested in the cultural meaning of these objects as fetishes. Yet, no one among them seemed to 

want to buy such an object. Indeed the concern tourists had about the possibility of magic 

residing in any figure or figurine was revealed by the fact that many customers, on seeing any 

sculpture on sale at the markets, enquired almost immediately whether it might be a fetish. And 

if they were told the sculpture was indeed such a fetish, they usually did not buy it unless the 

trader concerned had successfully managed to convince them that it could and would do them no 

harm. 

The stories about the Zaire fetish and the bamileke figure also reveal an interesting point 

concerning the processes whereby of the commodity nature of African objects can be masked. 

These two stories masked the commodity nature of the two objects so perfectly that, jUdging by 

the reaction of almost all potential customers, such woodcarvings and clay figurines had so lost 

their commodity status that it was very difficult to sell them at all. They appeared to have 

become, and to be treated as objects belonging to a sacred realm (Kopytoff 1986). Being seen as 

part of sacred realm had transformed them into objects that resisted moving into the commodity 

sphere because of their religious or mystical context. Such objects were sought almost 

exclusively by collectors of African objects, and hardly ever by visiting tourists to South Africa. 

Stories about fetishes and magic appeared to touch the tourist-customers' deepest fears of the 

unknown38 and simultaneously seemed to satisfy their voyeuristic appetite for exotica and for 

what they regarded as an archaic way of life. In this manner, the presence of fetishes, and the 

stories relating them to magical power, served their purpose in that the traders' telling of the 

stories encouraged customers to spend some time with trader and, in many cases, to buy 

something else from the story-telling trader. 

38Regarding the above, a story of a Cape Town anthropologist comes to my mind. The anthropologist had bought a 
fetish figure in Accra, Ghana and then travelled to Benin where she had her purse stolen. Later, her flight back home 
was delayed and, once home, her car broke down. Indeed all her bad luck led had her to feel that she should part 
with the figure which seemed to have brought 'bad luck' into her life. She gave it to one of her colleagues who 
claims to have remained immune to the figure's power, if it has any. Clearly there is no proof that the figure 
was responsible for the 'bad luck' the first anthropologist experienced. But her reaction shows uncertainty about and 
possibly fear of the power of such fetishes. 
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Does this not then imply that the story as such is not a commodity? Telling such a story can 

create a sense of obligations in those who have been entertained by it that they need to 

reciprocate by reimbursing the trader through purchasing something else on her or his stall. That 

other item then comes to represent the moment of the story and, in a sense the fetish too--albeit 

in a sanitised form. Hence one could argue that the story that masks the commercialised nature of 

an object itself becomes a commodity. 

The last two stories that I re-tell here include elements about the traders themselves. They were 

told by traders at the PAM. The first, a story about a kanaga mask39
, was told by Sourie from 

Mali. The second, about a prince, was told by Peter from Cameroon (case 9). Sourie told his 

story to a customer on the balcony at the PAM. He was unpacking the masks which had just 

arrived from Mali. We both stood outside and he was showing me the masks when a customer 

. peeked out onto the balcony. Sourie invited him to step outside and have a look the 'special 

pieces' that had just arrived. The customer pointed to a particular kanaga mask and asked what 

kind of mask it was. Sourie explained: 

Story 7: A second story o(the kanaga mask 

This is a very good piece. It is very seldom to be found at the markets in Cape Town. I am the only trader who sells 

this kind of mask. It is a kanaga mask from Mali. The little holes on the side are for grass. Long red-dyed grasses 

are stuck through the holes, so that the dancer's face is fully covered. The kanaga mask is used once a year in 

Dogon country. Each dancer makes his own mask. They carve for many days. It is used in a sacred dance which 

only men dance. They dance one after the other in a long line through the village and its surrounding. It looks like a 

large snake. The Dogon are really African people. They still live in the old ways. Each mask is only used one time 

and afterwards it is kept in the dancer's home. I got this mask myself in a small village. The Dogon people do not 

want money for the masks. They live so f~ away from the next city that they cannot buy much. I stayed for five 

days in the village. The chiefinvited me. Each day I bOUght chicken and goats so that the people had something to 

eat. We celebrated all night. When I left, the chief gave me two masks. This is one of them. It is very special to me. I 

find it hard to sell it, but I need the money to eat. This mask is one of its kind (4.6.1997). 

39Van Beek (1991) has given a detailed description of Dogon mask festivals in Mali. According to him the kanaga 
mask is used at harvesting and death rituals. The kanaga mask resembles a wooden cross (van Beek 1991; 56-74, 
c.r. Griaule 1938). 
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Picture 12: Newly arm'cd oojecrs on the balcony", PAM 

The customer look Ihe ma~k and held il against his face, commenling that the mask did nol cover 

his face properly. Sourie explained agwn that lhe dancers decorate the masks wilh grass around 

their ~ides which then covers their faces completely_ The grass, he ~aid, had fallen off, out of the 

holes which had been carved for it- and he showed the cu~tomer Ihe carved out grass holes On 

(he mask. On this occasion Soune c()uld nol c()nVlnce his CliSlOmcr to buy the mask. But the 

same customer did cmne back a week laler and he then oonght a iwnaga mask, lelling S()urie that 

he was happy to find that there was still one left. 

The per~onal aspects of Sourie's lite imbedded into his story imbued the object and the story he 

lold about it with ~n authenticity derived Ii-om hi~ con.~tfl1ction of cullUral hi.~lory, As h~d the 

storie.~ of the balcuha cloth alld the passpon mask, Sourie's sl()ry hi d the possibility that the 

Icanaga mask might have been prodoceJ lor sale, anJ he thereby ma~ked it~ comm()dity nature. 

But Somie lOok the ma~king process even funher when he claimed that he had obtained the mask 

himselC aft~r cd~bra!ing in the village, and that II was special t() him becausc he had stayed in 

the village from where it had come, The story triggered the customer's unagination of village 

life, constructed to Seem pristine and unspoil~d by modem civilisation (they need JlQ money) and 

where the ma~b ..... ere hundcrafled individually by ~ach of the danc~rs_ The attribute of being 
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individually handcrafted further emphasises the idea of primitivism and the lack of technological 

sophistication. It is accompanied by an image of the village as a centre of production. 

The story of the prince was told by Peter from Cameroon (case 9) to a German customer who 

had spent at least ten minutes looking at and touching many of the African objects Peter had on 

display in his room at the PAM, and asking about their prices. Peter observed the customer for a 

while and then approached him to ten him: 

Story 8: The story o[the prince 

I am a prince from Bamun. Bamun is the last kingdom of Cameroon. Most ofthe art from Cameroon is royal art. 

My grandfather was the King of Bamun. When we were a German colony, my grandfather gave the German King 

Wilhelm a royal chair as a present. The chair is now in the VOlkerkunde Museum of Berlin. Here, I can show you a 

picture of the chair and the German king sitting on it. All my objects are from the royal court. I've got some which 

belonged to my grandfather, but I don't sell those. I collect African art myself (23 .1. 1998). 

The customer looked at the photocopies Peter showed him of the chair in Berlin. The customer 

asked him when he had come to South Africa and why. Peter told him that he could sell his 

objects better in Cape Town than in Cameroon. The customer, who then seemingly became more 

interested in the objects Peter had to sell, asked him many more questions about the different 

objects. The interaction lasted for about an hour and a half. In the end the customer bought a 

Fang mask. The bargaining process was intense. As Peter put it to me: 'You Germans always 

haggle. But anyway I made a good profit'. 

Peter's story heightened his credibility as a trader of authentic goods when he explained he was 

of royal descent and a collector himself. Therefore, it was implied, his objects must be of good 

quality. By placing the objects into the context of a collection, he distracted the customer from 

the fact that he might be buying a simple commodity. Peter always mentioned to his customers 

that he was himself a collector, and he always used this fact as a means to justify the rather high 

prices he asked for his objects. However, I noticed that Peter told his prince story mainly to 
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Gennan customers, probably because he wanted to create a special relationship between him. his 

objects and Germany, Cameroon's earlier colonial possessor.40 

Similar to Peter's story are other stories that employed ethnicity or other symbols of identity as a 

means of authenticating objects by creating a special rela~ionship between the traders and an 

object. Traders thus quite frequently became the countryman or woman of the objects they were 

selling. As we have seen earlier, Sam from Kenya (case 8) always told his customers that he was 

Maasai because he sold Maasai objects. Yet, Sam was Kikuyu. He claimed that nobody knows 

the Kikuyu but that everybody seems to know the Maasai, either from television or from movies 

such as 'Out of Africa': 'So I tell them that I am a Maasai, and they buy' (12.6. 1997). A 

trader's claim to belonging to the 'tribe' which produced the object being sold also added to the 

sense of the object's authenticity. It created a relationship between the trader and the object that 

tended almost to enchant the object. 

I also observed many instances of customers taking photographs of the traders, together with the 

object they had purchased. Indeed many traders were not only willing to pose for such 

photographs but sometimes encouraged their customers to photograph them with what they had 

just purchased-sometimes asking a third party to take the photograph and then including the 

customer in the portrayal. A photograph of a Maasai holding a Maasai object imbues both the 

shopping experience and the object with authenticity in terms of having obtained the object from 

the 'real' person (not any African) and having 'really been there'. Moreover, taking a photograph 

of the trader and the object, and even more of the trader, object and oneself, represents a sign of a 

shopping experience that is beyond commodity or market exchange. The photograph is a sign of 

a relationship between people, objects and places. It is an indication that what had just been 

bought is not just a commodity but an object imbued with the ambience of social interaction. 

And so such photographs help, yet again, to mask the commodity nature of the transaction and of 

the objects transacted. 

40 Cameroon was a German colonial territory until the end of World War I when Germany's colonial possessions 
were parcelled out as League of Nations mandate to be administered by various other colonial powers. Cameroon 
was split into a French- and an English-mandated area which were formally reunited after the country gained its 
independence. 
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The stories told by traders at the markets were abundant and had an enchanting quality. I have 

used the above section to show how the stories about African objects imbued those objects with 

life and how they pleased the customers' anticipation for a sense of enchantment. At the same 

time, the stories masked the objects' commercial dimension and made their sale possible. In the 

next section I show how the bargaining process further heightened the entertainment quality of 

selling and buying African objects. 

3. Bargains made - another way to hide commodification 

It was a clear day at Greenmarket Square. Lungiswa, Mida and Betty, three saleswomen, sat together on a bench 

opposite their stalls. A woman dressed in khaki approached Mida's stall. She looked at the things offered for sale. 

Mida got up. The woman took a fertility doll and inspected it. She asked Mida if she was selling these things. Mida 

replied: 'Yes'. Mida said: 'Do you like it? I can give you a good price'. The woman asked: 'What is this? Where is 

this from?' Mida explained: 'The doll is from Ghana. This doll is used like a baby. You know how African women 

carry their babies with a blanket on their back. If a woman is pregnant in Ghana she places the doll on her back, just 

like she would do with her baby. The doll will protect the pregnant mother and the child she is carrying. It will also 

give the woman a lot of strength'. The customer asked: 'How much is it?' Mida replied: 'I'll give you a good price, 

it is R180'. The customer said: 'I give you R150'. Mida replied: 'It is a nice figure, give me R160 and you make me 

happy'. The customer agreed. Mida smiled. She wrapped the figure into a piece of newspaper and handed it to the 

customer (10.5.1997). 

After having discussed some of the stories used to discuss the commodity nature of African 

objects, I now devote my attention to the bargaining process which often followed the 

storytelling. The bargaining process too is part of the performative shopping experience (Steiner 

1994: 71-75). Like the stories, it has the ability to mask an object's commodity nature. 

Bargaining is the process in which an object's price is established. Seen from a conventional 

neo-classical economic perspective, the establishment of the price according to supply and 

demand is a major characteristic of commodity exchange (Erikson 1995: 165). Hence it might 

seem paradoxical that I now argue that the process of bargaining can mask the commodity nature 

of African objects. My argument is that the process of bargaining establishes social relationships 

between people (trader and customer) that are missing in most conventional commodity 

transactions, and thereby hides the economic process of establishing a price, even as that process 

is occurring. 
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According to economic-anthropological theory, processes of bargaining characterise economies 

which lack fixed price systems, standard weights and measurements, and a complex information 

network concerning the general market demand and supply of goods (Geertz 1979; Alexander 

and Alexander 1978). Geertz has claimed that, in such economies, and due to a lack of 

standardisation and information networks, seners and buyers need to gain knowledge about the 

market structures. According to Geertz, in view of the lack of bond pricing, it is almost 

impossible for the customer to discern the prices of goods slhe may want to purchase. The value 

of goods can thus only be established during a bargaining process between trading partners. 

Therefore the major function of bargaining is to overcome the lack of knowledge (Geertz 1979, 

Steiner 1994: 76). The same applies to transactions in African objects. 

Bargaining can and often does take place at various stages in the social lives of African objects. 

First, it takes place at village level, where the object is elicited from its indigenous setting by 

middlemen searching for objects for traders. Second, bargaining takes place at wholesale level 

where the object moves from wholesale trader to retail trader. Third, the bargaining process takes 

place at retail level where the object is exchanged between sellers and customers shopping at the 

markets. And there may be a further process of bargaining when collectors sell or exchange 

items from their collections. My concern here is the third stage of retail bargaining which is 

usually characterised by the co-existence of different value systems amongst bargaining parties. 

The worth of an African object is constructed by the selling party according to principles of 

supply and demand, whereas the buying party evaluates the object's worth in tenns of their taste 

and their liking (Steiner 1994: 68, Appadurai 1986). 

During the interactions I observed between seller and customer, the customer was usually in a 

disadvantaged position, lacking the essential knowledge of bargaining conventions as well as the 

pricing policies and a means to judge the value of the object of her or his desire. As mentioned in 

chapter two, I noticed that many customers compensated for their lack of knowledge by looking 

around first, asking and comparing the prices of objects they were interested in buying, and often 

returning to the stan only after looking around elsewhere for a while first. Customers also often 

went by galleries and shops where objects usually have price tags to establish a price in their 
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own minds for items they wanted. In doing so they attempted to gain the market information 

essential for buying an object at what they considered to be a fair price. 

A good trader's major concern during the bargaining process was to be able to judge how much a 

buyer was willing to pay for the object slhe appeared to want. The initial asking price had 

therefore to be carefully chosen. If it was too low the seller could not then give a discount to the 

customer and thereby reinforce the idea that they had established a friendly relationship that was 

marked by such gestures. But if the initial asking price was too high it could easily scare the 

customer away and lose the sale completely. One tactic that many traders used to begin the 

bargaining process at a price that was within the customer's reach was to insist that the customer 

proposed the price first. In doing so, the trader got a rough idea of how much the buyer was 

willing to pay for the object and knew how much leeway s/he had relative to the object's stock 

value. I noticed regularly that if the price proposed by a buyer was not below that which would 

allow the trader to maintain her or his accepted profit margin, s/he would usually then respond 

by topping the price by up to 50% and then later reduce it again, so that the price proposed by the 

buyer and that of the trader seemed to meet halfway. 

During the bargaining process it was further important for the trader to keep the price high, 

without annoying the customer. The most common way to do this was for the seller to divert the 

customers' attention from the price by involving them in an entertaining dialogue. Such a 

dialogue could include asking the customer where he was from, if slbe liked Cape Town, etc. and 

telling stories about the object's origin, its traditional use or the way the object was acquired by 

the trader. 

Traders also employed various other tactics aimed at keeping the asking price up. One was to 

mention that the customer was the trader's first customer of the day and therefore was to be 

given a special price. Another such tactic was to divert the customer's attention by inventing a 

fictive owner of the object. One example from my field notes, typical of many others, may serve 

to illustrate this kind of tactic. 
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A German tourist was discussing the price of a drum with a trader from Mali at the PAM. The 

trader had said he wanted RIOOO for the drum but the buyer wanted to pay only R600. Suddenly 

the trader said: 'I know the price is very high and 1 have a problem. See, the drum is not my own. 

It belongs to my brother'. The tourist asked where the brother was. The trader replied that he was 

not at the market but that he could 'phone him'. The tourist said that the trader should do so and 

that he would wait. The trader went away with his cellular phone and came back after a few 

minutes. He said that his brother had said that he could sell the drum for R700. The tourist 

agreed (3. 10. 1997). 

The invention of a fictive owner was a kind of apology about the price: 'It is not me who is 

asking such a high price, but my brother'. The trader could then admit that the fictional owner's 

asking price of was too high and simultaneously construct a bond between himself and the buyer, 

implying that they both had the same problem with the owner of the object. During such trading 

interactions the trader usually lowered the price by telling the buyer that the owner's asking price 

was too high. 

Another tactic traders applied was to compare the prices of African objects they were selling 

with their prices in shops selling African objects, or by claiming that somebody else had offered 

a higher price for the same object which a customer was interested in buying. By comparing the 

price, the trader created an image of a set price; by suggesting that someone had offered more for 

the object, the trader pretended that someone else wanted the object and was willing to pay even 

more for it. Hence the trader affirmed the buyer's choice of object. Traders often claimed that the 

other person who wanted to buy the object was a collector who had already bought similar 

objects and taken them to Europe or the United States. The latter was intended to affirm the 

customer's choice. Strengthening the customer's sense that slhe has made the right choice was 

also achieved by traders praising the customer for showing good taste in their selection of an 

object, as well as by persuading the buyer that the choice of object suited the buyer. Last, a 

further tactic traders applied in order to keep their asking prices high was to mention the price 

the trader had paid herlhimself for the object. The latter appeared to demonstrate the honesty of 

the trader and served to create a relationship of mutual confidence between seller and buyer. 
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To conclude my discussion of bargaining, I now offer a description of a rather characteristic 

example of a bargaining interaction observed at Greenmarket Square. It shows that bargaining is 

more than a matter of determining a transacted object's price. It is a performance in which the 

seHer slips into the roles of entertainer and advertising agent, persuading the customer by means 

of affirming herlhis choice and by establishing a bond with herlhim. 

Some traders followed a tactic of enticing their potential customers by making use of hidden 

objects. Hidden objects were kept in a bag or somewhere behind the seller's counter or 

underneath their table (Steiner 1994: 131-134). Once potential buyers looked at objects at a 

trader's stall and the trader noticed that the customer did not really want to buy, slhe suddenly 

mentioned to customer that s/he would like to show herlhim something special. The trader 

claimed that slhe was only showing these objects to that particular customer, and that the objects 

were very rare and expensive collector's items which s/he hid so that nobody could see them to 

steal. Then the trader started to unpack herlhis hidden treasures. 

This was a tactic I observed on a number of occasions. I now describe briefly how it was applied 

by a trader from Senegal who was working from Greenmarket Square. Having noted a visitor 

inspecting the goods on his table but showing no special interest in any of them, he unpacked a 

number of large bronze bangles from Chad and Benin which he had, until then, stored in a bag 

underneath his table. As he did so he told his customer about their use, the way they were made 

and the meanings of their different patterns. Noticing now that the customer had become 

interested, he announced that he was selling the bangles for R800 each. By this stage, the trader 

already knew that the customer would only spend R200, because it has been revealed to him 

during the preceding trading interaction, when the customer was looking at different objects and 

had told the trader that all she could spend was R200. Object by object the trader continued to 

unpack hidden bronze items, including Akan gold weights, all the time explaining that his 

treasures were real collector's items, worth at least Rl ,000 per piece. The customer touched each 

of the objects and examined them all very carefully. At last the trader unpacked four smaller 

bangles of the same style as the large ones that he had said were on sale for R 800 each. The 

customer now put one of them on her arm and asked for the price, to which the trader replied: 

'You choose a very good piece, it looks nice on your arm. I give you a good price. You are my 
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first customer', and continued telling her about the different bangle styles, but not the price. The 

customer again asked for the bangle's price and again the trader ignored the question, replying 

this time by asking the customer where she came from. During the course of the whole 

interaction the customer inquired five times about the price, having her questions ignored three 

times and responded to twice by the words 'I give you a good price'. Then, rather suddenly, the 

trader asked his customer what she would like to pay. She replied: 'Wen if the large bangles are 

Rl,OOO, I'll give you RlOO for the small one'. The trader laughed and replied that he wanted 

R300. The customer said that this was too much. The trader told her that she could have the 

bangle for R250. After looking at the bangle for a while the customer took it off her arm and said 

that she was just looking anyway. To stop her from leaving the trader whispered something into 

her ear and put the bangle back on her arm. She smiled, gave him R170 and left with the bangle 

on her arm. Later, once she had gone, 1 asked the trader what he had told her. He replied: 'I told 

her that she can have the bangle for R170 but that she must not tell anybody about the price she 

had paid for it, because the price is too low and other traders would be upset if they find out that 

I sold it for a such price' (13. 8. 1998). 

The interaction just described took about 45 minutes and contained many of the major tactics 

used by traders to convince customers to buy an object and to get the price they wanted for an 

object. The hidden object gets the customer interested, the attempt to let the customer nominate 

a price first gives the trader an idea how high slhe can bargain and, in the end, a bond is 

established by Whispering, hence making the customer a friend and an any with whom the trader 

shares a secret. In doing so the trader creates a sense of a very personal relationship which masks 

the commodity-exchange nature of their interaction. 

The idea of the hidden object is fascinating within the context of the process whereby the 

commodity nature of African objects is hidden from the purchasing partner in the transaction. 

The hidden object becomes a treasure, it gives the customer the feeling of a found object, that is 

'actually not for sale' and, if it is for sale, it is only offered to special people. In this case the 

process of actually hiding the object from sight works to hide the object's commodity nature. 
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4. Conclusion 

Performative shopping interactions between traders of and customers buying African objects are 

characterised by two major elements: bargaining and storytelling. I have shown in this chapter 

that bargaining entails more than settlement on a price for an African object. Bargaining has an 

entertainment quality for both customers and traders. It appears more like a negotiating game, in 

which one player (the trader) tries to sen for as much as possible and in which the other player 

(the customer) tries to purchase for as little as possible. During the game both players try to 

receive as much information about each other as possible. One player, the trader, applies various 

tactics to achieve herlhis aim. They include distraction from the aspect of money involved in the 

game, deepening of the customers' interest by the use of storytelling and bringing out previously 

hidden objects, and creating a relationship of trust with herlhis counterpart. The other player, the 

customer, tries to increase herlhis knowledge about the objects and the trader so that slhe reaches 

the goal of having made an informed decision when buying an object and having paid an 

appropriate price. 

In regard to customers' informed decisions, however, an interesting contradiction is revealed: 

there is a drive to information on the one hand, and to be enchanted on the other. It is crucial in 

modem western life that one acts and decides in a rational way and that that can occur only after 

one has been properly informed. Yet, the foreign tourist is here in South Africa looking for an 

enchanted kind of transaction and object that has the least kind of commodity characteristic 

possible. Such enchantment will deny the possibility of adequate information being made 

available for the tourist to make a properly rational and informed decision. The negotiating game 

that constitutes bargaining is thus played to close the perceived gap between information and 

enchantment and to overcome the apparent contraction, the tourist leaving with a feeling that 

slhe has been is sufficiently informed to make a good decision, but not so thoroughly informed 

as to destroy the sense of enchantment that slhe has sought in the interaction. 

Like bargaining, stories also distract the customer from the commodity-exchange nature of her or 

his interaction with the trader. But, apart from this, an important aspect of storytelling is its 

capacity to trigger the customers' interest in the objects that are on sale. The stories imbue the 

objects with a life of their own. As Sourie once explained to me: 'AU these objects are out of 
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wood. We use wood to make floors, to build houses and to carve figurines. The only difference 

between the woods is that the latter have stories to be told about their meaning' (23.1.1998). 

While bargaining constitutes a relation between people, the stories establish a connection 

between people and objects. Both parts of the performative shopping experience mask the 

commodity nature of African objects. The Fang mask bought by the German customer at the 

PAM became a mask bought from a prince from an ex-German colony who is now a collector, 

and with whom the customer spent an hour and a half of his holiday in Africa. 

In this chapter I have illustrated how diverse stereotypes ofthe African other were employed in 

the stories told about African objects. The stereotypes represented the key elements in most of 

the stories (Steiner 1994: 138). Despite contemporary media reports of Africa and its people 

which show the modem side of Africa-and the extremes of poverty that go with it-the images 

of Africa and the African as primitive and inferior still seem to persist (Hall 1997: 245). 

Representations of the changes that have occurred for a long time in Africa are neglected by 

people in the West who appear to put much effort into upholding their image of the African 

'other' as exotic and creating and maintaining a perception of that 'other' that imbues it with 

power and attractiveness .. In this regard, a comment made by John from Mali is pertinent: 'The 

whites always ask me about my traditions and if we still use the drums and the traditional 

clothing. They sometimes even ask me if why I am wearing western clothing. They just don't 

want to believe that we are also changing' (23. 1. 1998). I return to the issue that these points 

when I discuss the construction of images of Mrica in chapter eight. 

F or now it seems sufficient to conclude by saying that it appears that within tourism, as in wider 

social life too, 'what is in demand today is [stiU] a picture of a way of life that no longer 

survives' (Hunter 1979, quoted in Spiegel 1989: 48). The point is reinforced by the many 

complaints I heard from many visitors during interviews: that they had not been able to see the 

'real' Africa during their stay in South Africa and particularly in Cape Town. When I asked what 

they had expected the real Africa to be, my tourist interviewees' answers recreated images of 

people living in bush huts, of people being barely dressed, of people undertaking mysterious 

rituals and of wild animals and dirt roads. By telling stories of the past, and by selling so-called 

traditional objects, that kind of past was projected into the present by African objects traders at 
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the markets I studied. By telling these stories, traders ingrained the African objects with the 

kinds of mystique and enchantment that they believed tourists might feel was lacking in their 

lives as modern western people. 

As I have already suggested in my earlier chapters, it is precisely that ingraining of the objects I 

studied with the mystique of the 'real' Africa (Africanness) that helps to mask their commodity 

while simultaneously creating a demand for them and thus enabling their commodification. 

Consequently, one needs to analyse the customers' demand, and whence it derives, to fully 

understand the commodification of the objects. I do so in chapter six. 
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Chapter six: Travellers and objects-the quest for African objects 

L Intrnducli(>n 

In chapter live 1 locllsed ()n the performative sh()ppmg interaction betw~en lraders and 

consumers Olf African objects.] argued that the perfonnative shopping intera<:ti()n, which 

includes bargaining and storytclling, masks the commodity na\ur~ n{the transacted objects. In 

this chapter I concentrate on the consumers of the African ()bjects which are th., central concern 

of my study. I fncus on the c()nsumers' quest for African obj eds because, without it, there w()uld 

be no markets for such objects in CaP<' Tnwn ()r anywhere else in the world. It is consumns· 

d~mand for these objects that makes theIr comm()dificati()n possible. Yet it is hom lhe very ways 

in which that demand is manifested lhat theIr commodity nature comes to be masked. 

F ()Cllsing on how consumers' demand f()r A frican objects was con,tituted reveals SOlme 0 f the 

r~asons for the tendency among purvey()rs and consumers to mask the commodity nature of 

thnse objects. As ! have indicated in preVlnus chapters, potential customers atlhe markets 

included l()cal and ovnseas tolll;sts and collectors , as well as l()<;al Capetonians. bOlh colle"t()rs 

and others. Observing and lIltnviewing these various consumers ()f African objects, at truo 

markets and al Capt' TOlwn's airport. I found that the majority ofpllfchasers were from ovns~as 

(see appendix C jiJr demngraphic data). Moreover, of the lounsts and ()ther foreign visitors to the 

market, whom I interviewed, 83% had purchased snme African objects in Snuth AJi-ica. This 

datum led me tn conclude that, at least 1Il the context OIl' lravel to Cape Town, foreign tourists and 

traveIIns tend to regard the purchase of objects in the place where they are holidaying as an 

essential part of thei r tourist experience. 

"'" ""l"'"' '" 

'" 

'" 
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As discussed in chapter five, shopping experiences can create a special relationship between 

objects, people and places. Moreover, as I show there, this special relationship, established by 

African object traders through their selling performances (story telling and bargaining), 

functioned quite effectively to mask the commercial nature of the transactions that result in the 

sale and purchase of such objects. 

Observing tourists looking at, selecting and purchasing objects, and asking them what they had 

purchased during the course of their stay in the country, led me to realise that most bought items, 

such as handcrafted masks, sculpture, pots etc., that I refer to as African objects. My interviews 

revealed that only a few tourists had bought other South African products, such as wine, special 

soaps, candles or herb teas or, for example, contemporary handcraft, such as jewellery, pottery 

and cutlery. The two potters and the goldsmith at the PAM sold mainly to locals. As Cathy, the 

(white South African) goldsmith, explained: 'I cater for the local market. Tourists want 

something typically African, like the masks the traders sell. They come in here and look at my 

jewellery. But they hardly ever buy from me' (1.6.98). Cathy's jewellery was rather unusual: 

She used trade beads, pieces of small dolls and various little pieces of scrap metal in creating it. 

But it did not fit what the vast majority of tourists wanted to buy because it did not represent to 

them what they perceived as typically African. Contemporary handcraft, although made in South 

Africa (even before the eyes of the P AM customer), did not appear to satisfy the foreign tourists' 

demand for what they regarded as the typically African. But what was it that they regarded as 

typically African? By what criteria did they make that judgement, and why? To find answers I 

sought reasons why some objects were perceived as more readily signifying what was 

understood as African than did others. 

I thus now analyse how the quest for African objects was constituted by tourists who came to the 

markets with the intention not of buying a simple commodity, but of finding what they might 

eventually select because it was, for them, an authentic piece of African culture. Having done 

that does not, however, mean that their search for cultural authenticity involved establishing the 

actual circumstances in which the selected object was produced, used or even bought. The 

authenticity they sought was simply a characteristic that, in one or another way, masked the 

commercialised context in which the object was obtained. As indicated at the end of chapter five, 
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too much precise factual information about African objects has the potential to undermine the 

extent of their ability to enchant. Thus tourists had to maintain sufficient distance from the 

objects they selected for purchase to be enchanted by them and thus to be able to overlook the 

commodity transaction that took place when they were acquired. Enchanted by traders' stories 

about African objects, as wen as by their own stories (often in the form of expectations), the 

tourist-consumers thus participated in masking the commodity nature of the very objects that 

they purchased. The descriptions and discussions that follow illustrate these processes. 

2. Travellers and obiects 

Both tourism and the tourist demand for African objects in the West can be explained in many 

ways. Most significantly, it can be understood in terms of a general interest in the 'other' and a 

compelling interest in 'difference'. Tourism is one of the contemporary world's largest 

industries. 800 million people travel each year (Breidenbach & Zugkrigel1998: 177). Tourism 

has been referred to as 'a sacred journey' in which tourists attempt to escape ordinary life by 

going in search of experiences different from what they have at home (Grabum 1976). They find 

pleasure in being in places where people look, dress, eat, drink and behave differently from what 

they are used to (Clifford 1997: 66, 90-91, Torgovnick 1990:26, Price 1989: 23). Yet, shopping, 

itself a core feature of modem consumer society, is an integral part of tourism. Purchasing 

objects from a different place allows for the fantasy to extend to acquisition of a fragment of the 

'other' through following a version of a very familiar process. Curtis and Pajaczkowska point out 

that 'the delights of shopping in another culture can be compared with the pleasurable 

disorientation of a child offered access to the playthings of another household' (Curtis and 

Pajaczkowska 1994: 208, Littrel, Anderson & Brown 1993: 198). Yet, apart from its 'playful' 

character, shopping, as well as tourism itself, are both forms of consumption. Tourism involves 

the commodification of space and time, shopping involves the commodification of material 

objects. 

Tourists seek cultural authenticity and simultaneously have to accept that the very item they are 

buying, the cultural symbol, is transformed into a commodity by the very act of buying it. Jules

Rosette has claimed that the latter presents a dilemma for the tourist, because there is 'always the 

doubt if the authentic can be found' (Jules-Rosette 1984: 4). The dilemma of tourism is similar to 
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the dilemma for the consumer of African objects, because it is tourism itself that has the potential 

to destroy the possibility of the authentic touristic experience. However, here, as with the search 

for authentic African objects, the authentic tourist experience is not a search for the chance to 

experience, other than possibly very temporarily and with a ready escape route, the actual socio

economic conditions of the host country. The realities of the tourist hosts' sometimes quite harsh 

living conditions must be overlooked, because too much information of that kind would 

eventually also spoil the enchantment of the holiday experience. Authenticity is thus itself 

filtered through the tourist's gaze: one only looks at what one wants to see. 

'Three couples, all of whom I interviewed at Cape Town's airport, had looked 'too far' and too 

deep during their travel to South Africa. An English couple said: 'You have a lot of problems 

here ... the poverty, the crime, the social differences, all of this is too depressing ... We will not 

travel to South Africa again' (Interview no. 94, airport 5.3.98). An claimed, as did the English 

couple, that the living conditions of the people staying in Cape Town's townships, as well as the 

high crime rates in the country, had reduced their holiday enjoyment and therefore they would 

not come back to South Africa. 

Most tourists I interviewed seemed to seek what might be called the authentic through a search 

for things 'traditional', 'tribal' and/or 'primitive' and not so much in things expressing the 

contemporary social reality of the tourist hosts. In the detailed questionnaire that I distributed at 

hotels, I asked respondents to tick what they felt was the most appropriate definition of 

authenticity (see appendix H for questionnaire). The three most commonly chosen answers were: 

It 'An object that is produced by a traditional artist for a traditional purpose and 

conforms to traditional forms': 15 out of22 respondents 

It 'Something traditional': 13 out of22 respondents 

It 'An object that has been used in ritual, e.g. a mask that has been danced': 12 out of22 

respondents 

The actual term 'authentic' was, however, used only by four informants during interviews at the 

airport and markets. Tourists spoke of primitive art, traditional pieces, traditional handcraft or 

native craft when referring to the objects they had bought. 
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I noted that some tourists arrived in South Africa with stereotypic images and expectations about 

the way the host country should be (cf. Little 1991 who shows the same for tourists in Kenya). 

As mentioned in chapter five, 1 discovered these stereotypes especially in tourists' complaints 

about Cape Town and South Africa not being 'the real' Africa. I often heard remarks such as: 'I 

expected South Africa to be less developed'; 'Cape Town is like any other city in the world'; 'I 

expected that people live more traditionally' or 'I liked Swaziland better than South Africa .. .it is 

more African'. 

Many tourists' stereotypic images portrayed the African 'other' as a never-changing primitive, 

living in a society with static traditions.41 Hence they seemed deliberately to deny the 'other' the 

potential for cultural change (Silver 1993: 306, see also Cohen 1988). It is noteworthy moreover 

that it is precisely these stereotypic images of the 'other' as traditional or primitive that allowed 

tourists to fantasise about the host country and to imagine a place in which production of objects 

take place at village level. 

Yet, once tourists have arrived in South Africa, they have to come to terms with the fact that the 

place is less apparently primitive and much more civilised than they had expected it would be. 

Some tourists tried to overcome their apparent disappointment over not having found the 'real 

Africa' by purchasing objects that enabled them to reminisce about this imagined primitive and 

static life. As one a male tourist from Italy, age 32, who stayed in South Africa for 10 days said 

when 1 interviewed him at Greenmarket Square: 'The pieces I have bought and seen represent 

the idea of old times. It's real Africa ... The past is present in Africa. It is different from Italy. It is 

very interesting' (Interview No. 57, Greenmarket Square 14.9.98). He had bought two masks. 

The masks appeared to function for the Italian tourist as a signifier of authentic Africa (Errington 

1997: 146). 

41 In this regard I am reminded of my own experiences with friends after I moved from Germany to Swaziland 10 
years ago. When I sent pictures from the house where I. lived in Mbabane, the country's capital, they always wrote 
back to me about their surprise at how developed everything seemed to be. In fact, some mentioned that they had 
actually expected that I was living in a kind of mud hut. When some ofthem visited Swaziland they were as 
disappointed as the tourist mentioned above, and I noticed the satisfaction they derived from seeing Swazi men 
coming to town in traditional clothing. 
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While working at the PAM, I spoke to a woman who had bought a wooden bowl from me. She 

said: 'It is amazing. I wonder how long it takes to make such a bowL .. but people in Africa still 

have the time to make such things ... Life is much slower in Africa than it is in Europe' (29.5.97, 

c. f. Errington 1997: 149). Considering that the woman must have made her way to the PAM 

right through the busy centre of Cape Town made me wonder why she perceived African life as 

slow. I should have asked her but, at that particular moment of my fieldwork I was there to sen, 

and a discussion about the issue might have destroyed her enchanted image of 'slow' Africa and 

she might have left without buying the bowl. Given my role then as an observing participant, I 

too had to perform African traditionality in much the way other traders did. 

3. The Quest for African objects 

The three most commonly purchased objects during my period of fieldwork were wooden carved 

sculptures, wooden carved animals and masks. These three categories of objects appeared to be 

what was frequently identified as typically African, as the following statements indicate. A 

female tourist from Norway, who had spent 2 weeks in South Africa, said: 'The things are 

beautiful carvings, they are pieces of Africa ... I want to have them in my room at home' 

(Interview no. 72, Greenmarket Square 17.9.98). She had bought a wooden figurine and a Fang 

mask. A male Austrian tourist, who had spent three weeks in South Africa, explained, when I 

asked him describe to the objects he had bought: 'They are African pieces, I would have liked to 

buy more, but I had no space in my suitcase. One cannot buy such beautiful things at home' 

(Interview no. 66, Airport 4.3.98). He had bought a giraffe, a small Mozambican mask and a 

little Zulu doll, all of which he proudly unpacked to show me. Another tourist, this one from 

France, told me during an interview at the airport: 'I am a sales representative. I travel a lot. My 

wife collects souvenirs from all the places I have been to. I had to bring her something really 

African. I bought her a Kenyan mask and a very finely carved SCUlpture of a thin man, which the 

trader called skeleton figure' (Interview no. 68, Airport 4.3.98) (see earlier discussion of skeleton 

figures in chapter 5). A male tourist from Austria, whom I met at the PAM, told me: 'I was 

looking for something typically African in Cape Town to take back home. I looked at a lot of 

things. I bought the 'big five' carved out of wood, because I have been to Kruger Park (a game 

reserve in the country's far north-east). They will remind me of that. I also bought a wooden 
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stick ror my r".lh~r. H~ slilllik~s to hih in th~ mounlaillS and r am sure none of his hiking 

friends has an Afi-ican walking stick' (19.9,97). 
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the words of another tourist-informant who quite bluntly explained: 'An Africans do is sit under 

trees and carve'. At the same time the tourists' acceptance of what was purchased as 

'traditional', 'native' or 'primitive' was precisely what imbued the objects with the authenticity 

and inspired enchantment that they sought. Contemporary jewellery, for example, which the 

PAM's goldsmith, Cathy, sold, seemed unlikely to be imbued with such qualities. One reason for 

this is that the jewellery is not as easily discerned as typically African. Similar jewellery can be 

found in Europe. The second reason, which relates directly to the first, is that Cathy is a white 

South African and hence as the producer-who in her case is on display as she works-she is not 

as exotic and foreign to the mainly white tourist customer as her black counterparts42
. 

The terms handcraft (22%) and art (African art 14%, primitive art 5%) were also frequently used 

by tourists to describe the objects they had seen or purchased. Most tourists explicitly 

appreciated the handcrafted quality of the objects. A female German tourist who had spent two 

weeks in South Africa commented: • At home nobody would make such beautiful things 

anymore. Handcraft is no longer appreciated. The people here should ask higher prices for their 

craft' (Interview no. 77, airport 4.3.98). She had bought a wooden rhinoceros and a West Africa 

mask. Another female tourist who had visited 'my' room at the PAM, said, while talking about 

the objects: 'That is art, handcrafted, it's part of African tradition' (12.6.97), and another, a 

woman from England, talked to me about the markets and said: 'I enjoy an these handcrafted 

objects at the markets. There are still so many good artists in Africa' (28.5.97). 

My field notes include many more such statements, all of them revealing that the handcrafted 

nature of the objects seemed to be what visitors desired because it represented a form of 

production that they believed no longer exists in large-scale western economies (Errington 1997: 

146). Of course one can find handcrafted objects in industrialised countries-indeed they are 

very popular amongst certain classes and in some areas, but their prices are usually high and 

beyond the spending power of most people. The handcrafted furniture, cutlery and sculpture 

available in most industrial economies tends to be there to satisfy the demands of the upper 

economic strata of society only, while much of what was available at Cape Town market was 

42 Since there was no black jewellery manufacturer at the PAM, one can only speculate about whether her/his work 
might have been more readily accepted as authentically African. 
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accessible to less well-off people from those countries. As one visitor from the Netherlands 

remarked: • I love all the South African handcraft. It is beautifuL It is art that even people like me 

can afford' (28.8.98). Another tourist, this one from Germany, said: 'Imagine that you would ask 

a carver in Germany to carve you salad spoons such as these [referring to Kenyan salad spoons 

decorated with animal design]. They would cost at least 100 mark [approx. R300 at that time]. 

Here I paid R25' (30.5.97). Hence, handcrafted objects from Africa were also perceived as 

reasonable in price by the customers and could therefore satisfy the demands of a larger public. 

The market customers' statements above reveal two dimensions of the objects' hand made 

quality. First, they point to their commodity value, in terms of their affordable price. Second, 

they point to their aesthetic value {'that is art', 'it is beautiful'}. The aesthetic value, which is 

what is valorised by their being handcrafted, has the potential to mask the simple commercial 

value of the object. The fact that in industrialised countries handcrafted items (as wen as most 

art) satisfy the demands of the upper economic strata of society only. makes these items elite 

goods. Hence the commercial nature of handcrafted objects at the markets in Cape Town was 

further masked by virtue of the fact that the items there could also carry an elite label, because 

they were handcrafted. 

Another dimension of the objects' hand made quality at the markets in Cape Town was revealed 

by various tourist-respondents' remarks in terms similar to those of the German tourist visitor, 

who when talking about a mask from Mozambique that he had bought, said: 'This is great. .. I 

imagine a black man sitting under a tree carving this mask ... what a life! .. .I wish I could live like 

this ... '(3.6.97). Another, this one from America, remarked: 'Life in Africa is still easy ... all you 

need is a chisel and wood ... you can survive by creating something beautiful.' (28.1.98). 

Remarks like these show that the handcrafted nature of the object not only appealed to the elitist 

aspirations of some purchasers. It also enabled them to construct narratives about the processes 

of production of the objects, and about their places of origin. In many cases these narratives 

made references such as that' Life in Africa is still easy' and that the continent offers 

opportunities for ordinary people to survive by producing 'beautiful things' or 'art'-something 

apparently possible for only the select few in their home countries. It seemed also as if some of 

those I interviewed were longing to be able to live that kind of life-' I wish I could live like this' 
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was something I heard often. McGuckin (1997: 292) has noted that the significant quality of 

handmade objects is that the purchasers can identify with them more easily than they can with 

mass-produced objects. From the various statements quoted above, and from many similar ones I 

noted, it is evident that many tourists did precisely that, and for that reason valued the fact that 

many of the objects they saw were handcrafted. Together with the construction of stories about 

the production and the place of origin of the purchased object, that factor enabled purchasers of 

African objects to relate to those objects as signifiers of a desire for the chance to experience a 

different life-style from what they were used to. Yet it also tended to romanticise the putative 

lifestyles of those they imagined were the producers of the objets. 

The idea of African art was another constitutive part in the tourist quest for African objects. 

Tourists' comprehension of what constitutes art were not all the same, however. An American 

tourist who came to 'my' room at the PAM gave me an interesting lecture on her understanding 

of African art. She bought one plastic chicken and two wire work cars and explained: 'This is 

contemporary South African art. The masks are fakes and copies anyway. There is no artistic 

expression in those objects. They are dead' (11.6.97). Yet the same American woman wanted to 

know exactly where the objects she had bought had come from and she asked me for the names 

of the artists, information I did not have been able to give to her, much to her disappointment. 

Her question about the artists' names is another characteristic of how art is understood in terms 

of what we might call a western canon. One only needs to visit an art museum to realise that 

western art tends almost always to carry the signature of the artist, hence it has a name attached 

to it. The artist's name guarantees genuineness or authenticity (Baxandall 1987). To the 

American tourist, then, knowing the names of the producers of the plastic chicken and the cars 

would have reinforced for her the artistic authenticity of the objects she had bought. Yet, 

knowing an artist's name is yet another device for masking the commodity nature of an item of 

art, which is thereby hidden behind the assumed personal relationship between the artist and the 

art object. 

Other tourists understood art differently. They did not perceive the masks on sale as fakes or 

copies, but as art. To them it did not matter what the name of the producer was. A customer I met 
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at Greenmarket Square, explained: 'It is the artistic quality of the mask that attracts me ... nothing 

else' (8.10.97). By saying this, the customer was referring to the aesthetically pleasing aspect of 

the mask. However, no matter how the perceptions of what constitutes art differed among 

consumers, as mentioned above art was commonly perceived as distinct from commodity and 

therefore describing the objects as art was a means of masking the commodity nature of the 

objects. 

4 .The African object as a souvenir or gift 

If one looks back and asks what characteristics an object has to have to qualify as typically 

African, it appears that the most important is that it is easily recognisable by purchasers as being 

different from what they were used to seeing and being able to purchase at home (Littrel, 

Anderson & Brown 1993: 198). Wooden carved animals, sculptures, masks and Zulu dolls were 

thus perceived as typically African and hence as signs of Africa. Culler (1981: 127 quoted in 

Rojek & Urry 1997: 9) maintains that tourists are searching less for an essential authenticity than 

for signs of the authentic when he notes that 'allover the world the unsung armies of 

semioticians, the tourists, are fanning out in search of signs of Frenchness, typical Italian 

behaviour, exemplary Oriental scenes, typical American thruways, traditional English pubs'. At 

the Cape Town markets, the objects' apparent 'Africanness' related more to their exotic and 

foreign qualities and to the place where they were purchased-in Africa-than to any inherent 

qualities. The reasons that tourists selected certain objects that signified their origin became clear 

to me when I examined the purposes for which they said they had bought them. My interviews 

revealed that 56% of the objects were purchased with the intention of keeping them as souvenirs, 

while 44% were purchased with the intention of giving them to family members, friends and 

colleagues as gifts. 

In order to qualify as souvenir, an object has to reveal a relation to the place where it has been 

obtained: it has to signify this special location. Recall the Austrian tourist, quoted earlier, who 

had bought the wooden carved 'big five' because they reminded him of his trip to Kruger Park. 

And consider what various other tourists gave me as reasons for having purchased the objects 

they had: 'I bought a mask, it will remind me of my holiday'; 'When I look at it later it will 

remind me of Africa'; 'I wanted to take a piece of Africa home, so I win always remember the 
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good time I had in Africa'. These examples show that, for example, a sculpture of a lion is not 

primarily important because it depicts a lion but as a reminder of the location where it was 

bought. As Steward has noted' the souvenir speaks to a context of origin through a language of 

longing, for it is not an object out of need or use value; it is an object arising out of the 

necessarily insatiable demands of nostalgia' (Steward 1993: 135). 

An English tourist explained, in response to my question about where and why he had bought 

certain objects during his stay in South Africa: 'During my whole holiday I bought something 

small from aU the places I went to. I do this instead of taking photographs. I bought a small mask 

at Boulders Beach, ... the mask will remind me of the day I spent there ... I saw a lot of African 

penguins .. .it was great' (Interview no. 81, Airport 5.3.98). Another tourist, this one from France, 

told me, at Greenrnarket Square: 'I bought a Zulu doll at Cape Point. It was very expensive. I 

could have bought the same one for a much better price here [at Greenmarket Square] ... but I 

wanted something from the southernmost tip of Africa' 43 (20.1.98). But how can a Zulu doH 

signify Cape Point? Nothing of the doH as Zulu doH inheres in it that helps to signify Cape Point. 

The doU' s signifying meaning is imposed on it by the external context of purchase-Cape 

Point-and the place's dramatic land- and seascapes. The French tourist was purchasing an 

object at Cape Point to objectify the place in memory. 

The importance of the relation of objects purchased to their places of purchase was emphasised 

by many of my tourist-respondents. When asked how she selected objects for purchase on her 

travels, a Dutch women at Greenrnarket Square remarked: 'Things have to be in their context. I 

would not buy a Swazi candle in South Africa' (6.2.98). A female American tourist, who had 

spent one week in South Africa, told me at the PAM that: 'The things are souvenirs and 

interesting craft. One can buy them in the States but it is more original to buy them 

here' (1 1.6.97). She then went on to buy a small wooden Fang mask from me-an object that had 

been transported to Cape Town from Gabon in West Africa. Similarly, a female German tourist I 

met at the PAM coffee shop said: 'You know that we can buy many of these things in Frankfurt 

43 Note that Cape Aghulas, rather than Cape Point, is the southernmost point of the continent. But many tourists (and 
guides too) prefer to identify Cape Point in that way, because of its accessibility to Cape Town and the very 
dramatic landscape and seascape there, by comparison with Cape Aghulas, quite a long distance from the city. 
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now, especially at the flea market. But I wonder why people buy them there? I would never buy 

them in Frankfurt. Here I bought a lot'. I asked her why and she answered: 'It is more authentic 

to buy them in Africa. If I want to have something foreign I buy it in the country where it is 

from. Otherwise I don't buy it'. I asked: 'But would you not buy a pair of jeans, which are made 

in America, in Germany?' She said: 'Yes, but that is not something special' (3.10.97). She 

bought a pair of Kenyan salad spoons, a mask and three batiks from Kenya, and a Tanzanian 

skeletonfigure44
• A female Scottish tourist, who had spent six days in South Africa, said: 'I saw 

South African guys selling wooden carved giraffes in Spain. I did not buy them there. It's out of 

context. Here I bought a giraffe because it is made in South Africa' (Interview no. 29 Airport 

3.3.98). The woman had also bought four pairs of Kenyan salad spoons, one giraffe (most 

probably made in Zimbabwe) and a Tanzanian skeleton figure. 

The above comments seem to suggest that an object that is purchased at a tourist's home place is 

no longer able to function as a souvenir. For the purchaser to say that 'it is more original', 'more 

authentic' to buy such objects in Africa suggests that the object loses some of its African 

ambience and its enchantment when its purchase occurs outside Africa (Litlrel, Anderson & 

Brown 1993: 198). Buying an object conventionally associated with Africa in Europe or in 

America affects the relationship the purchaser has to the object, increasing its commodity nature 

through destabilising, and even destroying the stories it might have carried had it come home 

from a tourist trip in foreign climes. Indeed, the stories that inhere in souvenirs are reminiscent of 

the hau of the Maori gift-its 'spirit' -or the essence of the gift, which Mauss (1954) brought to 

the attention of the anthropological world as a means of directing attention to the social nature of 

gift exchange. Similarly, a souvenir purchased by a tourist or traveller somewhere in Africa is 

not 'inert', It carries with it, and within it, the 'spirit of Africa'. 

Saying of an African sculpture displayed at home: 'I bought it myself in Africa' can also signify 

'I have been there'. The object thus signals personal movement in space and simultaneously 

authenticates the tourist's holiday through being material proof of travel. Yet, tourists' claims 

that it is 'more authentic' to purchase the objects in Africa is also a form of 'othering' which 

44 When I was in Frankfurt in September 1998, I sawall the kinds of objects she had bought on sale at Frankfurt's 
flea market. 
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presupposes that cultures and cultural objects are 'spatially territorialized' (Gupta & Ferguson 

1997a: 5). The idea of spatially bounded cultures is the essence of tourism-why travel if only to 

find the familiar?-and the core of much earlier anthropological theory (Lury 1997: 75, see 

Clifford 1988 for his critique of anthropology's own spatial fixing of culture). For a tourist to 

claim it is more authentic to purchase the objects slhe desires while in Africa represents her or 

his attempt to fix certain kinds of objects to particular places on the world map. It is to uphold as 

natural what is actually a constructed idea of culturally specific material objects, a notion that a 

world of travelling objects and 'travelling cultures' (Clifford 1992) necessarily undermines (cf. 

Rojek & Urry 1997). 

Yet, noting the countries of origin of the objects tourists had bought made me wonder about their 

claim about the importance of context. While people were selective in their choices when 

seeking to find something typically African, most were not very concerned if these objects 

actually originated in Cape Town or even in South Africa, the city and country where they were 

spending their holiday. Many tourists I observed in Cape Town purchased objects made in West 

Africa, Mozambique or Kenya45
. Yet, had I argued with the Scottish woman that, according to 

her earlier statement, the objects she had bought were just as out of context in South Africa as a 
, 

giraffe in Spain, the enchantment of the objects would have been lost. It thus appeared that 

tourists perceived Africa as a unity. and needed to maintain that perception so that any object 

from anywhere on the continent, at least the continent south of the Sahara, was enough to qualify 

it as a souvenir. 

As mentioned, obtaining gifts during the holiday was another reason why objects had been 

sought out for purchase. Yet the issue of the object's African authenticity persisted along with 

the purchaser's perception of the intended recipients' characteristics: 'I did not want to bring just 

anything back home for my daughter. 1 wanted something that she would really like and that is 

[also] very African. I bought her a banana leaf painting. She likes African art'. Or 'It was not 

easy to find something for my girlfriend. She does not like jewellery much ... 1 wanted something 

from Africa which she can use. I bought her a pair of salad spoons and a batik which we can 

45 I have deliberately blurred national and regional boundaries to emphasise my point. 
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hang in our apartment'. A gift brought back from a holiday thus simultaneously represents 

something special, given to the receiver to show that slbe was remembered during the journey, 

and chosen with the intention of both pleasing the receiver and being something typically 

African. At the point of the purchase at the market, the object's planned use as a personal gift 

enhances its already established African authenticity as a means to mask the moment of 

commodity exchange that occurs during purchase (Steward 1993: 144). The purchaser relates to 

the object via the person to whom the gift is to be given: most people I met during fieldwork did 

not buy just any object as a gift but considered the likely response the intended recipient might 

have to the object. Putting that characteristic alongside the other-its authenticity that derived 

from its place of purchase-helped to mask the commodity nature of the object's exchange 

relation. 

While observing customers at the market selecting various objects, I noted two major categories 

of shopper: the rapid shopper and the leisurely shopper. For the rapid shopper, the object selected 

was spotted, picked up, looked at closely and bought, with or without a story told by the trader. 

An American woman I met at the airport said: 'I quickly bought all kinds of things on my last 

day at Greenmarket Square. At home I [will] decide which ones I keep and which ones 1 will 

give away to friends and family' (Interview no. 31, Airport 3.3.98). A male American tourist 

who came to my room at the PAM said: 'I hate shopping during my holiday, but my friends 

heard that 1 am going to Africa and now they all want something really African' (2.6.97). From 

these and other similar responses it would appear that rapid shopping was a process engaged in 

by tourists looking for gifts which they felt obliged to obtain for their friends or work colleagues, 

often to reciprocate a gift received from those friends or colleagues when they returned from a 

holiday or a trip abroad. 

What I have called the leisurely shopper compared the objects on display, often going from stan 

to stall, looked at the objects for quite a long time, selected a few and compared again, until what 

was considered to be the best piece was found. Leisurely shoppers smelled. touched and 

inspected objects from all angles. Indeed the extent to which people actually smelled the objects 

they had seen on display is quite remarkable. I have seen this elsewhere only at markets in Italy 

and Spain where customers smelled leather goods to detect whether they are of genuine leather. 
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Yet an analogy can be drawn between smelling African objects and leather goods. In both cases 

the genuineness of the piece is checked through its smell. Classen, Howes and Synnott (1994: 

193) point out that 'perhaps stemming from the original use of smell to tell whether something is 

good to eat or not, odour is an important means by which consumers judge the value and 

effectiveness of a product' . 

While I was selling African objects at the PAM, 12 Maasai calabash containers and 13 Zambian 

wooden bowls were displayed in 'my' room. These objects had a very strong odour. The trader 

for whom I was acting as a salesperson had told me that it came from residues of goat's milk and 

dried blood which had been carried in the containers when they were still in regular use in their 

places of origin. The odour, which filled the whole room, intrigued many customers, some of 

whom inquired about it. When told what the smell was, and from which objects it came; most 

then took the objects in their hands to get an even closer sense of the scent. Their reactions was 

always one of enchantment, particularly when they saw minute signs of repair on some of the 

objects, revealing in their minds' eyes that these were authentic because they had clearly been 

used and were not simply items produced for sale. One woman cried out:' that's what I wanted, 

that is a real piece of Africa. You can smell that it was used and it will always remind [me] of 

Africa' (6.6.97). A Swedish man was so attracted by the objects' odour that he bought three 

wooden pots. He remarked: 'It is amazing that the pots still smell like milk and fire. I hope they 

will still smell when I am at home. My friends must see and smell this. It's Africa' (12.6.97). 

The examples show how the scent or odour of an object helps to create a social relationship 

between the beholder and the object through an assumption about the object's earlier social life. 

Moreover it also hints at a relationship between potential purchaser and previous user, for both of 

whom the object is or has been a possession. The object carries 'sensory memory' (Seremetakis 

1994: 10-11) Seremetakis remarks: 'The sensory connection between perceiver and artifact 

completes the latter in an unexpected and non-prescribed fashion because the perceiver is also 

the recipient of the unintended after-effect of the artifacts presence ... ' (Seremetakis 1994: 11). 

That characteristic of the object then mediates the relationship between purchaser and previous 
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owner in much the same way as it occurs in the relationship between successive owners of a 

famous artwork in what might be described as its 'genealogy ofpossession,46. 

Returning to the issues of odour: To relate to something by smelling it is quite widely regarded 

as a rather intimate means of encountering the world (Howes 1991). While I was harassed by the 

'stink' in 'my' PAM room most of the day, tourists who entered the room (themselves smelling 

of all kinds of perfumes and deodorants) were attracted by the objects' odour. Yet, if one 

considers the above remarks, and they represent many other cases, to the 'clean' smelling tourist, 

the scent of natural decay and fire seemed part of what they had expected of Africa. Classen, 

Howes and Synnott (1994: 2) note that 'the perception of smell, thus, consists not only of the 

sensation of the odours themselves, but of experiences and emotions associated with them' (see 

also chapter 4). Moreover, the scent or odour of the objects with which we are concerned here 

pointed to its former usage and thereby authenticated it while helping to mask the fact'that it 

might have been produced simply for sale. The scent thus helped to hide the commodity nature 

of the object and allowed the tourist to believe slhe had obtained an authentic 'piece of Africa' . 

Touching objects was another sensory form I observed many customers using, particularly those 

I have called leisurely shoppers. It was as if many such people had to touch every object, lift it 

up or softly move their hands over the objects' surfaces. Soapstone figures with their smooth 

surfaces were most preferred, but customers also stroked bakuba cloths to feel their texture, or 

let their fingers flow through the many necklaces hanging off the canopies of many stalls. One 

woman combed her fingers through the hairy edges of a mask before holding it onto her face. 

Another followed the outlines of wooden sculptures with her fingers. 

This tendency to touch African objects resonates with the way many national monuments are 

touched: the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia which, when touched, is said to promise good luck; or 

the black Madonna in Montserat in Spain which has been touched so often by pilgrims in hope of 

revelation that the ivory has turned black. While customers at the markets did not appear to touch 

, the African objects on display there in the hope of attaining good luck or revelation, what they 

46 The tenn was suggested to me by my supervisor Dr. Spiegel during his thorough revision of my thesis. 
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were doing was making tactile contact, through an object, with what they understood to be a 

different culture. They thus enhanced and personalised their relationship with items they had 

previously seen only in a museum show case, catalogue or other graphic representation. By 

touching the objects the shopper attempted to get behind the representation creating a personal, 

even physical. relationship with it, a relation beyond its consumption as a mere commodity. 

Leisurely shoppers also looked at objects for many minutes, inspecting each angle and 

comparing those with the angles of the various similar objects all displayed side by side, to find 

what was, for them, the unique one among them. The behaviour of one American woman offers 

a rather extreme example of a fonn of behaviour I observed played out repeatedly by others. 

Attempting to select an item for purchase, she picked 20 lion figures, carved out of soapstone, 

from the stall of three neighbouring traders at Greenmarket Square. They were all pretty much 

the same size, colour and price. She displayed them side by side on the ground. Touching and 

looking at each, she first chose ten, and then reduced them to five, until she had just two left. The 

traders who tried to convince her that one of the lions from their particular stall was the best of 

the 20 did not distract her. Eventually she decided to take just one of the remaining two lions, but 

without bargaining over the price ofR45 with the trader to whom she believed it belonged. The 

selection process took about 30 minutes, at the end of which she left the three traders arguing 

about whose stock the lion she had bought had come from. To the traders, with their penchant 

nonnally for using various means to make an item appear unique and therefore worth the 

purchase, all these lions had looked fairly much the same: soapstone objects representing a lion. 

However, the customer's careful selection of one transfonned it into an inalienable possession to 

be taken home, as a fonn of artwork. 

I was fortunate to meet up with this same American woman later and I asked her how she had 

decided which one to choose. She answered: '1 don't really know, I was simply looking for the 

best, I shall display it in my living room'. And so I pursued the issue by asking her how she 

would to refer to the object. Her response: 'art'. And then, after a moment of further thinking: 

'African souvenir' (24.8.98). 

Differences in purchasers' selection methods indicate different degrees of masking of the 

commodity nature of the purchased objects. The rapid shopper seeking gifts and souvenirs to 
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take back home placed little importance on the objects' history, quality or place of purchase. The 

leisurely shoppers, who were the majority (75% of those whose shopping behaviour I observed), 

spent time with the object before purchasing it, thereby creating a personal relationship with it by 

smelling, touching and looking at it, as well as by listening to the stories traders told. 

To sum up, the tourist quest for African objects was variously constituted by the tourist's interest 

in difference, and herlhis expectations, often in the form of stereotypic images of the host 

country/continent and its material culture. The tourist's image of the traditional, handcrafted or 

art object had the potential to mask the commodity nature of the African objects s/he was 

purchasing, and hence to hide the possibility that the objects were produced simply for sale to 

such tourists. While many tourists realised that many such objects were produced for sale, they 

allowed themselves to be enchanted by traders' stories, thereby overshadowing the commodity 

nature of the objects they purchased. Tourists thus overcame the dilemma of knowing that the 

objects they were buying were commodities by granting what they were seeing a particular kind 

of authenticity. They related to the object as a piece of Africa, a souvenir or a gift in ways that all 

helped to transport the object into spheres of social life, beyond that of commodity consumption. 

5. Conclusion -The travelling object 

Tuesday 3 March 1998. I am standing with my field notebook in the international departure 

terminal of Cape Town International Airport, close to the South African Airways check-in 

counter. Many people are 9,ueuing there. Most are carrying loads of luggage. A man stands 

beside a huge wooden giraffe (approximately 150m high). Empty toilet paper rolls protect the 

giraffe's ears. Its body is engulfed in bubble wrap. The man in front of him sits on an African 

drum, also carefully bubble-wrapped. Both watch what is happening before them at the counter 

where a woman, also with a huge wooden giraffe, is checking in with an unwrapped giraffe. The 

check-in clerk tens her that she may not take it into the cabin with her. She responds angrily, 

complaining that such a restriction is ridiculous. South African Airways must allow tourists to 

take home the objects they have bought in South Africa. The giraffe will surely break if she must 

check it in with the suitcases. She begs the clerk to allow her to take it on board with her as cabin 

luggage, explaining loudly she has carried the giraffe around for nearly her whole South African 

holiday. The agent, unable to sympathise, tells her that it is against security regulations about 

which she can do nothing. Eventually, the woman, looking very worried, hands in the unwrapped 
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giraffe with her suitcase. Shaking her head, she leaves the counter, but not before those behind 

her in the queue, having observed what was happening, have become involved, all saying that the 

ruling is ridiculous. The man with the drum now tells the woman queuing in front of him that he 

has searched Cape Town for five days to fmd his drum, and that he would hold South African 

Airways responsible if the drum were to break in the aircraft's hold or in the handling process en 

route. 

Later, in the departure hall where passengers waited after checking in, I observe various people 

carrying giraffes of the same size as that which had been the subject of the woman's earlier 

dispute. I then observed her approaching one man with such a giraffe, and talking to him. 

Nearby, various other people are sitting waiting to be called to board their flights. One young 

man embraces the large Fang mask that he has placed on his legs and is now leaning on. A 

nearby group of Austrian tourists relate their holiday experiences and show each other the 

objects they had bought. I now approach the first woman. She repeats for me her check-in 

counter ordeal, saying that she could cry because, up till that point, she had really taken so much 

care to assure that the giraffe would not break. Yet now, she is sure, it will indeed be broken and 

through no fault of her own. 'It is just not fair' she complains, other airlines allow you to carry 

such big objects onto the aeroplane. You see all the other people here with big pieces and 

giraffes. If I had known that they are so strict I would have at least wrapped the giraffe'. What, I 

then asked does she plan to do with the giraffe once she is at home: '} had planned to put it in my 

garden, to be reminded of a beautiful holiday. I do not know if I will ever have the chance to 

come to Africa again and now my best piece might get broken'. The woman's disappointment is 

palpable. She seems close to tears despite the reassurances of a Scottish couple in their late 

sixties who say that they have had the same experience when travelling the previous year, and 

that nothing had been broken. 

Why was this woman so bitterly distraught? She had selected her special piece of Africa and 

taken great care of it. Now, at the final stage of her journey, she had to take the risk that her 

valuable token might be broken, or lost. Such incidents reveal much about consumers' 

perceptions of the objects they have purchased during their travels, as do the careful ways that 
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travellers handled the objects they have bought, and the manner in which they show the objects 

off to fellow travellers (and to me, during my interviews with them). 

Such behaviour reveals the tourist's sense of a personal relationship with the objects s/he has 

selected to take home, a relationship confirmed by the fact that most people I observed at the 

airport carried their newly purchased African objects in their hand luggage. I saw such objects 

sticking out of their bags and in specially protected packages. As one Austrian woman explained: 

'I've got everything I bought in South Africa here in my bag. I am afraid my suitcase might be 

lost and I would lose all the nice African things. I can buy new clothes at home, but not such 

things' (Interview no. 49, Airport 4.3.98). To her, as to many others, the most valuable 

possessions to take home were their African objects. 

To conclude: I have argued that tourists did not generally arrive at the markets with the intention 

of simply buying a commodity, a point that is supported by the fact that some tourists were 

disappointed about what they perceived as the commercial nature of the markets. Eight out of 22 

respondents who completed the detailed questionnaire I had left at various hotels and 

guesthouses wrote that they had found the markets too commercialised (six of the eight bought 

African objects there nevertheless). From the informants interviewed at the markets and at the 

airport, 13% referred to the African objects as mass-produced, kitsch, commercial and tourist 

goods and 25% disliked them because they had expected the markets to be more original and had 

hoped to find more individual pieces. A male tourist from England interviewed at the airport, 

commented about the markets: 'They are too commercialised, ... they could be anywhere in the 

world ... if one wants to buy such tourist stuff one should buy it in Indonesia ... they know at least 

how to carve properly. The things I saw are rubbish'. He had spent three weeks in South Africa 

(Interview no. 93, Airport 7.3.98). Another male tourist, this one from Germany and who had 

spent three weeks in South Africa, said about the objects he saw at Greenmarket Square that: 'It 

is all mass produced stuff, probably not even from Africa but from Taiwan. The masks are like 

Venetian gondolas .. .I do not buy such kitsch in Venice, so why should buy it here?' (Interview 

no. 82 Greenmarket Square 17.9.98.) Others remarked: 'There are no unique pieces here. It is all 

the same tourist stuff wherever one goes'; or 'I hoped to find something more unique', or 'It is 

aU mass-produced ... I was looking for real African art, like I saw in Brussels in galleries ~ .. It 
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seems that aU African art is in Europe and in the States'. Such remarks show that some tourists 

felt cheated by having found an economy that closely resembles the one they had left behind at 

home. For them, the commodity nature of African objects could not be masked by the 

enchantment of the markets as they saw them operating. Curtis and Pajaczkowska (1994: 208-

209) note that 'the complexity of the [shopping] relationship may account for cynical dismay [by 

the tourist] at the sight of 'inauthentic' souvenirs--mass-produced versions of regional artefacts'. 

The cynical tourist's sense of the 'real Africa', and its enchanting nature, required a stronger 

kind of masking of the commodity nature of the tourist industry in which they were consumers. 

However, three quarters (75%) of the tourists interviewed had enjoyed the markets, and they all 

claimed that their expectations of an African market had been met. Such tourists said to me that 

they liked the markets because of the large variety of African objects displayed there, the 

friendliness of the traders and sales-persons, and the many interesting people they had met there. 

A female tourist from Germany, whom I met at the PAM, called the markets' heimlich' (literally 

'homely' but with a strong connotation of intimacy in a place where one enjoys privacy). 

'Heimlich' was followed by the remark: 'I saw a woman breast feeding her child', revealing a 

sense that she had gained access into the private life of the saleswoman, something less than 

likely to have occurred had the market been more openly commercialised (as she understood the 

notion). The insight she gained into the private life of another person extended her personal 

shopping experience beyond the consumption of objects as commodities and helped mask for her 

the market's commercial nature. Such 'privileged insights' into the lives of traders, which many 

tourists felt they gained when visiting the markets, functioned as 'truth markers' which, 

according to MacCanneU, 'function to cement the bond of tourist and [tourist] attraction by 

elevating the information possessed by the tourist to privileged insights' (1976: 13 7 -138). 

In this chapter I have focused on the tourist as a customer at the markets where I conducted 

fieldwork. I have done that in order to understand their demand for the goods on sale at the 

markets, and place that understanding into the maim argument of my dissertation. I have looked 

at the choices made by consumers to discover what motivated their quest for African objects and 

how they realised that quest. The major reasons customers purchased African objects were that 

the objects represented what they perceived as being typically African or African art, that the 
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object was handcrafted, and that it had been produced according to traditional prototypes and 

revealed signs of use in ritual or daily life of the people who had produced it-including smells. 

AU of these were qualities that helped to enchant the tourist and mask the commercial 

circumstances under which slbe had obtained the object purchased. 

Analysing consumers' demands for African objects also gives us insights into the reasons for the 

masking process of the commodity nature of the objects I studied, particularly during the 

interactions between traders and customers. A significant reason for that masking process was 

that customers did not come to the markets simply to buy a commodity. Rather, they wished to 

obtain what they perceived as an 'authentic' piece of Africa or African art. Analysing how the 

consumer's demand was constituted in terms of stereotypes of Africa gives us insights into the 

perceptions of consumers, mainly non-African, about what constitutes 'authentic' Africa or 

African art for them. This is an issue I return to in chapter eight. Before I do that, however, I 

focus attention on a special kind of consumer of African objects-the collector, and I use the 

chapter that follows to do that and to show how collectors' relationships with the objects in their 

private collections were another means of masking the commodity nature of African objects. 
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Chapter seven: The Collectible-an object of passion 

For a while the object is a :resistant material body, it is also, simultaneously, a mental realm over 

which I hold sway, a thing whose meanmg is governed by myself alone. It is all my own, the 

object of my passion (Baudrillard 1968: 110). 

1. Introduction 

So far I have investigated African objects in the world of the three Cape Town markets on which 

much of my study focused. I have been concerned with how, and the extent to which, the 

commodity nature of African objects was masked by their non-commodity characteristics, 

characteristics they derived from such attributes as the places where they were sold, market 

participants' relationships towards to the objects, and the stories those market participants told 

about the objects. In this chapter I focus on collectors as the archtypical consumers of African 

objects.47 I look closely at how they too masked these objects' commodity nature, and how, in 

seeing themselves as superior to tourists-consumers, they reinforced that masking. Three issues 

concern us here: First, collectors' denials that their collections were investments. Second, the 

way collectors differentiated themselves from other purchasers of African objects. Third 

collectors' 'passionate' relationships with their objects. All three demonstrate how collectors 

convinced themselves (and others) that collecting is not simply hoarding commodities but a 

sophisticated passion for 'pieces of art' that are clearly, therefore, not simple commodities. 

My fieldwork brought me into contact with twelve collectors (nine South Africans and three 

Germans). Seven said they had been collectors, not necessarily of African objects, from a young 

age. The remaining five had started collecting as adults, aU with African objects. They were 

variously motivated to collect. Helga (German) had lived in Senegal for six years with her 

husband and there experienced African dances and began to coHect African masks. Irene 

(German) inherited her deceased husband's collection and felt she should maintain it. Joyce and 

Barbara (both South African) became interested in the objects during university studies in history 

47 Collectors both in the private and public sphere and their networks or relationships with each other play an 
important role in determining the authenticity and the value of African objects. They were among the first to 
appropriate the African object into the realm of art (Taylor 2003, Plattner 2000, Errington 1997, Torgovnick, 1990, 
Price 1989). 
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of art, an intcn:,gt that dcveloped into eollccting. Bernd (Soulh African) <li<l -pcrccive hi, 

coll""tion as an investment. He ,aid: 'T 'tarted to collect African art because T f1ad read in many 

paper> that collecting would bc a good invcstmcnt. . .I am rctir"d. Colkclmg gi \iCS mc somelhing 

to do.. T.iving in Afnca llmv" good (~lp"rtuniti es to obtain African art for a go()d price' 

{3.6.97)" _ 

Table 4: Demographic data abom collectors interviewed 

Pearce (l'N2) argue~ that to collect" an instinctual human characteri,tic. Chil<lrcn collect 

stamps, coins, ,hells, <linky lOYS, etc., and so develop the urge for exchanging an<l trading lheir 

collected tr"aSlLTCS (Pearce 1992: 47). Yet, not eVLryone i, a collector nor can everyone afford to 

be one. According to Alsop (1982), 'to collttt is to gathcr objects belonging to a category the 

collector happLns tll fatlCy; and art collecting is a form of collecting, on which the category is, 

bmadly speaking, works of art' (Alsop 19S2: 76). Hence, colkctions comprise objects taken O\lt 

" He refe r< to t1>< ohjcct>., . n nol '" commooilic>, Jeo1'itc hi, awarenc" that hi , collcc liun i, ,, put""!;al 
lnvc,lme,u J return to lhi , point he lQw_ 
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of their former contexts and grouped with other similarly categorised objects in a self-contained 

and self-referential unit, the collection. In the case of African objects, which are often objects of 

daily use such wooden bowls or spoons, their original functions are substituted by others, for 

example, their aesthectics (Steiner 1994: 13). 

In this chapter 1 aim to understand collecting in the context of my argument about the 

commodification, and its masking, of African objects. I use field data to show and analyse how 

and why collectors masked the commodity nature of the objects in their collections and shops, 

and to compare their masking devices with those used by other market participants. 

2. CoUecting-=the masking of an investment? 

AU twelve collectors seemed to have spent large sums on their collections of between 200 and 

3,000 pieces. Yet, when I asked them: 'Do you perceive your collection as an investment?' AU 

but two answered: 'No', explaining in words similar to Thomas's: 'I buy what appeals to my 

senses and not what appeals to my bank account' (7.6.97). Or as Jacques, who had the largest 

collection, put it: 'Collecting is my life, the cost of objects is unimportant to me' (17.2.98). As 

Jan, who collects South African beadwork, said: 'Ifit were an investment, I would be very 

wealthy man, which I am not' (8.8.98). Why, I was led to wonder, did these collectors deny that 

their collections were investments? Was it because recognising their collections as investments 

would also mean accepting the objects' commercial values as potential commodities? 

Most collectors in the research sample did not perceive the objects in their collections as 

commodities (Steiner 1994: 163). Andrew, a collector and a gallery owner who sometimes took 

items from his collection to sen in his gallery, explained: 'I sell it in my gallery when it becomes 

a commodity to me'. His remark led me to ask him: 'How does it become a commodity?' His 

reply: 'I do not want to hoard things in my house. Sometimes pieces of my collection lose th~ir 

personal value to me. I lose interest in them. Just recently, 1 sold two very valuable pieces 

[Yoroba figurines] from my collection because, when 1 looked at them, they were commodities, 

they had no meaning to me any more and I did not want be surrounded by them' (15.8.1998). 

Andrew's statement indicates that, when obtaining items for his collection, he did not regard 

them as commodities, and he therefore masked their commodity nature by reference to their 
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special meaning to him. As he said, 'The piece has to speak to me, it has to have a strong 

presence, so that I enjoy its aesthetic qualities'. Yet, that special meaning can be lost, particularly 

when objects are seen as being too common, even if only by their being copied, because that then 

revealed their commodity nature: 'The Yoruba figurines had lost this presence ... Maybe I saw too 

many copies of them elsewhere' (15.8.98). 

Andrew's statements reveal the personal nature of collecting and of the relationship between 

collector and object. It also reveals how their being personalised transforms the objects in a 

collection into non-commodities. As the African object enters the world of collectibles it leaves 

the world of the markets and circulating commodities, at least for the time it is part of a 

collection. Kopytoff (1986: 65) has described this process of removal from the market sphere as 

decommodification and singularisation. The African object is decommodified by the substitution 

of its exchange value with non-material, ideological values. Hence its commodity nature is 

masked. The object may be enhanced by the aesthetic evaluations imposed on it by the individual 

collector; it may become sacralised or fetishised. The object is singularised, in that it is no longer 

object X among a mass of objects found at the markets. It becomes unique in the eyes of the 

collector. But at the same time it becomes part onarger entity-a collection. 

Singularisation involves aU collector picking out a certain object and not another. Singularisation 

may. however, result in a paradox. As Kopytoffhas noted: 'As one makes them more singular 

and more worthy of being collected, one makes them valuable; and if they are valuable they 

acquire a price and become a commodity and their singularisation is to that extent undermined' 

(1986: 81). The latter process was exactly what the collectors I interviewed seemed to want to 

hide, through denying the investment value of their collections. Instead of emphasising their 

exchange value. they emphasised the symbolic value, in terms of status and prestige, of their 

collections. As Eric explained: 'It helps me in my gallery that people know that I have been a 

collector for a long time. You are seen as an expert' (27.1.98). A unique piece in a collection, or 

an entire unique collection, exemplifies good taste, education, expertise and extended trading 

networks, rather than simply wealth. Talking to collectors revealed that their world was not free 

of competition and status orientation. All collectors were proud of their own personal collection 

and convinced that it was the best. As Eric remarked about another collector who had more 
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objects than he: 'It's quality not quantity that counts' (27.1.98). Or, as Irene said of one of the 

South African collectors: 'His pieces are of bad quality. He told me that he has conected for so 

many years and he has a gallery. [Yet] I cannot understand how he can collect such pieces, nor 

that he can actually sell them' (23.9.98). 

Despite the emphasis collectors placed on the symbolic value of their collections, most kept 

records of the estimated market values of the objects they possessed. By doing so they revealed 

the blurred nature of the art-commodity boundary. Such records included price lists of similar 

objects obtained by major auction houses, and prices displayed at galleries or obtained by asking 

other collectors. Moreover, most collectors I met constantly bought and sold objects, some 

purchasing African objects solely to resen them. Table 4 indicates that five of the twelve 

collectors were owners of galleries that specialised in African objects. Hence, just like the market 

traders, their livelihoods depended on sales of such objects. Such gallery owners distinguished 

the objects to be sold from those they kept in their collections. Yet, as we have seen, they 

occasionally resold one of their prized objects. This occurred especially when they were 

promised enough return to purchase a yet better object so as to increase the standard of their 

whole collection. 

That collectors kept lists of the objects' prices, and that they sometimes sold them, were clear 

indications of the exchange value of the objects in their collection, hence of their potential to be 

commodities.49 Yet, when I talked to collectors about the matter, most were adamant that their 

collections did not comprise simple commodities. Just as the Nigerian Tiv (Bohannan 1959) 

ranked three spheres of exchangeSO across the boundaries of which exchanges were particular 

difficult, so, it seemed, did most of the collectors I met. They appeared to differentiate 

particularly clearly between ordinary (lowest sphere) commodities (which included street market 

objects) and the objects in their personal collections. Collectibles were ranked as highly 

prestigious, their commodity nature masked by the status they bestowed on their owners and by 
, 

the fact that, when exchanged for cash (as commodities), it was primarily in order to generate the 

49 Knowledge of the market value of collectibles is also crucial for insurance purposes. 
so The 1iv's exchange spheres: the lowest is the commodity sphere, the second is the prestige sphere. the third is the 
sphere in which women and children are exchanged (Bohannan 1959). 
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means necessary to obtain an even more socially valuable object for the collection. In a sense. 

then, the collectibles formed a very highly prestigious spbere of items, exchangeable only for 

items of similar status yet often requiring commodification-tbrough use of money-to effect 

those excbanges. The objects in galleries seemed to represent a middle sphere, in that collectors 

perceived the gallery objects as less commercialised than those at street markets, but more so 

than their collectibles. Hence, collectors appeared to construct a symbolic spbere of exchange of 

collectibles which differentiated them from things they perceived as commodities. 

Within the symbolic sphere of exchange of collectibles, the most preferred yet infrequently 

possible form of exchange is to swap one object for another belonging to another collector, and 

thereby to avoid explicit money valuations. Most collectors bad a few items in their collections 

wmch they had obtained through swops. Jacques, for example, bad recently visited New York, to 

swop three ofms objects for a piece that, he said, was too valuable to be obtained through a 

money-based purchase. The American collector exchanged his object for Jacques' objects 

because he could not find good enough examples of them in the States, and he desired them to 

complete his own collectionsi . Swopping collectibles is a form of exchange that not only keeps 

the objects in their appropriate sphere of exchange between persons of appropriate status-like 

the kula valuables in the Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 1922). It also creates and maintains 

interpersonal relationships between those of appropriate status and reinforces those statuses. 

Collectors' exchanges with one another imply recognising each other's collector status and 

create social networks through which imaginary boundaries between collectors and non

collectors are created. I return to the issue below. 

SI I was told that he had wanted them to 'complete' his collection. But observing the extent to which collectors were 
always keen to find additional items to improve their collection, the notion of completion seems inappropriate. Yet 
to say that one's collection is always in need of improvement is to say that it is not really as good as one would like 
it to be, and therefore not of the status that deserves to be acknowledged as a real collection. To say it needs an item 
or two to reach completion is less threatening of that status. 
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3. The collector 

Suddenly such collectors emerge alongside Noah, at the margin of human adventure, that pivotal 

point where man finds mmselfrivalling God and teeters between mastery and madness (Elsner and 

Cardinal 1994: 6). 

Collectors I interviewed not only differentiated the objects in their collections from those other 

research participants purchased. They also differentiated themselves from others among my 

research participants. Collectors' self-definitions or. better, their descriptions of themselves as 

collectors and others as people who simply accumulate objects, contained within them devices 

for masking the commercial nature of collectibles. A major form of distinction was the 

collectors' assertions of authority to determine the authenticity of African objects. 

Collectors' attitudes to non-collectors, and their claims of authority. were revealed by many of 

their statements. Eric said: 'There has been an influx of African traders coming in from aU parts 

of Africa, bringing with them copies, copies and more copies, and very bad copies, to which they 

refer as antiques ... tourists buy that cheap stuff. They do not know what they buy. and they have 

no eye to distinguish fakes from originals. They sometimes come to my shop and wonder why 

the things I sell are so much more expensive than the objects they see at Greenmarket Square. 

Tourists never buy from me. My clients are mainly collectors' (27.1. 98). Or, as Andrew put it: 

'Tourists and laymen do not see the different quality of the things I sen. They get confused when 

they see the objects I keep upstairs [Andrew kept some objects on the second floor of his shop 

which, according him, were collector's items]. That is why I opened the ganery in the Waterfront 

where I only sen collector's items' (16.1.98). Jacques, talking about street traders. said: 'They 

sell rubbish. One can find the odd good piece among them. But most of it is faked and 

manufactured in Cameroon in large factories. Street traders cater for a different market; they sell 

to people who do not know a thing about African art. They do not know the difference. I would 

never buy such crap' (17.2.98). Yet. Jacques was involved in ongoing relationships with traders, 

when I visited him two market traders came to his house to offer their objects to him. Such 

remarks reveal collectors' sceptical and sneering attitudes towards street market traders, tourists 

and laypersons who, collectors said, lack the ability to judge the quality and ascertain the 

authenticity of African objects (Errington 1997: 138). Yet, the remarks also reveal that collectors 
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are just as much performers as market traders are. In chapter five 1 showed how traders used 

stories to persuade their customers to purchase objects from them. Collectors perfonn in a 

similar way. They also tell stories about themselves and their collections to persuade other 

collectors, friends, scholars or the visiting anthropologist that the objects in their collections are 

authentic. Similar to traders, collectors construct stories about the object's life history either by 

reciting a genealogy of ownership or the ethnographic data of the objects in their collections 

(Errington 1997: 98-101, Gershick Pers. Comm.). 

What were the reasons for the collectors' sense of superiority? It seemed as if collectors used the 

claim that others sen and buy cheap copies and fakes, made for the sole purpose of sale, to 

reassure themselves of the authenticity and the essentially non-commodified nature of the objects 

in their collections (Errington 1997: 115, 137). Constructing stories which pronounce the 

collectors superiority over other enabled them to mask the commodity character of their 

collectibles by maintaining that it is others who buy commodities, not real collectors. 

Yet, the collectors' claim about the authenticity of their collectibles appears frail, indeed 

motivated by their awareness, and fear, of the presence of inauthentic objects. As Eric explained: 

'To find the right piece is like walking in a minefield. There are so many good fakes and copies 

around' (27.1.1998). ONeIl (1989: xvii) says that: 'One might imagine that the concept of 

authenticity begins in any society when the possibility of fraud arises, and that fraud is at least 

possible whenever transactions ... routinely occur, especially when the society becomes so large 

that one usually deals with strangers, not with neighbours'. By constructing a negative image of 

non-coUectors and their objects, and by establishing their own closed trading networks, 

collectors construct an imaginary boundary which enables them to reassure themselves that 

'strangers' and their undesirable, inauthentic objects are kept on the other side of the boundary. 

In a sense, the highly preferred exchange of objects between 'reputable' collectors was a means 

of maintaining that very boundary. 

Another means to differentiate themselves from others and to reinforce their superior status as 

collectors was to claim 'a trained eye'. Eric explained: 'I have a wen-trained eye. 1 can 

distinguish a fake from an original. 1 look, for example, for signs of use. I know that they fake 
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them as well. However, if you know what to look for, you can see that it is faked' (27.1.98). In 

our discussions, all English-speaking collectors used the phrases 'trained eye' or 'develop an 

eye'. These phrases are unusual in the Gennan language. German-speaking collectors used the 

phrase 'I had to develop a feeling for the objects' [/ch mufJte ein Gefiihlfiir die Objelcte 

entwickeln]. The phrases 'trained eye' and 'develop a feeling' refer to collectors' ability to 

distinguish a fake from an authentic object, to determine its origin and age and whether it 

represents a traditional prototype (Errington 1997: 101). Significantly, they also refer to the 

collectors' ability to appreciate an object's aesthetic value, exemplified in the comment that: 'the 

object has to speak to me, it has to have a strong presence' . 

Those phrases are based on modernist art historical theory. Recall my discussion in chapter one 

about modernist art historians' claims that 'art speaks to those who can hear art speak' (Bell 

1958: 98, cf. Fry 1920. Collingwood 1959, Greenberg 1965). Collectors too saw themselves as 

those who 'can hear art speak' ['the object has to speak to me'] and thereby distinct from others 

who lack the competence to 'spiritually' appreciate art. The collected African object is, like art, 

thus embroiled in a social status distinction, enabling collectors to construct an image of 

themselves as a distinct social category. with a superior understanding and appreciation of the 

objects' aesthetic qualities. The process of social distinction helped collectors to mask the 

commodity nature of their collectibles. As Crain (1997: 292) points out, 'domination [or 

differentiation] proceeds through the appropriation of significations of other groups [traders and 

tourists] as elites [collectors] strive to control signification through the monopoly of the code 

[art]'. 

Yet, comparing the characteristics of tourists and other laypersons with collectors reveals 

significant similarities to those of collectors. Like collectors when they had just begun to 

collect,52 most tourists were 'novices' who had never before confronted such an abundance of 

African objecp;. Tourists needed to obtain infonnation about the objects they encountered at the 

S2 Comments of some collectors about beginning to collect: Jacques: 'As a beginner, it is very hard to tell if a piece 
is really authentic. I was always afraid that I would buy a fake', Eric: 'I found the objects ugly and could not believe 
anyone would like to own them'. Zandile: 'After I got this fetish I became very interested in African art. I bought 
books, catalogues and magazines about African art and studied them. I also went to art galleries frequently to get an 
eye for the objects. At first it was not easy to know what to buy'. 
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markets and did so from traders. Tourists took in the traders' stories and compared different 

objects, thereby 'training their eyes,' seeking the one piece that would fit their expectations of an 

object representing Africa, and their journey. Collectors had to 'train their eyes' to be able to find 

an object representing the overall status of their collection. Both conectors' and tourists' reasons 

for 'training the eyes' arose from their search for authentic African objects. 

Conectors' criteria for selecting a particular object were also similar to those tourists or other 

laypersons applied. As mentioned in chapter six, tourists and other customers selected objects 

that were handcrafted, exotic and produced according to traditional prototypes, or items 

previously used in ritual or in the daily life of the people who had produced them. These were 

the criteria used to ensure that the object purchased represented a typical piece of Africa. Most 

collectors mentioned the same criteriaS3 for their choices of African objects. And, similar to 

tourists when selecting objects, conectors also smelled, touched and inspected the object 

carefully. Jacques explained: 'The scent of a piece is important. If it has a strong smell of fire, 

you know that it could be faked ... They bury the pieces in the ground and make a fire above 

them, so that they look old' (17.2. 98). Jacques' remark is revealing of the constructed 

constitution of authenticity. In chapter six I showed how some tourists enjoyed the strong smell 

of objects and perceived odour as an indication of an object's authenticity. Yet, according to 

Jacques, a strong smell can indicate a faked object. The different interpretations of an object's 

scent show there is no absolute way to define authenticity. Tourists and conectors both sought 

authenticity, but they constituted it differently. Indeed, as Cohen (1988: 374) notes: 'authenticity 

is a socially constructed concept and its social connotations are therefore not given but 

negotiable'. 

Collectors' definitions of authenticity were quite erudite since they based their knowledge on 

books, catalogues and magazines about African art. All possessed libraries of books about their 

S3 Irene: 'The object has to be authentic. Authentic pieces are pieces that were made for traditional purposes, 
traditional use and were also of high artistic values. The most obvious difference between a copy and an authentic 
piece is quality of their carving, which is poor and the fact that they are new'. Irene's statement summarises the 
statements made by most collectors regarding authenticity and the criteria for selecting objects. 
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objects, although some told me that their interest in the meanings and historical backgrounds of 

the objects had developed seriously only after their first acquisitions of African objects. They did 

not read much about objects before they started to collect. But thereafter they had turned to 

literature to help 'train their eyes'. Although tourists based their knowledge of the objects they 

had purchased mainly on the stories traders told them, those very stories often elaborated items 

in books and catalogues traders read about African objects, books and catalogues that collectors 

too consulted. 

What, then, really underlay the collectors' claims that they were different and superior to 

tourists? Perhaps it was based on a common belief in western thought in the authority of the 

written word over the oral (Finnegan 1998: 170). Collectors fetishised the intellectual endeavour 

of becoming knowledgeable from textual sources; tourists fetishised the oral source, which they 

understood to represent the 'real' Africa of non-literacy performance, rather than written 

infonnation transfer. Yet, no matter whether it was the written or the oral story, aU had the 

potential to place the object into a context beyond that of commodity consumption. 

4. Passion for the object 

Especially after having visited Jacques at his home where he housed his collection, I wondered 

why people actually gather so many objects of the same kind. Jacques is an extreme example of a 

collector. 1 had never seen so many African objects in one place, apart from at the PAM. They 

were everywhere: in the kitchen, the bathroom, the three bedrooms, the lounge and even in the 

toilet. One could move only very carefully through the rooms and passages to avoid stepping on 

the objects. Jacques admitted he could not clean his house because oflack of space. His house 

truly reflected his passion for the objects and for collecting. He explained: 'I live with my 

objects. There is no space for a woman in my house' (17.2.98)54. 

Case 13: A- visit to a collector's home- 'The sultan orA-mean objects' 

Jacques' house was situated in upmarket Camps Bay, Cape Town. Entering his garden I noticed the remains ofms 

former coUection, around 200 cacti. He told me he his collection had numbered some 5000 cacti before he had 

54 Whether that refers to a woman as companion or as cleaner was not altogether clear. 
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started collecting African objects. He had also previously collected various other things, including Cape Dutch 

garden furniture. minerals, shells and indigenous planm. His house and garden bore the traces of all these 

collections. Jacques was in his mid-fifties. He was divorced and lived alone. 

Jacques had started collecting African objecm five years earlier. His collection included over 3,000 pieces 

from all over Africa, and at least 100 books about African objects. He began by collecting southern African objecm, 

concentrating on headrests and weapons. Later he included objects from central and east Africa and, at the time of 

my fieldwork, he was concentrating on west African objects. He explained that starting to collect ~ southern Africa 

is convenient for a beginner. because. he said., objects there are not faked as often as in other regions: • As a 

beginner, it is very hard to tell if a piece is really authentic. I was always afraid that I would buy a fake'. 

Jacques obtained his objecm through various sources. Sometimes he travelled to the people using and 

producing the objec1s. He showed me photographs of a trip to Namibia, where he sought to acquire objects from the 

. Himba people. He knew only a few words in the Himba language. Communication thus took the form of his drawing 

in the sand the objecm he wanted. The Himba, he said., were very willing to exchange objects with him for money 

and for goods, such as maize meal, sugar and tobacco. Other objects he owned had belonged to an old collection 

from a Belgian woman who had lived in Rwanda. Her missionary grandfather had collected the objects. but she had 

no interest in the collection after leaving Rwanda and asked a dealer in Paris to sell it. He offered the collection to 

Jacques who, unlike some others, frequently bought whole collections. According to Jacques, to just take the good 

pieces would be to 'decapitate' a collection. Some other items in his collection had come from a museum in Dubai, 

where, for RSOO, he had acquired two boxes of objects the museum had no use for. Jacques also bought at local 

galleries and acquired objec1s from traders who operated from the PAM, although he insisted that they bring their 

wares to him. Two traders visited him regularly to offer their objecm for sale. In addition, Jacques obtained African 

objecm by swapping them with other collectors. 

I asked Jacques how he decided what kinds of objects to buy. He replied that he was at first only interested 

in 'very primitive and cru.dely executed objecm' but had later started 'to develop a taste for the more refined works'. 

On the whole, he said., it was intuition, taste and knowledge that led him to his decisions. Jacques studied his books 

about African objecm, compared the objec1s' styles, and analysed their patinas and their signs of use: 'The objecm 

have to fit a traditional canon. The patina must be carefully inspected for marks of usage. A knife handle will have a 

much lighter patina at the spot where it was handled. Or a stool will show patina not only at the seat but also on the 

part on which it was carried around'. He mentioned that old patina would 'sweat out' of the wood if objecm were 

left in the sun for a long time. The age of the object was important to him. But, he said., an object could be 200 years 

old and still show no signs of patina because it was never used. He plefened more recent objects, if they showed 

signs of usage, which appeared to be one of his major criteria for choosing an object. Personal taste also influenced 

his selections: 'The piece must speak to me and have a strong presence'. Objects' prices concerned him little. 

According to Jacques, African objec1s' prices vary according to age and the place where they are sold. Jacques 

explained: 'Some good pieces I got very cheap, others were very expensive. However. if they are expensive, they 
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must convince me. Because if I do not like a piece a hundred percent and would buy it for a lot of money, I am sure 

that I would not be able to resell it later on, if I wanted to'. Jacques'livelihood depended on his collection and he 

sold objects to Waterfront galleries. To him, collecting meant constant selling and reselling because as a collector 

becomes more experienced and starts to discover better pieces, slhe needs to exchange them for fewer objects to 

increase the overall standard of her or his collection. 

Jacques clearly distinguished himself from traders who sold on the streets. He maintained: 'They sell 

rubbish'. However, he was equally critical of the African objects displayed at the National Gallery and at some 

commercial galleries in Cape Town. Most objects in the National Gallery, he said, were not authentic, because they 

had never been used. He also criticised the National Gallery for not doing enough to foster public awareness of 

African Art. And, he emphasised: 'The commercial galleries price rubbish objects at very high prices among a few 

good pieces'. Jacques planned to establish a cultural centre in Cape Town where his objects would be displayed. He 

said that an expert from the Museum of Man in Paris would assist him in setting up the project. 

Jacques' house reminded me of BaudriUard's comparison of a collection with a harem and the 

collector with a sultan (Baudrillard 1968: 10-11). In his living room, Jacques sat smrounded by 

all his objects, taking one and then another, showing it to me, explaining its use and its 

distinctiveness. Like the sultan who has power to control his harem, the collector has the power 

to control herlhis collection Jacques said that he derived pleasure from deciding what is good to 

collect and how to arrange the collection. Jacques explained: 'The collection is mine. If I want 

to, I can even throw it all away ... which I did with my cacti'. (17.2.98). As a collector, he can 

exercise an almost absolute form of control: destruction (Elsner and Cardinal 1994: 3). 

In Jacques I saw (what I perceiVed as) a passionate man. The words he used to describe his 

objects reminded me of words used to describe a human being. He never used the pronoun 'it', 

but always she or he, The mask: 'she comes from the Ivory Coast. Look how refined her features 

are'. Touching 'her' features with his fingers, The walking stick: 'look how beautifully he is 

carved', As did some of the traders mentioned in chapter four. Jacques appeared to have 

personified the objects with which he had smrounded himself. His entire life appeared to revolve 

around his objects for which he was seeking an even larger house. Such a passion for objects 

indicates a fonn of fetishism, the fundamental aspect of which. according to Marx, is that the 

objects or 'commodities appear as independent beings endowed with life and entering into 
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relation with one another and the human race .... This 1 call fetishism ... ,55 (Marx [1867] 1993: 

86-87). Objects enter into personal relationships with humans and in this way they become 

fetishes-object of human desire and worship. 

Not all collectors were as passionate as Jacques. But all claimed that conecting was their way of 

life. As Zandile put it: 'I am African. 1 want to be surrounded by African artefacts. 1 love to 

collect them. In fact 1 could spend aU my spare time with my collection. But my husband gets 

angry if 1 spend too much time and money on my artefacts' (19.7.98). Eric too explained: 'I have 

conected from a young age. 1 started with insects and stamps. 1 have collected African art for 30 

years. My collection is my life' (27.1.98). Andrew recognised that collecting might be 

'unhealthy ... 1 am too passionate about some objects, collecting gets under your skin' (16.1.98). 

Such statements indicate that collecting now occupied so large a part of the collectors' lives, that 

their status as collectors, and their collections themselves, had become markers of their identity 

as persons. 'I am what 1 own' says Pearce (1992: 47), while Clifford (1988: 218) notes that: 'In 

the West ... collecting has long been a strategy for the deployment of a possessive self ... • 

Collectors' passion for their objects. in the sense that the objects became part of their 

'possessive' selves, appeared to be major reason for their collecting. Yet, collectors' passionate 

relationships with the objects also appeared to mask the fact that they had actually spent money 

to acquire them. Whenever 1 referred to the financial side of collecting it was as if 1 had 

antagonised them. They shook their heads and claimed that the financial side of collecting plays 

no role, some saying that collecting was a form of addiction and if one gets 'hooked' one cannot 

but go on because there is always a missing piece to complete their collection. Collectors told me 

that I could not understand them or their passionate behaviour without myself becoming a 

collector. As Sebastian said: 'You cannot understand a drug addict,. unless you have been one 

yourself'. 

55 Original:'Hier scheinen die Produkte des menschlichen Kopfes mit eigenem Leben begabte, untereinander und 
mit dem Menschen in Verhiiltnis stehende selbstilndige Gestalten ... Das nenne ich den Fetischismus ... '(Marx 
[1867] 1993: 86-87). 
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Another reason for collecting was the apparent pleasure collectors derived from satisfying what 

some saw as a peculiar hunting and gathering instinct: 'treasure hunting' or 'the thrill of the 

chase' for the missing piece. As Baudrillard (1968) argues, it is precisely the titillation that 

comes from finding a missing piece that is an important motivation to coHect more and more 

objects. Jacques referred to collecting as 'treasure hunting. One never knows what one win find 

the next day. It is very exciting' (17.2.98). One is reminded here at the Dakar-Djibouti Mission 

(1931-1933) which Leiris describes in L'Afrique Fantome(1934). Leins and Griaule were 

members of the mission which was funded by the French government. Its aim was to 'hunt' for 

Afiican objects in 13 African countries for display in French museums. The mission acquired 

3600 objects (forgovnick 1990: 267, nl, Cliffordl988: 169). The hunting instinct appears to be 

part of the ethos of museums and follows the model of natural history collecting in its endeavour 

to collect as many species as possible of the same kind(HaU 1997: 155-156. Errington 1997: 25, 

Stoller Pers. Comm .... ). 

Certain African objects, such as the Zulu spoons which Barbara collected, 'are rare today'. 

Seeking them to fill a gap in her collection seemed to provide her with excitement, thrill and 

pride. 'The thrill of the chase' included travelling to auctions, to places where the object might 

still be found in use, and convincing other collectors to part with a desired piece. Jacques said: 

'The search is the greatest when you collect ... one day you may find a real treasure' (17.2.98). 

According to Barbara, once a person has decided to collect a certain category of objects, she is 

seduced by the objects that fit into that category. Collectors' passionate relationships with the 

objects draw them to the places where they might be discovered, in Barbara's case all the way to 

Belgium. She explained to me: • At first I had one Zulu spoon, now I have 152 spoons. It might 

sound crazy, but I love them. I even went to Brussels to buy three spoons there. I read in 

A/ricques Noire or some other magazine that they were selling them in a gallery in Brussels. I 

had to go ... my husband nearly divorced me for thaf (21.7.98). 

Hence, objects no longer arrived by chance. They were sought after (cf. Pearce 1992). Yet, the 

very fact that collectors were seduced by the objects had the function of masking from 

themselves the financial side of their collecting habit. The absent object, and how to find it, were 
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prime considerations. The cost to obtain it appeared to be ofless concern (Akin 1996:114), 

although in some cases collector's spouses did attempt to control the collectors' urges. 

I also observed how the conectors' hunting instinct, which masked the financial side of 

collecting, was motivated in addition by a belief that their collections could 'save' African 

objects from their destruction or from their complete disappearance. Just as 'salvage 

ethnography' (Errington 1997: 159, Clifford 1986: 112) aims to save the 'other' in text, so does 

collecting salvage the objects of the 'other' in collections. As Eric explained: 'The Africans have 

lost all their pride in their culture. They exchange beautiful wooden bowls for plastic containers. 

It is important that we collect their objects' (17.2.98). And Jan, who collected headwork, claimed 

that his work has become ever more urgent because, he said, people no longer use the beaded 

objects in rituals and therefore no longer keep or produce them. 

Clifford (1986: 113)points out that 'salvage ethnography' results:from an assumption that 'the 

other society is weak and 'needs' to he represented by an outsider [and that what matters in its 

life is its past, not present or future]'. Interest in other people's lives, and in saving their material 

objects from destruction, helps to mask the objects' commodity nature. Salvation appears to be in 

distinct contrast to commodity consumption, because salvation points to the saviours' altruistic 

motives and not to her bank account. Yet, salvage coUecting--in the sense of collectors 

perceiving themselves as keepers of others' pasts--enables collectors to further differentiate 

themselves from non-coUectors, who usually do not claim to perform 'salvage shopping'. 

Concurrently, salvage collecting heightens the collectors' status. In this regard it is noteworthy 

that private collectors have earlier donated many of the African objects found in museums today. 

Such donations then immortalise the conector as indicated by the names offamous collections, 

such as Rockefeller (New York), Barbier-Mueller (Geneva) or Jonathan Lowen (Brenthurst 

/Johannesburg) (Akin 1996: 113). Eric, Helga, and Irene all planned to donate their collections to 

a museum. Jacques planned to open his own museum. Conectors might deny that conecting was 

an investment in financial terms. But they can hardly deny that they gain 'symbolic capital' 

(Bourdieu 1996: 291) in terms of status, prestige and immortality (cf. Davison 1991, Pearce 

1992, Clifford 1988. 1997). 
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5. Conclu.ion 

I began this chapter with an epigrammatic quote from Baudrillard (\%8) which summaris~s 

much of the above. I hav~ shown that, when African objects ~nter th~ world of collectibles, they 

become 'a thing whose meaning is governed' by the collector alone, a colk ctor who removes the 

objects from th~ir fonner context of the market, the village (o[usen.) or other collectors and tben 

redefines it. S~bastian, a collector and gall~ry owner in Frankfurt, Gennany, displayed a 

collection of 60 hairdresser signs from Nigeria, the Ivory Coast and Burkina Faro in his gallery. 

These were signs fonnerly used to advertise a hairdresser' s place and to display a range o[ 

hairstyl ~s that th~ hairdressEmi could do [or h~r or his clients. In the gallery the signs were placed 

on white walls, light falling on them from small spotlights above. They were now up for sale as 

' Contemporary West African Art'. In a collection, objects become part of a larger entity and 

their single meanings are subordinated to the meaning of the collection. The hairdresser signs, 

having been placed within the context of an art gallery, were categorised as art. In that process 

their aesthetic value was slressed, with the likely consequence that their commercial value was 

masked. 

P,cru re 13: T",,"ellinl: obje<ts: Hairdresoe, sil:n, and Zulu hats 1Il a £'lll< ry in f rankfurt 
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BaudriHard (1968:7) continues: 'It is aU my own, the object of my passion'. Passion appeared to 

be the major drive behind collecting, and was mentioned to me by an the coUectors whom I 

interviewed. Their passion for the objects could also be felt beyond words, by just listening to 

their voices and watching them handle their objects. Jacques talked about his objects as if they 

were human beings. As he put it: 'They are my life. They occupy my space. I share my house 

with them' (17.02.98). Andrew spoke of his collection as a form of addiction. That is why I have 

argued that the collectors' passion for the objects masked the commodity nature of African 

objects by hiding the objects' commodity aspect beneath their personal relationships with the 

objects and the apparent pleasure and satisfaction which they derived from their collections. 

I have further shown that, at the very moments when the objects' commodity nature was most 

obvious to me, that is, when they were reselling them, most of the collectors denied their 

apparent commodity nature. I have explained this in tenns of separate spheres of exchange which 

collectors appeared to construct; similar to those observed by Bohannan (1959) among the Tiv. 

To conclude, I have argued that collectors, more than other research participants were convinced 

and tried to convince others (gallery owners' clients) that the objects in their collections were art. 

McEvilley (1988) has noted that: 'One thing we mean when we can something art is to confer 

honour to it' (McEviUey 1988: 202). Yet, I would argue another thing we mean when we call 

something art is to confer commercial value to it. But saying that returns us to the paradox 

Kopytoff(1986) identified and that I have referred to earlier: 'As one makes them [objects] more 

singular and more worthy of being collected, one makes them valuable; and if they are valuable 

they acquire a price and become a commodity and their singularisation is to that extent 

undermined' (1986: 81). My field data suggest that collectors had almost constantly to live with 

this paradox which they attempted to resolve through stressing their personal relationships to, 

and valonsation of the objects which seemed to act like a shield, called 'art'. to ward off their 

commodity nature. 

Yet, as we have seen in the previous chapters, my other research participants had also to live 

with that paradox. Many tourist-consumers who desired to obtain African objects had to do so by 

purchasing them at the various trading places of the markets I studied, and elsewhere. The very 
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act of buying the objects transfonned the objects into commodities, a status for the objects that 

most consumers attempted to ward off by making reference to a shield that we may descn"be as 

'authentic Africa'. 

My discussion of collectors has been the last stage in my journey in the social life of African 

objects. What has accompanied me during this journey are two concerns: what constitutes 

Africanness and what should we understand as artJ African art. These concerns have appeared 

and reappeared in almost every chapter where I have described them as the primary non

commodity aspects of the objects of my study, aspects that were used to mask the commodity 

nature of those objects. I therefore devote my final chapter to a more theoretical analysis of the 

social constructions of Africanness and artJ African art. I do that in order to seek answers to 

questions about the socio-cultural sources of the various perceptions and stories I have related 

about what I have, throughout the dissertation, described as African objects. Do they exist 

anywhere outside my research universe? 
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Chapter eight: Out of Africa-Tales of African art and its Africanness 

What unites these objects as African, in short. is not a shared nature, not the shared character of the cultures 

from which they came, but our ideas of Africa ... (Appiah 1995: 24). 

1. Introduction 

In previous chapters I have explained how the contexts through which African objects move in 

their social biographies lead to their commodity nature being masked (or revealed) to a greater or 

lesser extent. I have followed the paths of African objects through various social environments to 

show that, as they moved between contexts, they acquired various meanings, such as art. 
souvenir, artefact, collectible or commodity. Each of these meanings marked the relationships 

between the objects and the people that surrounded them in their various environments. The 

meanings also became the substance of, and reinforced, the many stories that those people told 

about the obj ects. Yet, despite the apparent diversity of contexts, meanings and stories, there was 

an omnipresent and almost omnipotent element in the construction of those meanings and in the 

stories related about the objects: the perception that all the objects were African and shared a 

common Africanness. A consequence of that element's presence is that the stories not only 

masked the objects' commodity nature, (see chapter 5) but that they also fashioned and 

perpetuated a cultural construction of the objects' • otherness , . The stories did that by creating a 

distinct boundary around what is understood as African and, by extension therefore, identifying 

what is understood as non-African and creating a boundary around that category too. 

My aim in this chapter is to set the previous chapters, and indeed my main argument, in the 

broader context of a discussion of the constructed nature of the idea of Africanness and African 

art. The chapter thus deals only indirectly with the ways African objects are commodified and 

how that commodification is masked. Yet, it is important because, as I have shown previously, a 

major reason for the objects being be purveyed and purchased was that they were perceived to be 

African by virtually all participants in the process of their being transacted. Their Africanness 

was thus a key element of their meaning, and was used in the processes of their being marketed, 

and of having their commodity nature masked during those marketing processes. Another such 

key element in their marketing was their supposed quality as art. Hence, to comprehend the 
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underlying principles of the commodification of these objects as African one needs to explore the 

multiple socially constituted meanings both of Africanness and of art, and to ask when, how and 

by whom they are and were constituted. 

In this chapter I thus deal with two descriptive labels: African and art. Both suggest something 

special. In the opening chapter of my thesis I have shown how art is constructed as something 

special in the sense of being a contemplated objects distant from the affairs and utility of daily 

life (Errington 1997: 83). In the remaining chapters I have discussed how Africanness is 

constructed as something special in the sense that people and objects are othered when the label 

African is used to describe them. Here I bring these two labels together and argue that what is 

regarded as special about art generally does not apply in its fullest sense to the quite distinctive 

sub-category of African art, a sub-category of art that is perceived to be distinctive precisely 

because of its Amcanness. My argument is that at least in the South African context today the 

Africannesss6 of African art overrides the 'a.rtness· (the quality of useless contemplation) that is 

said to characterise art in general (Taylor 2003 :7, Errington 1997: 84, Greenberg 1965, 1972. 

Bell 1914. Kant 1787) and that it masks its nature as art.S7 

In the first part of the chapter I focus on the history of the construction of the Africanness of art 

that is regarded as being African. In the following parts I concentrate on how constructing 

objects as African art (that is art constructed by and reflecting a distinctive Africanness) 

undermines their nature and perceived value as art. 

2. Fashioning the category • African art' 

Thus far I have concentrated on the more private stories constructed by sellers, purchasers and 

collectors about the objects and their Africanness. Here I focus on the 'grand narratives' 

constructed by social analysts--often outside Africa-about Africanness and African art. I do so 

because it is those grand narratives that percolate down to and infonn the narratives that 

constitute the stories I have related earlier. I investigate the idea of Africanness to show that, 

56 Although increasing 'northern' country successes of African art auctions suggest that that may now be changing. 
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when the term African is applied to objects, to people and to the continent as a whole, it carries 

with it a load of images and stereotypes, all of which have been constructed during and since 

earlier periods of contact between people from the African continent and others from what might 

be called the western world (or occident). 

Examining the terms used in the descriptions and analysis of what scholars have called African 

art, and as used also by some of my research participants, I found that terms such as tribal, 

primitive, archaic and traditional are used quite frequently (Fry 1920, Boas 1927, Himmelheber 

1960, Fagg 1963, Thompson 1971, Rubin 1984, Danto 1988). Considering the history of how 

objects from Africa have been described in non-African contexts reveals that the earlier 

terminology used to describe visual expressions from Africa reflected the attitudes of nineteenth 

century European missionaries and colonialists whose interactions with 'the natives' were 

fashioned by evolutionistic and eurocentric nineteenth century social and political theory 

(Manning 1985: 170, Mudimbe 1988: 3, Jegede 1990: 32, Hall 1997: 187. Picton 1998: 282, 

Haustein 1998: 265). 

It was those travellers. missionaries, explorers and scientists who gathered the first collections of 

African objects and carried them home to Europe as evidence of their experiences, together with 

their journals and letterss8
• At the end of the nineteenth century a substantial number of natural 

history museums opened in European and American cities to display to the public the material 

objects gathered from colonised people. The objects were often displayed with zoological. 

botanical and geological specimens, and sometimes with human specimens tooS9 (Vogel 1988: 

12, Ha111997: 185). At about the same time, and with the establishment of colonial rule, 

57 This occurs for quite different reasons and in quite different ways from those that allow for the masking of the 
commodity nature of the objects at the markets I studied (see earlier chapters that consider how perceptions oftbese 
objects as art, as souvenirs and/or as authentic helped mask their commodity nature). 
SIILittle documentation exists about the criteria used to select these early acquisitions (Hall 1997: 161; also see 
Thomas 1989). Hall (ibid.) maintains that the early explorers had little or no insights into indigenous social 
organisation and were predominantly looking for the most outstanding and peculiar objects, and those that most 
satisfied their curiosity. They collected primarily sculptures and masks made of wood, ivory and brass which came 
from sub-Saharan Africa. And, as Vansina (1984: 4) points out, visual expressions from Northern Africa and Egypt 
were excluded in their categorisation of the 'authentic' African. 
S9 It needs to be noted that not only objects were displayed in European cities but also the people from the colonies. 
The Exposition Universelle, Paris 1889 was the first of many national and international exhibitions in major 
European cities to exhibit people as objects to be looked at (Hall 1997: 195). 
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colonialists perceived the study of indigenous people in the colonies as potentially beneficial for 

more efficient rule. The process helped to give rise to the establishment of anthropology (Hall 

1997: 161). So caned 'armchair' anthropologists, such as Sir James George Frazer using 

materials from the colonies in museums, illustrated, in graphic forms, their analyses of the 

evolutionary nature of culture and human history (Lewis 1985: 39, Hall 1997: 186). 

Simultaneously, some scientists used their collections and the evolutionist analyses in which they 

were cast to justify a discourse of European imperial superiority (Hall 1997: 186, see also 

Combes 1994). It is for this reason that Mudimbe (1994: xii) says that the scientific endeavour to 

study and decipher the African 'other' was a 'political project in which, supposedly, the object 

[the African 'other'] unveils its being, its secrets, and its potential to a master who could finally 

domesticate it'. In such a context the often arbitrarily collected objects became evidence

prototypes of the material expression of the social cultural complexities of other people60
, who 

were portrayed as lower down than modem people on the social evolutionary scale, often in 

terms of ideas about the 'African savage' (Jegede 1990: 32, see also Vogel 1988). Seen from the 

evolutionary perspective of such early social scientists, African art was perceived as a crude and 

fetishistic creation of the native mind and society,leading to the establishment of what has 

subsequently been desCribed as the paradigm of 'primitivism' (Manning 1985: 170). 

The paradigm of 'primitivism' gained prominence in the art world when, at the beginning of the 

twentieth century, a number of European artists, such as Klee, Braque, Leger and Picasso, chose 

African art as inspiration for their own, often counter hegemonic works61 (Manning 1985: 167, 

Picton 1998: 282). Yet they were quite selective in their choice of objects from Africa. In their 

search for what they thought was the human emotive and unconscious. they sought African 

sculptures that represented what were, to them, communal, spiritual and unfettered values, rather 

than court art (for example from Benin). The latter would, of course, also have been accessible to 

60 For example, Pitt-Rivers used the artefacts collected to establish a historical sequence ostensibly showing the 
technological development ofhwmmkind and seeking common traits among people. The sequences of artefacts were 
set up to reveal that mankind had evolved from the conditions of lower animals (Hall 1997: 187). 
61 The exhibition 'Primitivism in Twentieth Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and Modem' (1984) at the museum 
of modem Art in New York was probably the most significant endeavour to portray the inspirational impact of 
'primitive art' on modem art, especially on the development of Cubism (Rubin 1984, Errington 1997: 95-96). 
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them. But they regarded it as too representational, rational and close to their own artistic tradition 

to be useful for their purposes (Manning 1985: 169). 

As an example, consider Picasso's response to the various objects he viewed and was inspired by 

during his numerous visits to Paris's ethnographic museum, the Trocadero. He is quoted as 

having noted that: 'I felt my strongest artistic emotions when suddenly confronted with the 

sublime beauty of sculptures executed by the anonymous artists of Africa .... The Negro pieces 

were intercesseurs, mediators .... 1 always looked at fetishes' (Picasso quoted in Gates 1995: 27, 

28). Similarly, Roger Fry noted in 1920, after he had visited the 'Negro sculpture' exhibition at 

London's Chelsea Book Club: 'It seems unfair to be forced to admit that certain nameless 

savages have possessed this power not only in a higher degree than we at the moment, but than 

we as a nation have ever possessed it' (Fry 1920, quoted in Danto 1988: 18). By simply ignoring 

other visual expressions from Africa, and celebrating the suggested spiritual, abstract, fetishistic 

and 'primitive' sculpture, Picasso and his colleagues and peers laid the cornerstone for what is 

now understood to constitute African art. These European artists translated what they saw as 

African art into their own artistic idiom and thereby constructed a model of African art with 

primitivism as its basic characteristic. 

It appears that, still today, much African art is seen as if through the eyes of artists like Picasso 

and his friends. Irene, a gallery owner and collector from Frankfurt (see chapter 7) told me that 

most of her clients are primarily collectors of modem art who 'buy the odd object to have a 

prototype (emphasis added) of this kind of work which they can display together with their 

modem works'. Contemporary demand for so-called prototypes or for 'authentic' equivalents 

might have been fashioned to some extent by exhibitions such as the 1984 'Primitivism in the 

20th century: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modem' exhibition at New York's Museum of 

Modem Art, where African objects were displayed side by side with modem European art, to 

portray the inspirational impact that African art had on modem art (Rubin 1984). 

The titles of relatively recent publications such as Goldwater's (1972) Primitivism in Modern Art 

and of exhibitions such as the New York Museum of Modem Art's 'Primitivism in the 20th 

century' further reveal that terms such as 'primitive' have not disappeared from the taxonomy 
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used to describe material expressions of people in Africa. Similarly one finds that kind of 

description used in quite recent texts: for example Danto (1988: 32) writes, in his essay in the 

catalogue of the ART/artifact exhibition: 'These objects may indeed be Primitive, in the sense 

that, adequate as they may be for the purposes of the societies that use them, they are further 

back or further down in the scale of technological evolution than their counterparts in oW' own 

technology. • 

Combing through a range of theoretical studies, exhibition catalogues and books that focus on 

Africa' s traditional arts, particularly wooden sculptures and masks, I have found many that 

represent the object of their study in terms of its supposed authenticity, traditionaiity, primitivity 

and tribal nature (Fry 1920. Boas 1927, Himmelheber 1960, Fagg 1963. Thompson 1971. Rubin 

1984, Danto 1988). This is consistent with many representations of Africa as unchanging62-a 

'continent that is paradise unto itself' (Errington 1997: 149, Jegede 1990: 3), whose visual 

productions are based on an assumed communal essence and tribal spirit which leaves no room 

for individual creativity (Hassan 1996: 3). A substantial number of art historians, as wen as 

public and private collectors, focus on, and seek to emphasise the continuities in visual 

expressions in Africa, rather than on their changes. To them continuity is often the most 

important criterion to judge the quality (authenticity) of African objects and African art. This 

tendency can be found in works such as Fagg's (1963) on Yoruba sculpture or Thompson's 

(1982) on sculpture in Congo (cf. Manning 1985: 177, Picton 1998: 285). Jegede (1990: 37) 

pointedly refers to Fagg's claim. in his Nigerian Images (1963), that contemporary African art is 

as false and as foreign to Africa as the skyscraper. precisely because it is not rooted in the past. 

During my visits to collectors' homes it was these kinds of publications that I found on their 

bookshelves, and on which, according to the collectors, they based their knowledge about which 

62 Changes in visual expressions and societies on the African continent occurred long before contact with Europeans 
in the fifteenth century. Migrations, changes in economic organisation and the development of states (such as the 
kingdoms of Ire, of Benin or of Great Zimbabwe) were internal transformations (Appiah 1995: 23, Picton 
1998:282). Vansina has shown that trade routes between East Africa and the sub-Saharan region were developed as 
early as c. AD 900 (Vansina 1984: 159). Trade was probably the most powerful mechanism for spreading cultural 
objects over the continent. Hence objects were not exclusively produced for local use but were also traded and 
borrowed among different peoples. Within the process of mutual borrowing. objects inevitably acquired new usage 
and meanings. Other external influences such as European trade and Islamic influences, led to further considerable 
changes in terms of visual expressions and society before colonisation at the end of the nineteenth century (Vansina 
1984: 159, Manning 1985: 178, Jegede 1990: 33). 
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kinds of objects to obtain and how to detennine the authenticity of an object. Little wonder, then 

that their constructions of their collected objects as African art reflected a persistence of the 

paradigm of primitivism. 

Looking back at the perceptions and choices of objects that I observed my research participants 

having made, it can readily be argued that the selfsame paradigm of 'primitivism' prevailed in 

the minds of many. Recall some of my research participants' disappointment about Cape Town 

not being the 'real Africa' (chapter 5). When asked what they thought the 'real' Africa is (or 

should be), they referred to people living in bush huts. barely dressed and engaging in 

'mysterious' rituals, as wen as to the presence of wild animals and dirt roads (Errington 1997: 

269). Hence, despite present media reports which present modem images of Africa. images of 

African life as 'primitive' and exotic still persist. The popularity of nude figurines among 

customers at the market speaks for itself: as I argued in chapter five, to go about unclothed is 

consistent with an image of unspoiled and primordial life without the influence of modem 

'civilisation' . 

Influenced to some extent by representations of and publications about African art and Africa. 

some tourists, in their search for the 'authentic' Africa, were looking for what they regarded as 

the traditional, the tribal and the primitive. Recall how tourists claimed that 'the pieces I have 

bought and seen represent the idea of old times. It is real Africa ... the past is present in Africa' or 

that 'life is much slower in Africa than it is in Europe' (page 126). Compare that with what I 

revealed in chapter six where I showed that the majority of objects purchased by foreign tourists 

were wooden sculptures, masks and animals. Those tourists' choices appear to have been 

induced by a common canon of what constitutes African art, a canon fashioned by collectors, art 

historians and curators who have themselves taken it uncritically from earlier evolutionist 

perspectives. Contemporary objects were hardly ever among those that tourists purchased, even 

though they could readily have been assured of a particular kind of authenticity through watching 

their manufacture at the Pan African Market. Tourists justified their choices by claiming what 

they had bought were 'beautiful carvings, they are pieces of Africa' or 'this is art, handcrafts: it's 

part of African traditions'. 
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To summarise, the subcategory African was constructed around a set of characteristics which 

draw on a series of images of Africa that reflect a whole series of prejudices about the continent 

and its people, that derive from the colonial encounter, and that continue to hold strong sway in 

the western world. By focusing on the continuity of themes, styles, materials and techniques of 

what are supposed to represent African art, Africa's past is emphasised over its present and 

future. It is for this reason that Jegede (1990: 30) says that 'the public perception of the attributes 

of African art has become the traditional to the exclusion of the contemporary'. The constructed 

set of characteristics of what constitutes African art have far reaching consequences for the 

production of material and graphic forms in Africa because, as I show in the following section, 

African material and graphic forms have to abide by the demands of such constructed 

characteristics to be recognised as African. 

3. The tale of African art-the search for an African essence 

Having discussed how a set of images of what constitutes African art (that is art characterised by 

its Africanness) has been constructed over time, and how deeply embedded those images still are 

in the minds of theorists, collectors and various others, including my research participants, I now 

continue to show their implications for the production of material and graphic forms in Africa. I 

do so by focusing on contemporary material and graphic forms, such as paintings. arguing that 

the construction of what African art constitutes undermines or even masks the 'artness' of some 

of those forms, most of which would otherwise simply fall into the general category of art. I 

develop the argument by introducing a case study, about a man called Valentim, an untrained 

'painter of dreams'. The case reveals how being considered an African artist can hinder one's 

artistic development. It also offers revealing insights into the way the paradigm of primitivism is 

perpetuated and re-fashioned, as the essence of the sub-category African art. 

Case 14: The untrained 'painter of dreams' 

Valentim was born in 1965 in Lourenco Marques (now Maputo), Mozambique. His parents died in a bus accident in 

1978. His older brother took care of him Valentim and his brother came to Swaziland from Mozambique in 1990. 

Prior to his arrival in Swaziland Valentim had met a gaUery owner from Swaziland in Maputo. She had bought some 

of his paintings and had promised to help him to sen his artwork in her gallery, if he would come to Swaziland. 

He had never received a formal art education. Valentim started to paint when he was six years old. He 

collected old brown bags and made pencil drawings on them. When I first met him and spoke to him about his art, 
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he told me that he always painted his dreams, but could only do so when in a sexual relationship with a woman. 

Later, he told me that he was in fact joking, adding that the gallery owner, who had the sole right to sell his work in 

Swaziland, had told him to tell such stories because she believed that his work would sell better to Europeans if he 

did so. The gallery owner encouraged him to paint in an 'African style' (themes: love, nudity, village life; style: 

distorted body parts, emphasis on genitals, breasts and huge lips and eyes), and to use strong colours (blue, green, 

orange, yellow). Yet, Valentim explained, he personally disliked the colours he was expected to use. He did so, he 

said, because the gallery owner supplied him with those colours only. He added that he would also have liked to 

have changed the subjects of his work. But, because he needed money to survive, he painted what was expected 

from him. I asked him what kinds of subjects he preferred to paint. He responded that, when Samora Machel, then 

president of Mozambique. died in an aeroplane crash in 1986, he had painted an aeroplane crashing into a forest, the 

president's head above it and many people standing around the scene crying. 'This painting' he explained, 'is not for 

sale, because it is dear to me ... It also represents the kind of work I would like to do ... I like to portray what is 

happening in society in a realistic style. But I guess that nobody would buy this'. When I asked him which painters 

he liked, he replied: '1 like Van Gogh and that American who painted lames Dean and Marilyn Monroe in a bar,63. 

He said that he dislikes Picasso because: 'He paints like I have to, he is too African' (emphasis added). 

Valentim's case points to important issues that significantly affect the ways African art is 

socially constructed as a distinct sub-category of art. First, Valentim does not have formal 

training, he falls into the category self-taught artist 64 (untrained in fine art colleges or 

universities). Second, his patron encouraged him to paint within the paradigm of primitivism and 

to represent the kind of images of Africa and Africanness that tend to prevail amongst members 

of the European/western lower-priced art-buying public. Third, Valentim did not paint in this 

style because it was the way he wished to express himself. He did so for financial reasons. As he 

explained, he would have preferred to paint in a socially realistic style and to leave the 'African 

Picasso' behind him. But doing so would likely have precluded his work from being sold to a 

Europ~westem expatriate market for which he painted predominantly. 

Valentim's case is not unique. Powell (1993a: 37), for example. offers various examples of 

South African painters and their patrons whose experiences have been similar to V alentim' s. 

And, if one looks at many examples of other contemporary African artists, many of them self 

63 Valentim was referring to E. Hopper who painted in a photo realistic style in the 1960s. 
64 Works collected under the category self-taught include the works of, for example, Twin Seven Seven (Nigeria, 
b. 1 944), Cheri Samba (ORC [Zaire], b. 1956) and Tokoudagba (Benin, b. 1939). For depictions of their and many 
other painters' works see Vogel (1991) and Hug (1996). 
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taught, similar cases can be found (Jegede 1990, Hug 1996, Ass 1996). Many African artists 

have, like Valentim, been encouraged to paint in a particular, often crude, manner in order to 

represent the kind of Africanness and 'primitivism' demanded by both local and overseas 

markets (Koloane 1989: 225). The search for economic fortune and the financially precarious 

situation of many painters, necessitated that many of them, like Valentim, have had to emulate 

whichever style was favoured in western markets. Hence we see, from on-the-ground cases, how 

the prejudices and ideologies of the non-African market have shaped local artists' work6s
• We 

also see how they have led 'to a detachment of many artists from their contours of reality' 

(powell 1993c: 38) which often reduces the subjects, such as townships in South Africa, to 

'stereotypical, picturesque or mere patterns' (ibid., also see Powell 1993a, Verstraete 1989). 

Such patterns conform to a constructed image of primitivism as the essence of Africanness (see 

earlier). They reduce African socio-culturallife to recognisable patterns on canvas, reminiscent 

of wooden sculptures and Picassoesque paintings. 

What we see here is how an idiom, constructed by western scholars and artists of what 

constitutes African art, limits the possibilities open to African creative artists. To be seen as 

legitimate by those controlling the art world and its exhibitions, such artists are compelled to 

accept the dominant idiom or face the sanction of unpopularity or even outright dismissal of their 

works. Being described as a producer of African art, rather than simply an artist, prescribes the 

graphic and material forms one is expected to use. Yet, it is only in contexts where unequal 

power relations pertain that such prescription applies. 

Today art is more generally seen as a very open concept. Indeed, its apparent openness has led 

Steiner (1994) to compare the category art with 'a container (such as a bag) into which objects 

are stuffed until there exists such tremendous diversity and quantity that the container threatens 

to burst' (1994: 111, see also Danto 1988, McEviUey 1988). Yet cases such as Valentim's reveal 

that the definition of what is in the sub-category African art cannot be so open and is dependent 

65 But as Paul StoUer (Pers. Comm ..... ) has pointed out. this pattern is now changing. The National museum of 
African Art in Washington Dc has a dedicated curator of contemporary African art. And there are gaUeries in New 
York that now feature such art work. 
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on the expectations of its patrons: collectors, curators, critiques, art historians of that particular 

sub-category. 

Consider, a remark made by Bender. a Gennan ethnologist and organiser of an exhibition of 

contemporary African art in Frankfurt, Gennany, when he was referring to contemporary art 

from Africa that does not fonow the primitivist canon: 

It seems like third-rate artwork to us because the art presented here emulates the western tradition-this is a 

criterion for selection, and because it is always lagging behind-regardJess of how commendable the 

efforts might be basically. Every comparison with the present international art scene is therefore not in its 

favour. It emmot escape the critical eye of the western art world, thus it is superfluous-in might put it so 

bluntly ... It is ... an open secret that museums have always refused to take such displays ... (Bender 1989: 

185 quoted in Hassan 1990: 5). 66 

Bender's statement clearly indicates that, at least for him, art from Africa must be African art in 

the primitivist mould, and should not show any supposed western influence. Consequently, 

contemporary visual expressions from Africa which reveal the influence of western art trends, 

such as minimaiism, video art, assemblages etc., are regarded by those such as Bender as 

distorted copies of western art and therefore lacking African authenticity. Yet, I would argue, 

any distortedness in the contemporary visual expressions from Africa, and that Bender denigrates 

for their lack of supposed authenticity, derives from the fact that European/western artists and 

critics, having constructed an idiom of what constitutes African art, and produced artworks of 

their own according to that idiom, now expect artists in Africa to conform to that same idiom of 

African art. 

The constructed idiom of what constitutes of African art presents many contradictions, primarily 

because it reflects a search for an African 'other' by non-African viewers. That search leads to 

66 Bender was among the organisers of the Cheri Samba exhibition at the Porticus art gallery in Frankfurt, Germany, 
wmch is devoted to exhibiting bighly experiential art. Bender also published the catalogue. Selecting Cheri Samba 
who is a self-taught sign painter from the DRC whose work deals with morals, hygiene and obscenity shows that he 
must have been perceived by Bender as working outside European influences, for otherwise he would not have 
supported the selection ofms works, according to the statement he made in 1989. 
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claims that western influences result in distortions of African visual expressions and in 

influences on art production in Africa that oblige the continent's constructed • others , to work 

according to a canon, or to lose the chance of recognition by the 'experts'. Hence material and 

graphic forms from Africa have to represent easily recognisable patterns of what is perceived as 

essentially African, that essence being a kind of primitivism. 

Consequently such demands undennine (or even mask) the artness of visual expressions 

categorised as African art, because the demands hinder free creative artistic expression. The 

latter is a sacred privilege of art in the western world, where art is constructed around a set of 

characteristics that proclaim art as individualistic, independent, breaking with conventions and 

traditions and being new ,or pioneering (Jegede 1990, Aas 1998). However, the parameters 

applied to what constitutes African art proclaim this art as communal, dependent on tradition and 

patronage, perpetuating tradition and representing the past. Hence African art appears to 

represent an antithetic kind of art to that of western art in general. 

A further paradox in the art-historic discourse lies in the concept of self-taught artist and its 

significance for constituting African art. While western influences are seen by some art critics as 

distorting visual expressions from Africa, the concept self-taught artist itselfhas been fashioned 

by western influences. The popularity of the self-taught artist is closely related to the patronage 

of Europeans, who, as missionaries or through private initiatives such as Beier's in Nigeria or 

McEwen's in Zimbabwe67
• founded workshops to train African artists. The training was often 

based on European models and displayed a hegemonic and paternalistic attitude (Stanislaus 

1990: 23, see also Powell 1993 a, 1993 b). As Aas (1998: 258) has pointed out, Beier's aim was 

to revive age-old African traditions, and he and his wife, Georgina Beier, studiously encouraged 

their students to paint 'traditional' themes and motifs of African rural life. Georgia Bei er 

introduced a syllabus in 1965 according to which her students were required to produce six 

works per week on the subjects 'traditional feasts', 'history of Yo rub a culture'. 'traditional 

dances' and, while somewhat out of the line with the other three but still backward looking, 

61 In 1962 Beier founded the MOOn Mbayo Art club in Osogbo, Nigeria. In 1957 McEwen, an Englishman, founded 
the Workshop School and the Rhodes National Gallery of Salisbury, Rhodesia (now Harare, Zimbabwe) (Stanislaus 
1990: 23). 
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'biblical stories' (Aas 1998:259). Just as 'salvage ethnography' (Clifford 1986:112) and 'salvage 

collecting' (chapter 7) aim to save the 'other' in text or the objects of the 'other' in collections, 

so does Beier's kind of 'salvage art teaching' aim to save the 'other' by reviving themes of the 

past through their art production. Assuming that what matters in the life of their students was in 

their past and not in their future and present, the Beiers encouraged them to portray the past and 

thereby assumed that they were able to revive and to save their past. 

In what was then Southern Rhodesia, McEwen, too, sought an African aesthetic68
, this time 

going so far as to exclude any formal training in the hope that the lack thereof would define this 

kind of indigenous, traditional and authentically African aesthetic among Shona stone carvers 

(Stanislaus 1990: 23). Yet, Shona stone carving, which dates from around 1956, does not have 

any historical roots in Zimbabwe nor does it derive from indigenous object production 

(Mamimine 1998: 40, Mor 1987: 31, Winter-Irving 1991: 1). Shona stone carving was 

introduced by westerns, who paradoxically tried to get African art-craft producers to work 

'authentically' in medium and fonn that itself was a western introduction. 

Johannesburg's pony Street Art Centre offers another example of excluding fonnal art training. 

The art centre was opened in 1948, and later placed under the directorship of Cecil Skotnes. 

Having initially introduced fonnal art classes, he soon eliminated them from the centre on the 

understanding that such fonnal education was not needed by his students because, according to 

Koloane (1989: 219), it 'would spoil the emergence of indigenous expressions' and because 

'black artists have the natural ability to paint' . 

Once again what appears here is an image of an unencumbered pristine Africa being sought, this 

time through the assumed characteristics of the producers of the works rather than simply in their 

works. The image reflects again that apparently ever-persistent image of Africa and its people as 

somehow distinct from the rest of the world's population-or at least from that of the modem 

fill It should be noted that the idea of an African aesthetic was also advocated by theorists from Africa. During the 
50s and 60s writers such as Senghor and Caisare, who promoted the philosophy of 'negritude', were also searching 
for a specific African aesthetic. Haustein (1998: 263) pointed out that Senghor based much of his philosophy on the 
writings of the German Ethnologist Frobenius who had characterised 'the black' as emotionaJ and 'the white' as 
rational. 
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industrialised world-and that any outside influence will spoil its innate and pure character. It 

also speaks of a wish to :freeze the world of the • other' and prevent it changing. 

Thus far I have discussed how the characteristics of the sub-category African art have been 

constructed over time and shown how they persist today. I have focused on how the images 

constructed to characterise African art have shaped and influenced the production of certain 

material and graphic foons of Africa. In the next section I show how the set of constructed 

images that characterise the sub-category African art help to mask the commodity nature of the 

works in the sub-category. 

4. Marketing the 'self-taught' artist 

Concerning the self-taught artist, the French collector Andre Magnin has explained that the 

works of • self-taught artists possess originality and the untrained beauty of Africa' (emphasis 

added) whereas the works oftmined artists are perceived as imitations of European models and 

hence look too familiar to him (quoted in Hassan 1996: 9). The works of self-taught artists are 

appreciated precisely for their crudeness, their naivety, their unusual exoticism and their 

rootedness in what is thought to be African tradition and past69
• 

The image of the self-taught African painter relates closely to images constructed about the 

Africanness of African art objects, including those images constructed by my research 

participants. Moreover, their Africanness is a key element of their meaning in the processes of 

their being marketed and in the masking of their commodity nature during those marketing 

processes. The Africanness of art relates not only to the kinds of themes inherent in the works 

but also to the artists' personal characteristics. In this section I argue that being perceived by 

potential clients as a 'natural' artist, unspoiled by education and commerce, and who produces 

primarily for herlhis own community, helps to mask the commodity nature of the African artist's 

work. 

69p.egarding 'African roots' the Sudanese art critique Muss (1996: 82) remarks, in a humorous way in his paper 'Ten 
hints on how to become an African artist', 'stop to always be searching for your identity in your roots, you are a 
human being not a vegetable!' 
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Consider the opening paragraph of an article published in the English supplement of the German 

art magazine Art (1991) about Cheri Samba, an artist from the former Zaire (now Democratic 

Republic of Congo), who is described by various art critics as a self-taught artist (Stroter-Bender 

& Bender 1991, Vogel 1991, Hug 1996). The article, entitled 'The great story teller from Zaire' 

(Stroter-Bender & Bender 1991: I), begins: 

Kinshasa. October 101h
, 1975: A crowd has gathered in front of house number 89 on Kasavubu Avenue. 

The people are gesticulating, and discussing a huge painting entitled 'Rebellion' that the 18-year-old 

painter Samba has bung next to the front door of his newly opened studio. Cars stop in front of the 

building, traffic grinds to a stand still, and the police attempt to restore order. 

The paragraph points to two issues. First, Samba's art 'talks' to the people in their own social 

environment and hence appears to have been rooted in and created for his community. Second, 

the paragraph, although written in the present tense in 1991, starts with a story from the past, a 

story about an event that took place in 19757°. As discussed earlier. both processes. producing for 

the community and story telling, have the potential to mask the commodity nature of objects for 

sale. Asserting that artists produce for their own communities draws on an image of the artist as a 

messenger who depicts (hence tells the story of) the social reality ofherlhis environment for 

herlhis community members. The image of communal art is part of the image of Africanness 

(and of the paradigm of primitivism) which implies bounded cultural units in which art is 

produced within a specific artistic tradition. I have shown in chapter five that purchasers' 

perceptions that an African object has been produced for use in the producer's community helped 

to authenticate such objects in the eyes of those purchasers and their peers. In this regard Linder 

(2001) has argued that one of the criteria by which something is regarded as authentic is that it is 

recognised by those amongst whom the producer has lived and is understood to be a 'natural' 

social part. For the most part Linder's analysis is about youth sub-cultures and how it is the 

others in the sub-culture who recognise certain leaders as being authentic because of their 

'organic' links with those they lead. Drawing on Linder's analysis I argue that outsiders 

70 Also note that the article is entitled 'the great story teller from Zaire', implying that Samba is a story tener, rather 
than an artist occupied with form and structure, in the sense of western Ilvantgarde art. whose protagonists distance 
themselves from any form ofnarrative or signifying art (Taylor 1995: 167). 
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(western scholars, collectors, tourists) also expect that kind of organic link with their • origins' (in 

my case African origins represented in tenus of primitivism) from those who produce the works 

that are constructed as African art. Likewise, the image that material or graphic forms are 

produced for the artist's community authenticates such forms as does their being symbolically 

opposed to an image of artists who produce for sale to outsiders. Hence the apparent communal 

nature of such art potentially masks its commercial nature, in part because such communal art 

allows for stories about its production and its producers, such as the one above (opening 

paragraph) to be told. 

Other stories about the producers are more personal and relate to the producer's private lives. 

Recall, for example. Valentim's remark that he could paint only when he is in a sexual 

relationship. And compare it with remarks in the article about Cheri Samba: ' ... [Samba] now 

calls himself Cheri [my italics] Samba because of his success with women'; and a little later in 

the article: ' ... one year later the two [Samba and Nzila-Ngombe] were married, thus concluding 

a wild stage in his life fun of amorous adventures recounted in many of his works' (Stroter

Bender, W. Bender 1991: 2). Such remarks reflect upon the sexuality of the artists and allow for 

fantasies and stories to be imagined and told about the painter's private life. And they are of the 

same order as the kinds of stories traders told about sexuality (see chapter 5), stories that were 

used to mask the commercialised nature of the objects they were selling. 

Stories about artists' sexuality function similarly by constructing images of the artists as 

reflecting a kind of primordial primitivism. Emphasising the artists' sexuality places them 

conceptually in a realm of spontaneity ('wild stage of life') and instinct ('produce art only when 

in a sexual relationship'), rather than that of calculation and intellectual rationality (Price 1990: 

44-46). The stories of the artists' sexuality and 'amorous adventures' work to place them outside 

the supposedly rational commercialised world. Those stories fit in well with the stories about the 

communal nature of African art and ideas about a kind of primitive communalism that were rife 

in all evolutionist conceptions of the development of human social systems. Thus, while Africa 

is perceived as primitive and somehow backward, the notion of communalism fits in with the 

perception of an African artist who is somewhat backward and who lives outside the rational 

world. 
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Constructed stories about self-taught artists' private lives thus reflect perceptions of an 

uncalculated, spontaneous being-an-artist, someone distant enough from the commercialised 

western world to present an authentic and non-commercial alternative to western art. The work 

of self-taught artists thus serves to meet the romantic illusion of we stem observers about the 

fascinating creativity of the poor and simple minded as wen as those observers' persistent 

stereotyping of Africa. In this regard, the closing, almost plaintive sentence ofStroter-Bender's 

and Bender's (1991: 2) article about Cheri Samba, where they quote his words, speaks for itself 

in its appeal for what they regard as having been lost: 'People strive only for their own personal 

fame and fortune, and forget their fellow humans. If it were otherwise, wouldn't our planet be a 

paradise for its inhabitants'!' By 1991 Samba had his own studio in Paris as well as an art dealer 

to sell his work: there. 

Visual expressions of self-taught artists that conform to the constructed idiom of the sub

category African continue to appeal to a particular segment of the western market. Recent 

exhibitions7l of African art that have focused more on graphic than on sculptural forms bear 

witness to this demand in western markets. Catalogues of some of those exhibitions reveal that 

self-taught artists have been selected ahead of academic artists, 'traditional' themes before 

'modern' ones. Moreover, as many commentators about the exhibitions have noted, there has 

been a eurocentric attitude in their curators' choice of works to exhibit (see Jegede 1990, 

Stanislaus 1990, Hassan 1996, Picton 1998, Ass 1998, Haustein 1998). 

The content of some of these exhibitions shows that some western scholars and audiences of 

Afiican art accept and appreciate predominantly material and graphic forms that represent, for 

them, easily recognisable patterns of what they perceive as essentially African. As Ebong (1991: 

202) points out, the exhibitions' predominant themes and motifs have been of rural life, 

traditional mythology, folktales, imaginary spirits, masks, landscapes and wildlife. Hence one 

finds the image of an unencumbered pristine Africa being sought once again; or, phrased 

71 'Les Magicians de la Terre', Paris, 1989; 'Contemporary African Artist, Changing Tradition', Harlem 1990, 
'Africa Explores', New York 1991; 'Seven Stories about Modem art in Africa', London, 1995; 'An Inside Story: 
African art of out time', Tokyo 1995; 'Neue Kunst aus Afrika' Berlin 1996; 'Trader Routes', Johannesburg 1997. 
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differently, the demand for primitivism persists and is met now by a new formula of how to 

constitute it. As I have shown in previous chapters it was the kind of primitivism discussed here 

which, as an essential part of the market objects' Africanness, enabled the masking of the 

commodity nature of those objects. And just as the paradigm of primitivism helps to mask the 

commodity nature of African objects, it also helps to mask the commodity nature of artworks 

produced by self-taught artists, by drawing on stories that place her or him outside the rational 

and commercial world. 

Yet, it needs to be pointed out also that within the art-historic discourse not every material or 

graphic form that fits the label African is treated equally. The producers of African objects 

found, for example, at the Cape Town markets, and that have been the focus of my study, have 

indeed done what is expected by the so-called aficionados of African artists. They have created 

and perpetuated images of pristine African village life by producing 'traditional' objects. Yet, 

precisely because those objects are available in large numbers in relatively unsophisticated street 

markets, those selfsame aficionados regard the objects as mass-produced fakes, reproductions, 

kitsch, hence unworthy of being collected, thus not worth subjecting to art historical inquiry 

(Goldwater 1972, Levisohn 1984, Grundy 1984, Vogel 1988). I would claim, however, that the 

objects the markets' traders sell are just like the paintings of self-taught painters: a response to 

economic forces and a commentary on the audiences for which they are produced (Jules-Rosette 

1984: 3, also see Ben-Amos 1977: 128, Howes 1996: 186). 

5. Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown how the sub-category African art has been created, over time, 

around a set of characteristics that draw on a series of images of Africa that. while quite out of 

line with the reality of everyday life in contemporary Africa, appeal to the imaginations of those 

who make up the market for works in the sub-category. I have further shown that the images 

draw on a whole series of prejudices about the continent and its people that derive, in turn, from 

the colomal encounter and continue to hold strong sway in the western world. 

The prejudices of the non-African market have not only shaped the execution of certain material 

and graphic forms that are placed in the subcategory African art. They have also shaped the 
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commodification of African objects such as those on display at the markets I have studied. Recall 

the stories told by traders to their customers, as discussed in chapter five. They bear a close 

relation to the content of some 'primitivist' paintings. In their stories, traders often reduced 

African life to stereotypical images and patterns. They used topics such as fetishism. sexuality 

and traditional uses or contexts to trigger their customers' imagination of unspoiled and pristine 

village life in a similar way to that demanded of painters such as Samba and Valentim by their 

patrons. Like those painters' patrons, traders at the markets exploited images of what they 

understood their cusfumers to perceive as 'traditional' contexts, developing those understandings 

by reflecting on what they found to be their customers' expectations about Africa, its people and 

its objects (see chapter 5). Both market traders and the patrons of African artists did (and do) so 

in the interest of commercial enterprise and to effect profitable commodity exchanges. Hence, 

just as in the early periods of the colonial encounter between westerners and people of the 

African continent, an African essence is still sought in African oral, material and graphic forms. 

In the next, concluding, chapter, I analyse some of the reasons why such images stiU persist. 
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Chapter nine: Conclusion 

I started out this thesis with a story of a kanaga mask which, during its travels from Mali to its 

final destination in my home, moved through different social, cultural and economic contexts. I 

suggested that objects like the mask can be approached from a biographical perspective because, 

just like human beings they have life histories that involve other things. various spaces and 

places, and diverse people. 

This work has been devoted to understanding the multiple and changing meanings of African 

objects, such as handcrafted masks, sculptures or Objects of daily use, and their social life in 

Cape Town, South Africa. The objects' social life in CapeTown is unique and different from 

their social life in West Africa. Most objects, like my kanaga mask have travelled far to reach 

the market in Cape Town. Hence market in Cape Town are not essentially South African 

markets, their character today is Panafrican72
• South Africa' s years of isolation have resulted in a 

quite different type of market for African objects as for example in West Africa (Rankin & 

Hamilton 1999). The difference is noticeable in the absence of established wholesale networks 

for South African objects and in a shorter history of South African objects as high priced 

collector's items (Barritt n.d.: 16). 

In my thesis I have described and analysed the objects at various places such as street markets, 

curio shops, art galleries and the homes of collectors. I have focused on the traders, sales 

personnel and purchasers of the objects. My main argument has been that certain non-commodity 

dimensions of some objects of the material world, such as being seen as African objects, create 

value and demand for them, and thereby enable their commodification. I have further argued and 

shown that the non-commodity aspects of objects, such as the stories told about them, have the 

potential to mask their commodity nature. To support my argument I have followed some of the 

social paths African objects travel in order to reveal how various meanings come to be ascribed 

to them in their changing social environments, and how those changes impact on their 

72 This. however. has enabled me to investigate the objects as African and with all the stereotypes that go with it. 
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commodification. I have also shown that their very identification as economic, or aesthetic, or 

valuable in some other way, depended on the contexts of their exchange and/or consumption. 

My work builds on Appadurai' s (1986) idea that objects have social lives and that life histories 

can be written about them by following their paths through different social environments. I have 

drawn on that idea in order to comprehend the material and social dimensions of a certain 

category of objects. According to Appadurai (1986: 4) objects move through various stages 

during their life span, being a commodity being only one state in an object's life. Hence objects 

can and do become commodified at times and then, at other times, they become de-commodified 

or, in Kopytoffs (1986) terms, singularised. In other words, objects removed from the market 

sphere, through a process of selection, become singularised (Kopytoff 1986: 69) and, in the 

process, they are imbued with the personal values of their owners, a process that replaces their 

simple exchange value with a set of more complex socio-cultural values. 

The underlying reasons for our perceiving objects as more or less commodified can be found in 

how we relate to them. I have shown that some research participants related to the objects in very 

personal ways. Recall trader Francoise (case 3), who related to the objects she had on sale at the 

market as if they were her husband; or collector Jacques (case 13), who shared his house with so 

many of his collected objects that there was no space for another person to live there. Other 

research participants related to the objects that were in their possession by treating them as 

souvenirs, hence using them to reflect the place where they had spent a holiday and purchased 

the objects. Yet others related to the objects in purely commercialised ways, either in the sense of 

making a living from them (as traders did) or in perceiving them as mass-produced commodities 

which they did not like to purchase, an attitude to which some tourists and collectors subscribed. 

The way research participants related to the objects they saw, sold or bought at the markets 

imbued the objects with various meanings such as art, artefact, souvenir. gift, commodity, kitsch 

etc. The attributes they ascribed to the objects marked the differences in the way they related to 

the objects and thereby reflected on the extent to which they were contextually commodified. 

As I have demonstrated, each of these attributes was reflected in the content of the many diverse 

stories composed about African objects. The stories included derivatives of' grand narratives' 
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such as the object-subject dualism in western thought as discussed in chapter one, or that of 

'othering' that was a feature of colonialism as discussed in chapter eight. They also included the 

more personal stories that sellers and the purchasers told about the objects' origins, their 

biographies of usage, their producers and their lives, and the diverse processes whereby objects 

were acquired and transacted. 

What were the constitutive parts of the relationship between research participants and the Objects 

they sold, purchased and collected? Or, to ask the question differently, what were those various 

human participants in the objects' biographies actually looking for to enable them to establish a 

relationship with those objects? I suggest that we can find answers to these questions in the 

outcomes 0 f previous debates about what has sometimes been understood as cross-cultural 

exchange. Some such discussions offer a perspective that sees items such as African objects as 

able to act as cultural brokers, initiating contact between people of different places, and 

providing a potential basis for a mutually bett~ understanding between people whose socio

cultural practices are quite different from one another (Jules-Rosette 1984). And it is that idea 

that I wish to consider as a means to bring my thesis to a close. 

The idea of cross-cultural exchange is generally perceived by anthropologists as problematic, in 

that it derives its meaning from an assumption that bounded 'pure' culture exist in a 

cartographically fixed spaces (Rojek & Urry 1997: I, Lurry 1997: 75). Much recent 

anthropological literatUre has focused on the presumably bounded nature of culture in an effort to 

show that, in a world of 'travelling cultures' (Said 1983, Clifford 1992), such distinct bounded 

cultural units no longer exist, and probably never did (Clifford 1988, Geertz 1995, Marcus 1995, 

Gupta & Ferguson 1997). 

Yet, while I fully subscribe to the principle that 'pure cultures' do not exist, I stiU have to address 

the problem that, for traders, purchasers and collectors of African objects, their exchanges of 

these objects may often constitute, or be understood as, a process of cross-cultural exchange. For 

them. cross-cultural exchange and travel are grounded in cultural distinctions and a presumption 

of difference. From a theoretical point of view we analysts may all agree that the idea and the 

representations of bounded cultural units were constructed by ethnographers and geographers in 
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an effort to order the world, and that it remains debatable if they ever existed in such a way (Urry 

1997). Yet, the empirical data represented in my work suggests a strong interest among research 

participants in the cultural objects of the 'other'-the typically African object, the authentic 

piece of the 'other'. And their perceptions pose a challenge for any theoretical understanding of 

cultural hybridisation and blurred cultural boundaries. This is because the blurredness of the 

boundaries often leads to an even stronger quest, among those such as my research participants, 

to restore 'cultural order' and thereby to come to grips with the 'infinite messiness of social life' 

(Geertz 1995: 140). As I have earlier demonstrated, interest in difference and cultural distinction 

was a major force in the constitution of the 'typically' African, both among my research 

participants and much more generally. 

Stuart Han offers an analysis of interest in linguistic. social, cultural and psychic differences 

which I summarise here. According to Hall, the linguistic perspective, especially that of 

Saussure, assumes that difference is necessary for the production of meaning, hence that 

meaning is relational and that we recognise the world through binary oppositions (Hall 1997: 

234). Secondly, Han points out that Bakhtin developed the same point in his assumption that we 

need the other 'because we are only able to construct meaning through the dialogue with the 

other' (Han 1997: 235)73. Hall has explained that people draw symbolic cultural borders by 

attempting to keep out and stigmatise anything that is constructed as not fitting an accepted 

cultural order. Han argues that, paradoxically, expelling the different from within the boundary 

of the familiar imbues difference with power and attraction, precisely by creating it (Hall 1997: 

237). Last, says Hall (1997: 238), psychoanalytical accounts, drawing from Freud, assume that 

difference is necessary for the subjective self and 'that our subjectivities depend on our 

unconscious relations with significant others' such as our parents'. 

The above explanations for an interest in difference are rather reductive and simplified, 

particularly when summarised so briefly. But they do indicate that interest in the 'other' can have 

positive outcomes such as the production of meaning and of social and self-identity. Yet, at the 

same time, it also carries negative implications. Difference can become the underlying factor for 

73 Bakhtin's point echoes Said's (1978) critical analysis of the complex dialectic process by which the 'West' 
constructs itself through ideological projections of the 'other'. 
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racialising the 'other' and creating stereotypes about the ·other'. 'Stereotyping reduces, 

essentialises, naturalises and fixes difference' (Han 1997: 258). As I have shown earlier, 

stereotypes were often at play in consumers' demands for Aftican objects and in their 

commodification, as in the way stories were constructed about them. This may seem paradoxical 

because many stories were told by African traders, who thereby confirmed tourists'stereotypes. 

But, as Hall has argued, 'victims can be trapped by the stereotype, unconsciously confirming it 

[even] by the very terms in which they try to oppose and resist it' (Hall 1997: 163). Therefore the 

traders' confirmations of the tourists' stereotypes indicate that traders realised that they would 

have to use their customers' stereotypes in stories they told so as to satisfy their customers' 

expectations. It also indicates that some of the images of Africa which were constructed by the 

non-Aftican 'other' had moulded the African traders' own perceptions of themselves and of 

Africa (c.f. Mudimbe 1994, Escobar 1995). 

Much of my work here has shown that the main quality of the African object which enabled its 

commodification by its being masked, was its perceived different and exotic quality and its 

having been produced, used and sold by an (African) • other' . Most research participants made 

use of the concept of difference, albeit, in manifold ways and for diverse reasons. 

Traders used the notion of difference in various ways when selling objects. Recall that some 

traders perceived themselves as representatives of their countries and displayed a distinct 

national or etlmic pride ('I am a Maasai', I am a prince of Bam un') towards their customers. 

Others engaged customers in rather long bargaining interactions, realising that the absence of 

such bargaining in many countries from which their customers came provided them an 

opportunity to exoticise the interaction for their customers. In doing so they gave customers a 

chance to participate in a distinctive and performative shopping experience. Other traders 

signalled difference by wearing African dress. Traders also used cultural difference in the way 

they constructed stories about African objects: Recall the story of 'the fetish from Zaire' or 'the 

story of the Bamileke figure' which, as I have shown in chapter five, both exploit stereotypic 

images of evil beliefs of the 'dark' continent-Africa. Or the trader's 'story of the Kanaga mask' 

which placed the production and acquisition of the mask in the context of a traditional African 

village in Mali. The content of many stories thus placed the objects in an essentialised and 
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different socio-cultural context from that of their purchasers. By constructing and telling such 

stories, traders ingrained into the objects a mystique and an enchantment of alterity. In doing so, 

the traders masked the objects' commodity nature by convincing customers that they had 

obtained a 'rear object of the 'other', and not just a simple commodity. 

Tourists who purchased African objects also constructed images of difference to make meaning 

of their tourist encounter with the 'other'. Lury (1997: 75) describes tourists as 'wandering 

figures whose travels, paradoxically, fix places and cultures in ... ordered space'. The prime 

motivation for travel is to encounter difference--why travel, if only to find the same that has 

been left at home? As I have shown in chapter five, tourists were enchanted by alterity and took 

in only as much information about the 'other' and her objects as they needed to preclude 

destroying their enchantment. Tourists sought to find insights into the lives of the • other' . Yet, 

obtaining a privileged insight into a different lifestyle makes meaning-through creating 

alterity-oftheir mundane lives back home as non-tourists (MacCanneU 1976, Curtis & 

Pajaczkowska 1994). 

Said (1978) has described this as a dialectical view in which the tourist makes meaning ofherlhis 

life through reference to a constructed 'other'. As Said points out, 'western culture' constitutes 

itself through the construction of images of the exotic 'other' (Said 1978: 132). Yet, this 

dialectical view not only makes meaning of the tourist's life back home. It also allows tourists, 

through enchantment by alterity during the course of their absence from home, to mask the 

commodity nature of their purchased objects and of their journey. both of which are virtually 

essential parts of the tourist industry. 

Collectors too played on the concept of difference in various ways. Some perceived themselves 

as keepers of the 'others" past, and thus engaged in what we might call salvage collecting in the 

face of what they saw as those others' distinctive and discreet cultures being destroyed by the 

presence of modernity and its appurtenances (Errington 1997: 159). Others among them drew 

distinct borders between themselves, as collectors, and non-collectors who, they perceived, 

lacked the ability to judge the quality of African objects. As shown in chapter seven, collectors 

constructed binary oppositions in the sense that they treated non-collectors' objects as 
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inauthentic commodities, and their own objects as authentic collectibles. Among collectors, the 

differentiation between art and commodity, and a negative attitude towards the latter, was most 

conspicuous. Claiming that their objects were African art, and that they possessed what Bomdieu 

(1996) cans the • cultural capital' to appreciate art, they proclaimed their supremacy and their 

elitist position. Collectors' perceptions about themselves and others indicate, as suggested in 

chapter one, that the socially constructed distinctions between art/everyday life, art/commodity, 

hlgbllow culture still exist among some and are used by them as a form of 'othering' in terms of 

social distinction. 

But what of my main argument about the process of masking the commodity nature of African 

objects? I have shown that most of my research participants related to African objects in terms of 

a sense of difference. Traders and gallery owners/collectors both tried to convince themselves 

and others that the objects they had on sale were authentic objects of the African • other' . Most 

tourists, laypersons and collectors were convinced that the objects they had purchased were 

authentic objects of the • other' . Those that were not so convinced tended not to make any 

purchases and criticised the markets as not really African. Authenticity was thus constituted 

differently by various categories among my research participants. Yet they were an looking for it 

in terms of 'othering', hence difference. As we have seen, the 'other', as a construction of the 

self's alternate, enabled all the research participants to construct a multitude of stories about 

African objects and thereby masked their commodity nature. By giving the object a story, they 

imbued it with a spirit similar to the Maori hall, (Mauss 1954) and allowed it to enter their lives 

. to tell stories about others and themselves. 

But it is not just they out there, that is my research participants, that do that. We aU do it in a 

greater or lesser extent, and using various ruses and subterfuges for the purpose. The objects in 

our lives are not just commodities. They become markers of our very selves--in the sense that 

they evoke om memories and experiences (Baudrillard 1968, Pearce 1992, Steward 1993). 

Examining the changing social environments of objects not only serves to allow us to gain 

insight into processes of their commodification and how that is hidden. It also enables us to 
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understand processes of so-called cross-cultural exchange in which the images of Africa 74 its 

people and its objects are continually constructed by producers, traders and buyers all over the 

globe. Hence, it is applicable to discussions about globalism. As objects travel they convey 

meanings, prejudices and stereotypes across the globe. To comprehend much of the current era's 

cultural contact or 'cross-cultural exchange' one needs to explore these travelling objects as 

means of communication. 

740f course it is not only Africa, its people and objects that are subjected to this kind of stereotyping. I refer here to 
Africa simply because my work bas concentrated on objects valued for their Africanness. 
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Appendix A: Demographic data on traders 

Table 5: Co.mlry of orif';in aml g~jl(kr of trade IS 

Table 6: Country of birtb and age of tmd~js 
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TalJk7: Marital status of trader, 

Tabl~ R, Number ortmd~rs' ~hildn:n 

I able 'J: Number of years of traders' schoohng 
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Appendix B: Demographic data on sales persons 

Tabl ~ 13 Mantal ,[atu, or sule<; persons 

l'ahl ~ 14: l'\umb~r or ,al", persons' chi Idr~n 
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Table IS: Standard of education of sa le.: pCTSOIlS 

T"ble 16: Ll'! oj" saks PC!'8()n'>' profcssions 
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Appendix c: I)emographic data on potential customers 

T.;mtc 17..; Country ,,( nrigin ofpot""t~l c~om~n; (foreign vls;lun;) 

Tghlc I ~: Gender "rp{)\cnti~1 CUMOITIen; (foreign visitou) 
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Tah1U2: Ages of potenti~l customers (foreign "lsitors) 
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Tahle 20: ~umhcr ofpllTch~se" of African ohjects mad" by foreign visitors 

Tabl.k21: Usc Gf African ohjects among fGl'"ign visitors 
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r ~hl( 22_ ,\ rncan obJccts purcllascd by fon.'1gn ,isilon< 
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T lIb:~ 23; R"rL7<.·rna .... mad" by ron,,';!:U' ' isil01"l' 10 A fnaln ohj ects 

T pb Ie 24: Pla.:es of purcha~e of Alncan ebJ ~CIS <tmong ror~lgn visitors 
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·_Dl_Q:ls~5: Placcs of residence of potential South Afneall clLstom~rs 

Table 26: U~IKkr ofSo~th African pott:11tiai cllitomt:TS 

Ta blc J!: Ag", "f South African potential cllstomers 
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~ 28: Number of purchases made of African objects by South Africans 

Table 29: Use of African objects among South African 

Table 30: Places of purchase of African obj ects among South Atncans 
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Obi" J I : A fri" an obj""ls p"n;hal!cd by South A f,ic.a n.~ 
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Table )2: Rcfc= m3dr: by Solllh J\friC,1.\8 10 J\ lncan objccl ~ 
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Appendix D: Satollf 'lllicial data 

TlIbl ~ 33: '< lImb~r of lotal foreign arrivals through Cap~ Tnwn Tn t~mati"n~ 1 Airport* 

U ble 34, -rhc top 20 OV~I"Ii"U ,-i~it<>rs · 10 Suulh " I, ica 

TifF: 101' 2ft O'-£ItSb u. 1I01.1IH_ ~ \iI SJ1"O I~ 1\1 _\ 11"-1-:"1 ( TAUI F f'l 

- ------ ---- - --~~-

-

_J 
lbt ' up h •• _nt .. .,-nr~C .. ' h .,h,.I:> .. m:.rI. I"IS 'l r~ il h" , ,,. , ~.1 in l h~ 1Io1>" .C 
r.~" ..., _ -Ille h. fa l "H' ~~'" h" li,J"J ,"3Thl ~"'" " ' ,, ,.,.I r " r 22.5 'Yo ",-,-,- /10 ... 
p~~".u j","u".") I .. n ... '-t m b c r 1?'-)1_ 

· Sources: CSS (C .... lMlI Slali s!;.: Servioo PrdOril ) 
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Appendh 1<:: InventorIes oftraders 

hlH ntury I: Agnes from Kenya (case J) 
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Inventory 2: Francoi~e from the DRC (case 3) 
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Imentory 3: habelle from the DRe 
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"" f lllor)l4: Lila Irom Krllya (o:ast 2) 
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Appendix F: Survey questionnaire for traders :lOll sellers 

University of Cape Town 
Department of Social Anthropology 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Travelling Objects - The Social Life of African Objects 

This questionn8ire is needed 8S part of thp. requirements for the completion of my M8stp.rs· 
dissertation in Soe'ial AnthrofX'logy. Thp. oqect 01 my r.eldwork is to study Afric8n objects within 
the IX>Iltex! of markp.t p.xchange. Thp. focus of my rP.sp.an;'h is the interaction betwP.P.n traders 
3nd buyp.rs. TheretorP. I np.p.d information 8bout traders' social background, their 8spirations 
reQ<'Vding thllir work and their living conditions You havp. been randomly selp.cted to participate 
in this survey and I would appfP.ciatp. if you woukf ass;st by completing the survP.y. Thp. results of 
this survey are treated as strictly confidential. 

'Tho work began a~ ~ projoct for;> M;>s\ors ds[Jree. II w~~ ~lIi:J~equently upgradod [)I'] tho 
reccmmemlajjons of my super,lis "," and the Depart"'''''' at: Social Anthropology, UCT 

21·' 
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1. Demographic Data 

QuesHons 1.2 to 1.6.3 only to be answered by nQn· 
South Africans. South Africans please move to 
question 1.7. Capetonians (persons born in Cape 
Town) please move to question 2.1. 

1.2 Woon did you arrive in Sooth Africa? 

1.2 1. Who acco~ani{)(i you? 

1 3 In which coonlries did you live before you ",,",cd in SouHl Africa? 

21S 
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1.4, Have you lived wmawhere sJse in SotJlh Africa befO'"e you arrivoo in Cars Town? 

Move to QlJIlstiDnl. 5 

1.4.1 Where in South Africa have you lived before? 

1 4.2 How long did you stay in each place? 

1.5. Wilen did yeoJ arrive in Cape Town? 

1.6, Do you ",iss your home COlJ:lt!)'? 

1.6.1, How wollld you describe the social and econom'c c()!"<jilions in your mme coonl!)'? 
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1 ii 2 HOW wooloJ rou ae$O'lDe 1t1e!lQd31 and econom~ condboos 1l}<Xl' homa COU1!ry comp3fed 10 
lhe condi1Jon$ In SOUlh Atlica? 

1_6_3 Ale)'OO,J pl3nnlng 10 re lurn 10)'OO,Jr Mme COl.Ill ry to fove U'ere agan7 

Ou!&110n 1,1 10 1.1.2 only 10 be answered by South 
Afrl , an, wtJo were nol bom in C~P'I Town. Non-South 
Afri cans plean move 10 Qu u .tlon 1.9_ 

t 7 When did y<::u amve In Cape TO"M1? 

1 12_ Where 0Id)'OO1 1M! belore you arrived In Cape T0"M17 

1_73 HaN long did you !1.ay In 8"<ICh Place? 

1 8 Do)'<XI miss lhe pklee whC~)'Ou ha.e II ... &<! belore? 

...,--- ---. 

..... bit 

nol III ,)/I --
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1.8.1 How would you describe the social and OCC>'lCJo'Tric cQi1dAions Q/ the piJce where you have lived 
before? 

1.8.2 Am you planning to relurn to the place lIo'Ilero '{OIl have livoo '" befDre? 

--~~--~ 

1.9. Please ~ i~e reJsons tor coming 10 Capa Townl 

other jpje'''' iM",,,.) 
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2. Educational and occupational qualifications 

2.1 What is your highest qualification? 

2.2 What is your profession (be as precise as possible)? 

2.3. Afp. you sp.lf-employp.d? 

Working conditions 

3.1. W~oe" rlid YOLY presenl P.fnploymenl slart? 

3.2 H~ve you worked in AfriG<ln (",de before? 

3.3 WM trained you to do ymx work? 

Move to Question 

" 
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:).~. Wt!al h od 01_ ..... eM you do ptlDI' 10 thl~ eonployrnerW DCctJpaUOIl? 

3.5. Dcycu O"J"'Y)D.lr wDrk? 

:) 6 Dc you perceive the uade 01 African objGCI3 as l) hfelong. f .. ll-tJma and pennanenl c.a~'1 

PlCl)50 ive r<Y,,"~OOS I,,.. oor "'''wen 
Employees pl .... s .. movo to q",ostion 3.15 

J.7.3. How did you tmaoce your busin~ ~s in the bi!gKlrllng1 

MOV<j to 3.9. 

J.8.' Whc is a 1. 1100"", your lam·.y? 

382. In wh..:h cOIX1 lry dQ they rlJ!1 thel< bUsOr,esg' 

z~o 
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3.8.3. What kind 01 merdlar>dise do tooy selllllade;,,7 

3.9, How rnany people do yoo efl'flloy to sell yoor rnelchan ti se? 

3.9.1 WMt nalio,m Oly ;y~ your employees? 

3.10 On yoo sell African oojects sw",whete eloo oosides this m.·l1k~t ~te? 

3.11 

3.1[}.1 Where else in Cape Town, Sooth Africa or in any other Goootry do you s911 your objocts? 

3 11 How do you plJrchase th~ Objects that you are s,"ling? 

, , , , , 
" , , , , 
" , , , , 
" , , , , 

, , , , 
" , ; , , 
" 

, , , , , C 

nther:' , , , , , C _._. __ .. __ ._._-

other:" , ; , , 
" - --
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3.12. How do you receive the objects? 

3_13 How do you pay lex- your merchandise? 

221 
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3.13.1, Where, rn which situations, and for what kir.d of OOiects v.uuld you usually use theoo means of 
paymenn 

3.14. Do you buy the objects that you are sening on a credit basis? 

3. 14. 1. Do you keep books ar.d an inventory of the object~ you 0'M1? 
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3. i5. WOl.lld you regard tne payment/income you ru;!)ive as-

3.16_ How m~ny people <10 you SLJPport from tr.;s ir>Come oosides yoorself? 

4. Trade 

4.1 What kir>d of African objocts de you sBlI? 

'-, ' . .. ,~.. ~. .. 
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~ 2 Do )'OU knnw the exact origin of aU the objects that your are selling? 

4.3 Where do the majority of oojects that you are senhg came from? 

4.4 Please neme three o~ ects ()( types of objects the! )'OO are seWing the most? 

L 

3 .. .... , ...... , ...................... , ....................... ,. 

4.5. In yr>Uf opinion, Il0W shoold ooe refer to the objects that you lire 50liing? 

225 
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sellirl\l? 

461. and display them i~ y01.Jr hom~? 

Please g;v~ reaSOns for Y01.Jr a~swerl 

, Trading interaction 

5.1. To what k",d of catellOry of peor"8 do yOll"" rotential customer~ belorlg to? 

'1'''''''''' '' ' M< .,," """",10 tho '"", 001" 1 

, , , , , 
, , , , , 
, , , , , 0 

, , , , , 
, , , , , 

, , , , , 0 

, , , , , 
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" In your ~rlior1. wh~t...-e poler1li~1 buyors rnOOI interested in? 

"""we< the ""miler S tf',e .,," COlT"""" Me ""_ 1. 

, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 
, , , , , 0 

, , , , , , 

5.3. Think abwi your tr>ldirlQ inlemclions with customers' List five questions, Of mor~, mOot frequontly 
as~ed by your cJients? How do yOIl 3I1swer the questions? Are you always honest? 

2" .. " ... ". 

5.4. How would you d~soihe the majority 01 yow customers? 
5,5. 

, , 
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5.5. Can ycu recall a strange, fLJi1ny 0( even unpleasant etY.ounter with a cHen!? II yes, could you 

»ease lei me ,"'a;t it 

How would yoo der.,e art? 

If none of these definitions sUlls ya; please leef free to give your OWn derl{)iiion of art 
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7. Ale there any CjlleStions in this questionnaire which you have fOlIld shocking, pojntloss or naive? 

Move t 

Which ones? (NlJITl/.>ef cJ question) 

7.1. Are there any questions you wOll d have ~ked to have been asked? 

Which ones? 

How woukf you have replted? 

6.2 Is tr-e 8nytNng that you woofd ~ke to ask ma? 

******* 

Thank you for your participation! 
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o\ppel'ldi __ G: Interview Schedule for trad~rsfsalesperson 

1. W"-n did you ,cart working allh. markel? 

2. Whal kind 01 work did you do be '",. you 51.v1M to woric he,e? 

l. WhO 101d you aboul till,. job? 

•. """-'a don your emploYII' come hom? 

, . Ok! your employer Irain you 10 do I~i a work? 

6. 00 you Ilk. Ihls job? 

y .. _ No_ Please give rusons? 

7. How would you ,egard lhe incomv you ,enlva? 

,. 00 yOu lik. the obj""l! Ihat you ar. uUlna1 

10. How would you call/name to the objects thaI you ue selling? 
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Appendix H: Sun'cy QuestIonnaIre for visitors to Cape 
Town 

Unl vlralty of Cape Town 
Oe~"rlment Of Social Anthropok>gy 

Ink; Se tFp.MalK huHa 
T, I. : 021. 61981S 

.. ma,!; .. [ppm. 'Ola''''''' com 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Trawlrng Obles .. . The Sos.al L,I. of Alric.an Obi~s 

m 
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Introduction 

Th i. qLJ ""tionn",,,,, noodod 10 "UP1)Ol'1 my present re.e&rCf1 at the Airi c"" art ",,""kat. in 
Ca r e T ",'," , , ,.." a stLJdom 9t me Uni"erslty 01 Ca;le T""", .:.nd I am wurn,\! un my 
M",,""" lJos ... rt!Ol1Ol'l " Soos l ""tnr~I);JY. 11\8 major a.;:>ect 0{ rll,' 'Mll'< i. to !O ttS on 
Ihr> $.(Idal nr!!WOrl<s cnoompa,s .. "Il tnt. P&tI'I& uf A!r\I;ar. u~jtoc1. 10m e. ;lIufif'l\l tI>e pt .... >dit)' 
of ,,,,oN.et ~1nt. 'n~\'Od '0'1 tr!l()O of AirICMn OtljOClIi ... C8;>e T .... n, One tocal ;>lint ,,( 
my f<tSeafCh ;" th, int...-..cl.,,n ~el\'o_ QuR/lIl-.o ,00 t'~ u! Afri<.an <J4""'-"- The 
".de 0; Arnc;on objo(;lc i;liiofir;:o 8 W'ICI(l l)<.,bllC. ThQ ;o.blic'. perc<>;rtloo. abo~t and theif 
Io""'nolog~ ~pp.od to Qbj8<;1S \lICY ~~Q might ditfc: ';ynilitanU,· ~g to the.
'ndrvidu.! ... It'>'ests The ",,;1!~"1 Qr QCrwplo:ml .nd t"'m"'IOh"'d~' ~ ~ the COfltexl Qf 
mark'" ft"""n~,.,11 pro"'''' me \0'1111 "'S9~t<I f'I(O drc ... aIJ .... d ,den aboL1 ;w,d ""'~n~s oJf 
t.fncan culural ptQduCbon~ The~I"'''1 need In(~n Qwut P""'~' ",ci~l 
ba:kQruund and Iheo, amludes towaros Mot .. ,,~jtCts 

You hilll8 lMten rowIomly selected III PI.-c·~atIIln Ill .. Sl.fflloy and I ""ul!l """'''''',." ~}'>u 
"",LId "", .. ' by comp~W>g ~ C~I\"e"f The ,.;suM "I Ill .. I.."..". ,.,1I1>e ".,.,red .. " ~r;;t:y 
conlidenn~l, yO\. "I9Y ani""" mil ~tIC$lKI""""'C in Engll5~. Ger""", DO Freoch. 

1. Dymo9r"Q/IIC D,"" 
Country 01 Binh 

Dato of Birth 

,,, '. ,," , ... 
M~ 'ltlif $t~ty, Ii"". _ ,, __ ,.rt,.,.,-,_ 
;"""""-~
,..,,,,<:111_, _ 

1.2. What i f you r hlg~Sl qual ilieitlon? 
(f'b>o """ 

S13ndal1l 
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Post-m;ltric' 

1.3. What 15 your prote-UilWl (ta .. proKin AI ponible)? 

1.4 . 

,. 
2.1. 

,., 

2.3.1 . 

2.3.2. 

2.4. 

" 

Are you nll-emploted ? 

~~~;'inCape TOWn? 
Who is accompanying you? 

"' __ -. ,. _, ••• z·ot 

How oflen h.l.ve you bun 10 CApe Town? 

When lasl did you visit Ca~8 Town? 

How m~ny d.ayslW88~1 Wtll you stay In Cap" Town? _____ _ 

Pleue Give ruson. for comine to Cap" Town! 
1"·0<100''''-1 
HoIid~y' __ t\l.11!'1I01M, __ ViIIlting friGl'lds; __ V;"t"'9 famil,: __ 

Otflcr' 

2.6, Did you ever vi ... ! 21!l2!: Alrlcan countriu? 

2.S. I . Which CQunlrlH dld you vlalt al'ld I .... how long did roo stay there? 
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Que5lion. 2.1. 10 2. '0. only 10 be answered by Non-SOUlh Africans. 
Soulh Africans pt." .. mov e to qyutlon 31, 

2.1. 

2.e. 

28.1 . 

2.9. 

2.9.1 . 

29.2. 

2.10. 

When dicl you .rrlve in Soyth AfrlC I? ____ _ 

Old you travel some wile .. e lse In SOUthern Afr ica before you 
arrivGd In C."" Town? 

" ___ ,,_~.",.I\ VItA __ 

Where have bien In SoY\h Africa before you a .. ived in Cape Town 
and lor how Iong1 

How olten hive yo\< been to 5Qyih Alflca? 

When lut did you villi Soulh Ahlcl? _'_ . ___ _ 

For how m,ny d~yslw&eks are yoy In South Africa? __ 

Afrtxaa Obi,,/! 'nd TCI/do 

Did you buy any African obJect" luch al woodcarvingl, bead 
work etc. ? 

3.2. What kind of A/rlcan obJ,ell did yt>u buy? 
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:_"'" )<"1-.""' .. -,.. ......... .,'" 

3.4.1 

3.4.2 

1.4.1 

I _'1<td som~ nlee SOUVet"lS 10 bike. too><:.< home 
II)Oug/ll me OOjecu as goft for fam,~ orlrlllndS: 
I bo",,""'l1h~ obj'iCli 10 1&1 trI~M ,~ nom" (~9 ~~I~ry .....,""t 
Th& 11"'* "'~';>OOI mn~ I I~" .. I)' 10, riJl\i"~,: 
I sa.v!he obje<:lllM Iked ~ (puId"lJS& on mp..lM)· 
I ~JI\ a toIledO< oj Afrlc~n otljecllC '")'00 .... <", ..... ,. ,,, ........... '" .. ,_ ,.. .. ) ' .>1 
Othe, r~ailonl. 

When did you ala't collecting African objftcls? ______ _ 

What kinds of objects l nd from which African counlries are you 
collecling? 

Where do IN; mflprj!y ot objectl th l t you own come. from? 

Whal are lhe .. asons for colfecti ng African object .. ? 
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3.4.4 00 you collect other obJeete •• uc:h Eur<>peAn paintir><;t~. antique~. 
eotn~. 51BmpB. etc . 

No: 

3.4.5 00 you eVe!" sell .ome of the OOJe<;b of your private eolk>ction to 
otll.,.. eoll""lo'e or som.one else1 

"""" .... " . ___ Yes _ • 

35 Are yOll planning to by some Afl lean obj ""t~? 

3 6. What are you mo.t Int_Hted In pulehulr><;t1 
"..,. ... ,~ hi • .". ...... np no....,. ~"'" I U ...... 1><i!I III .. and ~ bm",,'o_lr 8 

, , 
, , 

3.7. How would you (;hBraCterlse th ~ obl~cts that you have pU,chued 
or planning to purchase 1 
• ..., .. "" I\~' " "I)' ""_ " ,,., ""', """ "''''''j 
T,adolio,~ Pie<.&i.; 

I>. P""'" <1:""_ 
Bo':h. me<<..l\3l\dlse aro:l 3 (14_ a~._ 
Co"," of 'J1I(I ltional piecH _ 

"'-" Curio". _. 
QIh ... , - ....... " 

AnIG""" _ 
" m ... d".n<h.,,: 
Holnd~'~fto; 
In ...... 1mi"!nl obled,,: _ 
Ar.r'1>OOt.<: "".'ncan handicr3tt 
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3.8. Brielly dea~rlbe kow you will u'" Ine objects you hav" pure hued 
in your nome [P~ .... _ . ,." . , .. "" .. 00 00;> ... ,,,, .. to" ,,,'" """"'''~!I 
OO·u· .. """" ..... ""'~ """ . ... """'- "" 

4.t Do YO<l ramember thf t .. dflr{s! )'Ou bougkt the object(s) fTom? 

4.2 Can you remember what Ike IrlIdfIr[S) lold you about Ihe object(s) 
you ha ... purchaud? 

___ ..... " nOn ' ," y~ 

43 Could you br leny dHcrlbe aome 01 the Ihin£s lite tradcr[sJ have 
told you? 

4.4 Did you enjoy vlslllrto;l the market, in Cip<lTownl Soulh Africa? 

Please gl,.e reasons lar ",,"r arW._' 

4.5 Did the markels that you have ¥lIIled in Cape TOWT1 or South 
Africa me(li your upeclationa 01." AfriClln rTI<Ir\r.en 

Please give r&<ISOf'S tor )Wr answer: 
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•. 6 Did you comp~re the prl~e 01 th , obj~ct. among dilfe.enl traders 
befo.e you pu.ehaud Iha ObJ'CI.? 

~o;_. Yes_ 
4.1 Did ynu bargain With !he 1,'IIeII? 

)10' y" 

5. Art and AUlhgn/K:/lr 

5.2. How would you d,li.,. Ihtltrm " Iuthanti~" ? 
AlJtM"~c is: "..,...." I'>" "~) do_ " ....... '" .... "''''''' 
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6. CQnfl" ... ;o" 
6.1 Are there any quest'ons in this quesUOflnaire which you have 

found shocl<.lng, pointle., or nalVfl? 

6.2 Ar8 the'e any questions you would h.ave Jl~ed 10 h.ave been 
asked? 

'" 

How wculd you haye replied·' 

6.3 Is tnNe anything thaI you .... OUld hk, to Uk mtI? 

[h'IlIc.t'OMoc, yOUpwlic/pa/ion! 
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Appendix I: Interview schedule for potential customers 

Female_ Male_ Age_ 

Where do you come from? 

How long have you been to Cape Town? 

Do you like Cape Town? 

Have you been somewhere else in South Africa? 

Is this yow first trip to Africa? 

Did you buy any African Objects? If yes, what kind of objects? 

What will you do with them? 

Where did you buy them? 

Did you like the markets? Why? 

How would you refer to the objects you have bought? 
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Appendix J: Questionnaire for collectors 

Department of Social Anthropology 

1. Demographic Data 

Date of Birth Country of Birth Sex 

Inka Selpp-Matschulla 
e-mail: 
selppmat@lafrlca.com 

Marital Status 

Male: Single: _ marriedlwith partner: _ 
Female: 

1.2. What Is your highest qualification? 
(Please tick) 

No tonnel education: Sub alb: 

Post-matric: _ University: _ Other. 

·Abilur, HIgh-GChool Diploma, Baccalaureate 

Standard: 
(apec:Ify) 

divorced: widowed: 

No.of children: 

Metric"': 

(apec:Ify) 

1.3. What Is your profession (be as precise as possible)? 

~ Collection 

2.1. When did you start this collection? 

2.2 Did you collect anything else before? If yes, what did you collect? 

2.3 Old you collect from young age? If yes, what did you collect? 

2.4 Were your parents collectors? If yes. what did they collect? 

2.5 How did your present collection develop? Do you remember the first pieces 
that you collected? What were they? 

2.&1 Is there a system In the way you collect? In the way that at certain moments 
you would only collect a certain category of objects, for example Twin 
Figures? 

2.6b What are the criteria you use to decide whether an object should become part 
of your collection? 

2.7 Do you keep a catalogue of/classify the objects in your collection? 

241 
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2.8 Do you do anything to conserve the objects In your collection? 

2.9 How many objects are In your collection at present? 

2.10 How do you finance your collection? 

2.11 Do you ever sell objects of your private collection? 

2.12 Is there a limit to what you can collect? 

2.13 Do you perceive your collection as an investment? 

2.148 Could you please give me some reasons why you are collecting? 

2.146 Do you fHI that you are saving the objects from extinction? 

2.15 What do you like about the objects that you are collecting? 

2.16 Are you Interested In the historical and soclo-cultural background of the 
objects? 

2.17 How would you refer to the objects In your collection? [In terms of artefact, 
tribal, art etc] 
Please give reasons for your answerl 

2.18 How do you understand the term authenticity? Is it the major criteria for 
evaluating objects? 

2.19 Would you agrH that the collection Is worth more than its Individual parts? 

242 
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